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The present thesis entitled ** Absolute Suinmability Of 
Infinite Series containa certain original reeulto of 
the author which he hao obtained independently during the 
past eeTersl years while working at Aligarh Kuslio Univer0ity» 
Aligarh. 
The fheDi© conoiets of twelve Chaptei^. Chapter I 
/ / 
oontains a resume of the hitherto knoim reeulto which have 
direct interconneotlone with ny inveatigations. Xt also 
serves ae an abstract of the theeie and containa various 
renarke and obeervationa which highlight the contribution 
of th© author towards the adveflacement of Imowledge in the 
theory of absolute summability and it© applications to 
various special aeries, OhaptorsII to H deal with the 
abeolute summability of geoei^al in f in i te serieBt while 
Chapter® VXI to XII are concerned with the etudy of absolute 
autmability of Fourier seriesf derived Fourier aeries • and 
aerie© associated with a Fourier aeries, towards the end 
I have given a fair ly extensive bibliography of various 
publications which have been referred to in the present 
thesis. 
I t day be recsaxteed that roost of the Chapters of the 
present thesis have already been either published or accepted 
for publication* in the form of research papers* in various 
international i^atheoatical Journals of repute. A detailed 
(ii) 
account of thes® publications i& &e follom I Chapter II 
(Pul3licsatlon©8 Matiaematioe, 1966), Chapter III (Tobolm 
Uath, 1971 I Indian <r,Pttr« and Appl.Math,, 197g ) , 
Ohaptar IV (J. I j^naon Math.Soc., 1972)» Chapter V (Bull, 
class Boi. Aea<3. B@lglqua, 1971 % J.^latla.Sci., 1971 ; 
Indian J.Math.» 1970), Chapter VXI (iT.London Msth.Soc., 
1969), Chapter VIII (Sull,Acad.^olon.Scl.Math.A8tronom. 
flsyg., 1970), Chapter IX (Journal de Matheiaatiqties fures 
ct Appli^uees, 1970), Chapter X (lath,Seandinavica» 1967| 
Jitvieta di Mat, Paroa 1971), Chapter XI (Ooimentarii 
Matheaattei Oni^. St.Patil* 197g), Chapter XII (Proc.J'apan 
Academy, 1968). In the Appendix, 1 have attached available 
reprints of al l the published research papers aentioned 
above. 
For a complete l i s t of publications reference my be 
aade to the bibliography. It nmy be noted that a few of 
these publications are joint i?oi4cs, however, no sucfe work 
has been included in the present thesis. A broad elaaaif i* 
cation of these publications i s given below : 
Papers published Independmtly 36 
Papers in which he i s a senior 
author 5 
Papers in which he i s a junior 
author X 
Total nuiEtber of papers published 41 
( H i ) 
It was EQr great privilege to have worked for ay ©.PJail. 
degree imd^r th© guictonce a»d supervision of an eminent 
matheisatioiozi anS a <listiiigui6hed eduoationist, the late 
Br. B.B.Prasaa, Fh.B (Liverpool) , B.Bc, ( tar is ) , F.B.I . , 
3Ke®b©r of the Parlioiaent (nooinated) t formerly Frofoosor 
and Headt Departaettt of MathtsaticOf ^latefead TJnivereity 
AllaMbad. A f tw liavliig reoelved iJ.Fhil. degree» 1 had 
decided to aubsit k^ D.Sc , theeiti with Br.Prs®ad as im adviser 
but i t was really very umfortuaate that h© pasaed away before 
I could submit the saaie. It therefore, ae a token of mst 
high regardst have great pleasure iu dedicating this thesis 
to the ffleHory of my esteemed teaeher» the late Professor 
B.Ii.Praead. 
Piaally, I take this opportunity to thank Professor 
derail A. Siddiqi, r^.A., B.Phii. (mahabad), B.Sc. (Pario) 
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1,1 With the app«ax>imoe of Cattofay*8 Analyag A^gebrioue in X8gl 
and Abel, 'e ^^  rescarohes on tbe BinoQlal series In 16S6t the old 
hftay notion of convergence of infinite aeries was put on sound 
foundation* Xt iras^  howevert notioed that there were certain non* 
convergent series which were quite usefulf and that operations 
performed on then uncritically often led to important results which 
could be verified independently. After persistent ef forts in which 
a nuBber of celebrated leading natheiaaticians took part« i t was 
only in the closing decade of the last century and in the early 
years of the present century that satisfactory methods were devised 
so as to associate with them by processes closely connected with 
Ceuchy*8 concept of convergencet certain values which ne^ be called 
their *' suna ** in a reasonable we^. Such processes of summation of 
series which were formerly tabooed being divergent, have given rise 
to the modem rigorous theory of Sunanabilitv. Just as the concept 
of convergence gave rise to that of suinmability» so also» in more 
recent times• the notion of absolute convergence led to the 
formulation of another process called Absolute Summabilltv^ 
The present thesis is based on certain investi^tions of the 
author into the theory and applications of absolute summability of 
inf inite series. Before giving a resume of the earlier researches 
in the light of which various new results have been obtained by the 
authort i t seems desirable to state here the definition;) and notations 
which will be required in the sequel. 
1) Abel, U.H. (1)-
•2 
1,2 fhe most welX«>4oao«m proc^oaea of smamQibllity of divergent 
series i with vliloli we are conceznea in the preaent theslat are 
either t-proceaeee or p-proceseea. A© we know* the T-prooeaeea are 
based on the foroatlon of the eeguenoe (t^ j^ ] of auxiliary means > 
defined by the sequenee-to-setuenoe transformation : 
where s^ la the n*th partial autn of a given series t The matrix 
I a? I m (Cjjj^ jj) in which C^ j^^  1© the element in the o-th row and 
n»th column, la usually a foepl l ts matrix. 
The ^-processes are based uptm the fomatlon of a functional 
transform t(x)f defined either hy a sequence-to-function trco^sformatloi! 
( l . e . e ) t{x) « % 
or, more generally, by the transfozmatioii 
Cl.S.3) tix) m / / » ( « , y ) s(y)dy, 
where 3e is a continuous parameter, and the function ^^(x) (or 
i s defined over an appropriate interval of *(or % and y ) . 
We fenow that & series £ Sj^  or the corresponding seqtuence {Sj^j 
i s said to be convergent to the sum s , i f l i s s^ « •« 6y analogy, 
a series £ a^ i s said to be summable by ^-method (or ji$«>method) to 
the sua s If lim t » s ( I ln t(x) • s ) , where s is a suitable 
number. 
A series E or the sequence jSj^j i s said to be absolutely 
convergent i f the sequence ^Sj^ j i s of bounded variation i . e . , 
M Sn - ®n.l h • • 
Defining similarly the absolute sumaabillty of an infinite series^ 
we say that a series Z^ a^^  is absolutely siunmable by a T^method or 
-3. 
Bloply ouffioobl.® \ f\ » If the corresponding auxiliary sequence t^^ ^ 
io of bounded variation I . e . t 
i ^ - V i i 
Since tj, e B? a> l iE tjjj » 8» i t follows that i f a aoriee t q^ jOywBit 
i s suooable t^l then i t Is eleo aunasable (7). 
Absolute suEsmabillty W & ^ -ffiGthodt ^^ suamabllity la 
defined in the earae way with the obvious difference that in this 
case the corresponding function t(x) should be a function of 
bounded variation in on interval of continuous pareacter x • 
1.3 fhe sequence • to sequence trsnsformtion f le said to 
yefular i f l i a 8„ • 8 »> l l n t « In order that f<^ethod laay 
be regulart i t i s necessary and sufficient that m 
( i ) Z ICjjj^ jj I < H, H is independent of la, 
nsl I 
( i i ) lira - " 0 ; for each n and 
1) 
( i l l ) llm t _ « 1. 
ar^ nml 
Toeplita^^ proved this result for triangular matrix while 
extemiaa to the general case is due to Stelnhaus.^^ 
Similarly* the sequence • to • function transformtlon 0 is 
said to be regular i f l i « © « s «> l i a t (*) • e* Regularity 
condition for this transforaaticn are analogous to those of the 
®-transfonaat i on. 
Thua i f X i s a continuous paraaeter which tends to infinity 
and t(x) « t f^ u^^ *) ^^^ then the neoessary and suff ic ient conditions 
that t(x) should be defined by the above relation for x 2 ® 
1) see Zygpund, A. ( l e i V 
p . o r Hardy* G.H, (47),p.43. 
2) Toeplitss* 0. (151). 
3} Steinhaus, R. (143). 
l i s t<*) • o whenever l l a " »» are 
(l> 2 i s convergent for x 2 ® ^ |0„(*)1 < 
where H is Independent of x for x 2 
/ 
(11) 11m i^ ^Cx) a 0 for every n » 
/ •• I) 
( i l l ) Xltt E • 
1 ® 
A real transformation T 1B said to be totally regular I f b^^ 
^ ® f in i te or Infinite 
The trensfozraatlon f lo eald to be abaolntelv regular I f T 
la regular end the bounded variation of jSj^j Implle© the bounded 
variation of jt^j] • 
fhe prob l^ of absolute regularity of f-prooesses wae for the 
f l ra t tli!» studied by Mearo^^ In 1937 and later on by -Knopp and 
I»orent«®\ and Sunouohf^* Thus Meara ahowed that t 
fho necessary and aufflolent conditions f or the absolute 
regularity of 7*nethod defined by are 
(a) C^ l^j converges f or al l values of n» 
J i ' A " I ^ 
for k* where C Is an absolute constant. 
One process of suaaablllty Q Is said to be absolutely Inclusive 
of another prooess F ayc>bollcally» C |Q) I f absolute eunaaablllty 
by the P^process laplles absolute susanoblllty by the Q-process. If 
any two processes P and Q are absolutely Inclusive of each other 
they are said to be absolutely equivalent. 
1) Hardy, G.H. (47), p.49, Theorc» 6. 
2) Mears, F.M. (l lO). 
3) Knopp, K. and Lorents, G.G. (64}* 
4) Sunouch^t <144). 
-e 
SOliE SPECIAIt MEYH0D3 
1.4 ABSOLUfE ABEL SCMMABILITY . A aerlee £ Is said to be 
absolutely^ sunmsble (A) or suiamable {AI If the series £ a,^  aiP i s 
convergent for 0 ^ x < 1 sad i t s sma^fiuiction 0 <x) i s of bounded 
variation in <0,1), that i s to say, i f 
(1.4.1) / | 0 ' ( « ) 1 dx < 
0 
Analogous to Abel's olassioal tbeorem^^ we have the result 
due to Whitt^er^^ that absolute convergence inplies suasaabllity 
\A| , i . e . , suBBiability jAj i s absolutely regular. 
I t was shown by Whittaker with the help of an example, suggested 
by Littlewood, that a Fourier series aiay converge at a point without 
being suBoable |A | at that point, while ^asad constructed en exa&ple 
of a series which i s sunaable { A [ at a point without being convergent 
at that point. Shis shows that convergence end sunmability I A | ere 
in general, nutually exclusive. 
The definition of sunsaability |Al was later on extended by 
ZygDund.^ ^ According to hia a series £ a^ ^ i s said to be suiamable 
A, X i\ the series E €l. ® i s convergent for a l l positive x 
-X X 
end the suis*ftmotion f (x ) * ^ ^ ^ i s of bounded variation in 
(O,**), where i s a positive nonotonio increasing sequence tending 
to infinity with n. 
Zt i s evident that sutaaability [A, n | i s the same as the 
sunaability | A 1 . 
Quite recently the concept of sumaability |Al has been further 
extended by Flett in the following form I 
^^ Whittalcer, tT.M^ .(185), Prasad, B.H. (137). 
Abei, H.H. (D^Tfaeorem 4. 
i ) Zygaund, A. (160). 
4 ) m t t , f .K. (43) 
-6. 
A 89ri«8 £ la said to be suBsable l^t Tl k X« Y a 
rtal nuBber* i f the serlts £ aP lo convergent for 0 £ x < 1 
and Its eina^funetlon pix) eatlef les the condition 
A k - l c T - l , k 
l - x ) h»*(x) 1 
o 
For t » 0 we get ewsaablllty defined earlier by the same 
euthor*^^ I t io evident that sumBability t A L is the sme as the 
emaaabillty |A| • Bovevert so far as the inoluslon relations are 
conoemedi the susraability ^ ^ the suomability |A U Tj 
are independent of each others Zt has been shovm by Flett ^^  that 
f or a fljced t , |a, T| 9!: | Ag Y | for r > fhe probXeia whether 
|A, YI c z |a, YI y remains s t i l l unanswered* 
1,5 ABSOLITTE CESARO SOMMABILITY 
l^ he earliest deflation of any special method of absolute 
* N 
summability was that of absolute Oesaro sumabllity* Although the 
nethod was Introduced by Fekete ^^  f or integral orders in 1911t i t 
was Kogbetliante ^^  who defined this zaethod for the general case» 
nanely a > - l* and investigated Its properties in considerable details. 
For any reel a and integers n ^ 0 we write 
a (tt»l) (g^g). . . («-»n) \ • M • » ^ i i 
a ^ 
Ao • 
Of a > 
The following are some of the laportant properties of the 
a 
blnoailal ooeffloients A^^ which wil l be required in the thesis I 
(1.5*1) E aZ ar • ( l - x ) , ( X 1 < 1 ) 
o 
a o p a-fp+l 
(1.5.8) J AT - A^ , 
FXett. S.M. (48) • ^rKogbetllentB, E.G. (65), (66) 
2) Plett, ff.M* (43) • 














^ ^ 11,^  and 6 ; -
fh& eetueztce j i s ealled the n^th Cesaro mean of order a of 
the sequence If ^ - e , aa n-^, we eay that^eeriea E e^ 
or the sequence of It® partial sums (s^j . la ouiamble (C, a) to a. 
The aerlea C a^ ^ la aaid to be absolutely ausmable by Ceaaro meana 
of order a or a Imply aunmable | C, a 
a 
o > -1 If 
< «• 
It ia clear that aumsabillty |o» 0 | is the same aa abaolute 
convergence and that |C,atc (C»a). ^t Aaa howevert demonstrated by 
EogbetliantEf with the help of an example t thatf in general t 
absolute Ceaaro aunmabllity Of any order does not necessarily imply 
ordinary Ces^o auamability of a lower order.^^ Concerning the 
oonoistency theorem for absolute Ceaaro aummability he proved that 
C,al cz , p>o > -1 . He also proved that i f P>a > 0 and E a^ ^ 
la auomable | C,^| , then the (C,a) transformed series of £ a^ is 
aummable | C, p«a I and conversely. 
In 1933 Pekete proved that, for integral values of 
a , |C,a|c:|A|. By meana of a negative example he also demonstrated 
that aunmability A| ^ does not necessarily imply auamability / Ctr 
f or any positive r whatsoever. In conjunction with the consistency 
theorem for jc I auamability hia result leads to the oonolusion that 
C, a c 1a I for every a > - l * 
1) Kogbetlianta* E.G. 
2) fekete, M. (41). 
(65). 
•8 
The definition of absolute Ctearo sucEtaability ims recently 
extended W Flett^^^ Aoeording to hln a. series £ e^ ie eaid to 
be euaaeble C, a 
Ic-l 
Z .n. 
it 2 a > -1 • i f 
<r , k < « 
ObTioualyt smactability a \ ^ ia the oaTO ae the sumnabillty 
C> a I t is l^ iown that C r# ic > 1 , r2 lEi 
>*1| for k • J^J© result i s true whenever «>•! 
and 0 > a 1 • ^ i Howoverf i f 0 < a • J ^f r > kp then th© 
above result breaks dotim. Also the converse of the above oonslstenoy 
theorem is not trusi that i s 
any a > «»li 
. I® a when r > k for 
Analogous to Fekete's resultt Flett ' proved that a series e) 
£ Sq i s summable |a| whenever i t i s suismable |C» <x| ^ ^ k 2 <t> 
The definition of the suamability |0, a j ^ was suhseqtuently 
further extended hy Plett*^^ Thiis i: a^ ^ i s said to be suBaable O^aif | ^^ 
a > -1 , k 2 It Y a real nu»herf i f 
Z n 
k+kr-1 
I t is evident that 0» 0 Cf a 
< * 
k. 
The Tauberian problens f or the suismability {c , a | have been 
studied by the present author and f l e t t . Thus with a view to 
generalise the well known Tauberian theorem of Hyslop ^^  the author ^^  
has recently proved that i f £ a^ i s suaaable | A| 2 1 and 
E A j^ n Sjj'^  i s suottable |c, o^-ll ^^ a > ^It then £ a,^  i s sunmable 
k. ^^ observed that this result not only includes the 
1) Plett, T.M. (42). 
2) Flett, T.M. (42). 
3) Plett, T.M. (43). 
4) Hyslop, J.M. (97). 
6) Maehar, S.M.(73). The sane 
result was also alaost sinultaneously 
obtained by Plett (44). However, hie 
•ethod of proof i s different from that 
of the author. 
. 9 • 
previous result of Uyslop for ic » 1 but also* extends tbe range of 
order from o > 0 to a > - 1. 
1.6 ABSOLUTE BIES2 SOiMSABXLIgT! a positive and 
nonotonlo increasing sequence tending to Infinity nith n end le t 
t Bj^ htt a. given inf inite series. »e write ^ " • • • • ®n ^^ 
w > 0. < w < X^ ^^  • then A^(w) « A^ - A^^iv,) - E 
a > 0 we write 
A^®(w) « E ( w • a^ - / (w«t)" dA^(t). 
o 
a.. . Also for 
Let 
C «{w) A^^w) 
Then Oj^iw) i s called th© Hiesz Bsea^of 'order a* and'type K^ * of the 
series E a^ ^ . I f C^im) i s a function of bounded variation in (h , « ) , 




1) the series £ i s said to he absolutely susmiable (RtX»a) t a > 0 
or simply 8uiDaable|RtX,a| t where h is a convenient positive number. 
It i s well known ^^  that sumsiability |C,a { i s equivalent to the 
summability Bt ht a| » a > 0 . 
Ihe euiaiaabllity|HtX|ol was recently generalieed by the author. 
According to hin a series Zb^ i s said to be sunanable k > 1 ^ 
a > 0 and ak > 1 , i f the integral 
a 
3) 
/ „k-l 4 dw 
k , 
dw < 1/k * 1/k - 1. 
h 
It has been shown by him that the additional restriction tnanely 





ok > !• is a necessary condition for the validity of the aeflnltlon. 
It l8 obvious that suimabllitylR|X,a | and the summablllty 
X 
|Rf\a| are the sase for a > 0. The author has obtained a number of 
Intereetlng reaulta concerning this method of suimnablllty. He has 
fihown that the ounioablllty |C»a\ Is eijulvalent to the suimaablllty|R,n,a||j. 
f o r a > ak > l.He has olso established the f i r s t and second theorems 
of consistency for the sfmaablllty • His results include for » gV 
a > Ot ak > result of f l e t t ' and for k > » r * l t a > 0 , a theorem 
of Obrechkoff and also a result of Suha®^  concenaing the second 
theorem of consistency. In a recent paper he ^^  has also obtained a 
general!cation of a theorem of Tatchell^^ ^^^ integral values of a. 
The definition of summability |R, ^ # al ^ was further extended 
by the author®^. A series Z a^ ^ is said to be 8Ui!!mablelRt>'tatt| j^ t k > 1, 
a > 0 , ak*> l^ i f the Integral 
h 
is coni^rgentt t being a real number* 
For T » 0 this method of summability reduces to the susmtability 
jj, defined earlier by the author.As in the case of summability 
I 
Rf^ta ^ the author has proved that i f a > ak > 1, k > 1 and a >T-lA, 










. He has also proved tbe f i r s t theorem of consletency for 
such a method of suffinahllity which includes as a speolal case a result 
of n e t t when o > 0, ak' > 1 and a > t > 0 . 
1.7 A^OLUfE HOBIitTHJ) SPIttiABILITY 
Horlund sucdsahilityt though named after iS.B.Ndrlundt i s essentially 
due to O.F.foronoi, who in the year 1902 gave his definition of the 
sunaability of diver^nt inf inite series aM of divergent inf inite 
3) 
integrals* Woronoi*s result having been published in a rare Russian 
journal* did not attract attention for a long time .Except: for a short 
review in Jahrbuch uber die Portaehrltte der Mathenatik and a brief 
account in Kogbetliantz's ©onograph ^^his work rexaained practically 
Obscure t i l l i t was noticed and i t s English translation published by 
Tansarkin®^ in 1932. Several years after the publication of Woronoi*s 
result, Horlund®^ independently rediscovered the saiso laethod and proved 
several theorems on it* 
Let(pjj j bo a sequence of constants # real or coroplex and l e t us 
write " P© ^ * * ' * '^ n' " ® sequence-to-sequence 
tranafomation ^^  t , . £ flasffi-fa . f^  n 0 V^" » 
defines the sequence (t^ ^^  of fiorlund aeans of a sequence (Sj^ ^ generated 
by the sequence of coeff icients . The series E a^ is said to be 
suanaable to s i f list t_ i* a and is said to be absolutely summable " a-*!** " 
or euiBmable|N»Pj^  I i f £ | tj^- t^ ^^ j^  < «» '.Hecessary and 
1) Uaehar,S.M.(iOO),The same result was also obtained independently by 
D.Borwein (IS). 







suff loicnt ocmditloos for the absolute regularity of aoK a method 
are 
(1) - 0, a - ( l i ) t 
n m 




,1) f o r a l l positive integral vlaues of m 
In the special case in which p^ ^ « ( ) • « > the Sorlund 
mean is the familiar (C,a} mean , and the summability | II, | i s the 
same as the summabllity a | • On the other handt i f p^ • t 
the suiazQabilitylK,!^ | i s eqiuivalent to the method known as absolute 
harmonic summability. 
I f pjj > 0 and - Pj^ j^^  > 0 the above conditions of absolute 
regularity are satisfied .Hence* in particular* suismabilltyj I i s 
absolutely regular.Also^ i t Is tatown®^ that [H* ^ j - d G* 6 
but the converse need not be true. 
6 > 0 
StlliMABII.m|f.p^^ \ . Iiet p^ > 0, p^> O and P^^ - £ pj^  




where i s the B*th partial sum of a given inf inite series ^ ^ t 
defines the (^tP,|) means of the sequence (Sj^ 'l • The series Z a^ 
i s said to be suramable (IT^ p } to s i f liia • a. It i s eas^ y to see 
n - •• " 3) 
i f i s a 
that this method is regular 
The series £ a^ is said to be summablejlf, p^ ^ 
sequence of bounded variation, that i s Ejs^ • < It foDlows 
from a known result of Mohanty ^^  t ^ t summabllltyll^tPjj i s absolutely 
regular. I f p^ • * the method of summability i s equivalent 
1) llears,P.M.(110)| Peyerimhoff ,A. (136). 
2) Mc Fadden*L.(l08). 
3) Hardy,0.H.(47),p.57. 
4) Mohanty.R.(116)
to th« well known s u i ^ M l i t y acthod R,Xogn,X 
-XS-
1) 
It 1» Imown that ttUBoability i s equivalent to the RlesB 
suoaabilltyl H.Pjjtl 
1.9 I Lj SUmABILITt . 
A oequenoe/Sg j ie said to be susimable (L) i f 
3) 
tends to a f in i te liiait as x ** 1 in the open interval (0,1) , 
If fix) eB7(6,l) for sone 6 , 0 < 6 < 1, then we eoy that the 
sequence id susoaable {L( 
Concerning inclusion relation between the sumaability/Aj and the 
euimability|L| , Mohanty and Patnait have proved that|Aic|I»| .fhus i t 
follows thatlC,6lc|AlC|Ll , d > - 1. 
fhere are eiisilarly other processes of absolute summability but« 
since in what follows* we do not require their use. we do not propose 
to deal with thexa here, 
1.10 ABSQItOgB SDiiMABILIfY PAOTORS. 
Given the series £ a^ t i f a series t i s susaaable in 
sooe sense while, in general* £ a^ ^ i s i t se l f not so cueaable, then^e^J 
i s said to be a sunmability factor of the series £ a^ • I f the stiaoDab* 
i l i t y in question is absolute* the factors are naturally called 
absolute sunmability faotors. 
1) A eequence|8jj] i s said to be suansable R,logn,l I t f "^  ^^ " " ^ l ) 
i s of bounded variation.lt i s toown that R.logn.l) r , x , i i 
for m logn. 
2) Ses Mohanty,R.(118), 
3) Borwein,D.(ll). 
4) Mohanty,R. and Patnallc,J,K. (181). 
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1) It waa P«kete who inltlatad the work on absolute auainablllty 
factoid in 199,7,H« obtained neceaaary and aufficlont conditions £r 
la^ ^C^ to be auimsable |c, a| whenever £ e^ i s smamble |C» a being a 
poaltive integer. In 1926,KogbetllBnti5^^ proved that i f t a^ ia « 
aiuamable [0,6 I , 6 > 0, then the aeries t a^ ^ (n+l)*^ , 0 < if ^ 6 ia 
euDjmable|C, 6«1f | .Sunouchi^^ extended the scope of this theorem by 
relaxing the condition t < 6 . Peyerliahoff ^^  supplied simpler proof of 
the above theorem of Kogbetliantz.The work of Fekete and Kogbetliantz 
was carried further by Bosanquet who extended the restats of fekete 
and established, among otherst the following theorem. 
Iheorem A. I f a and p are integers and ^ a < necessary and 
suff ic ient conditions that E a^ e^^  should be sunaoable {C, a| whenever 
E a^ is sussoable |Ctp| are 
(1.10.1) - 0 ( n®"*^). 
(1.10.2) A^ e^  - 0 ( n-^) 
If a > 0 > 0 the conditions are (1.10.8) and 
(1.10.3) t^n 0 ( 1 ) . 
Peyerliahoff^^ extended the above theorem for a l l non*negative 
values of a and p by establishing a theorem, the sufficiency part of 
1) Fekete.M.(40). 




6) For real a and integers n > 0 we write 
" i n " ^ 
whenever the series i s convergent. 
7) Peyerimhoff,A.(133). 
-15. 
whioh was stated by Andersen ^^  generalized the theorem of 
PeyerlBhoff by proving the following: 
Tbeorea B. If 0 < {j < o Ae a sequence of positive 
ntmbers suoh that i s non-inoreasingt necessary and suff ic ient 
Vn ^ X „ 
conditions that Z a^ jCj^  should be eusasable 0, p| whenever i: Qti [t^ | <« 
are c^  
(1.10.4) A ^ S j -OC ) , 
(1.10.5) - 0 ( n^"^ ) . 
I f 0 > a > 0 is a sequence of positive numbers such 
that J I i s non-increasing for some 6 such that 0 < 6 < 1, then 
the conditions are (1.10.4) and 
(1.10.6) e^ - ) 
If we consider the sutrimability |C, alj^ i t i s natural to enquire 
whether i t is possible to obtain a generalisation of the above 
theorem of Ohow for such a method of suisiDabillty.We answer this 
question in the affinaative in Section B of Chapter III of the 
present thesis. Our main result i s as follows. 
Theorem 1. a > 0, p > 0 be a sequence of positive 
SUfficU^li Qftnaititffng t^tf £ Sn^n ^ Iwhf^ffYyr, 
n 
(1.10.7) 
< k > 1 aca 
x i A 
n 
k* . 3) e f , i/k+iA - It 
1) Andersen,A.f.(3). 
2) Chow,H.0.(31). 
3) We write 
i f a. n 0(1). 
if t a^l*' < 1 < k < and 
( i . i o . e ) 
(1.10.9) 
e \ n 
/ n - V " ' e, 
> l A 
-16. 
l k 
P ^ a 
P > a . 
< a flgf (1.10.7) ^ (1.10.6). 
ijC 0 > a, k • 1 fl^al^ [ V n^  J 
i s non-inffr^Qflj^pR t9T Sl9m 6* 0 < 6 < 1, ftyfigflQffiTY mi 
(1.10.7) ^ ^ . 1 0 . 9 ) . 
I t mey h% remrked that our theorem izicludes^as a epeolal ease * 
f or Jc « 1 the above theoreia of Chow. On tho other hand. If we take 
e 1 we deduce a theoreci of Mehdi ^^  ^ ^ 
It may be further obaerved that the conditions f or the eunnabllity 
C, • k > 1 (take X^  » 1) and the sumablllty {C, a|( l .e . f or k»l) 
are altogether different.However there i s an underlying unity between 
them. The two sets of conditions can be expressed in a unified nanner 
as stated above. 
There is another significant difference between the conditions on 
{^ i l k > 1. In the case of k*» 1 two different conditions 
have to be assuned while for k > 1 we need only assuae that 
is non-increasing. Thus we notice that our thecrem fo r k > 1 
n 
ie of store coapaot type • 
In an attempt to extend a theorem of Cheng on absolute Cesaro 
suvaability factors of Pourler/Series* Sunouohl * pared the following 
theoren for absolute Cesaro summability factors of inf inite series. 
1) Mehdi» M.R. ( l i e ) . 




z a a • Odog m - % 
r "O 1 
then t a^ [log (n^l)^ (e > 0) lo euromabl® |C, « ( t o 1 0. 
fhis result it&a 8ubs«quflfiitly extended by JDlkshlt ^^  who 
rtplactd th« term ** log m " by a wid»r oXacts of e«(p«nc«s 
result is as follows I 
(s 1 0 . i f 
£ 6 - . * » SimX 
a 
o < v B 
i s a poaitive monotonlo noii»deoreaaing sequenoe^ 
thin £ euomable | C, « , provided 
( i . ioao) t tfi V. 
IM-I 
A G, < 
( l a o . i i ) e ^ ^ . o d ) . 
where h ie the leas^ Integer not less than a • and when a in 
non»integral^ 
(1.10.12) A e^ ia mono tonic non.inoreaaing, 
Quite recently theae reaulta hare been g^eralised for 
integral valuee of a by Srivaataviv. He has shown that i f 
0 > -1 then under the hypotheses of fheorem S> with the condition 
(1,10,11) replaced by 
(1.10.13) £ n 
1 
AC. < 0(1), 
the aeries ^ i » auBMable 0, 0 
1) flikahit, O.D. (36). 
8) Srivaatara, / .P. (142). 
•le 
In SeotKm & of Chapter we have studiedi the eorrespondlng 
problem for the auimitahillty |c» whioh Is the eonirerse of 
the prohleo ( ^ * j'*) dieousoed in Section B of Chapter I I I . 
For Ic « 1 our result ineludeo the above theorem of Srlvastava. 
On the other hand when k > 1 , i t may be pointed out that in our 
theorem oonditlons f or Integral aad non»integral values of are 
not the same. In the latter case one of the condition® contains 
an additional term ( log n . We haw shown by means of 
an example that euch a restriction is essential f o r the validity 
of our theorem, thus we get one of the very few icnown instances 
of suamability factor theoreia® which demonstrate that the 
conditions for integral and non-integral values of the order of 
absolute Cesnro summability need not always be the same. 
Following the lines of proof of our theorem we have obtained 
necessary and suff icient conditions in order that 
be summable l0» ^ " l whenever S s^ ^ i s summable |C, a| • 
fhls result extends a theorem of llehdl ^^  who proved the result 
only for ^ 2 C . 
We have also studied i t s application to Fourier series. % 
2) 
applying a result of Chen ' we have deduced a criterion for 
the fc , p I jj summability factors of Fourier series. 
faking inspirations from Theorem C of Sunouchl«Patl ^^  has 
recently established the following summability factor theorem 
for an infinite series : 
1) Hehdi, M.n. (111). 
8) Chen, K.K. (23). 
3) Pati, T. (131). 
•19 
fU^nm {^fi] m convex ^^  sequence meh thut 
I - g - < •• tna 
(1 .10 .14) 
Bt I S I Tn. « Odog ra), B - % 
1 V 
then tbe series ^ tt^ susntable | 0, 1 
Sills result was subseiuently generalised the suttior 







A fija 1 0 . £ < % 
« 1 ^ ^ 
£ « o (log a ) , a % Ic ^ 1, 
1 • then the series ^ ^n 6unisa1>le 0, 1 ^^ 
In Section 0 of Chapter V we have further generalised the 




(ii) E n log n A e^  • 0(1)» 
jgjEtil 
, 1 Ic 
(1 .10 .17) Z 1 » 0(log«i), m- - , Ici^ l, 
2 1) { e^"^  is said to be convex if A ®n ^ 
e) iiashar, S.M. (8S) { see also Mishra, B.F. (114) . 
»20 
X 
(c, 1) lacm,,,^ ! ( v Qy) • 
We ^ v e shown that the oondltiona Ci*10.i6) and (1.10.17) 
are lighter than the eosrrespontSing con<titionn (x.i0.xe)(&) and 
(l.X0,X5) (b). I t has also been demonstrated by ineans of ctn 
exosipXe, that our result is the best possible in the sense that 
euiaQabilitir ^ )t ^^ replaced by the summabillty 
Ic, tit I for any a suoh that 0 < a < 1* (It is kao«m that 
|C, ^ C Ic, jp^  p «• Ic 1 1, see ^ X.6 ) . 
Quite recently, vork baa been started in investigating 
suismabllity factors for absolute Horlund eucmabiXity. Concerning 
the special Btethod* namely that of absolute harmonic suissability, 
I>al ^^  proved the following theorem : 
fheorea Q, Xt {e^^) i@ a convex oetuence such that 
» 1 £ < « , and I « 0 (log n) • o -
" 1 V 
C logCnn) 
then I '" ^ •"""•'w is suaraable H, 
Later on« Singh ^^  established the following more general 
result I 
$heoren H. If £ ^ is euDiaable | Cy 1 { » then 
log <n+l) . , 
ig eufflsable | S, 
It ma^  be remarlced that ^heoren G i s a corollary of fheoreia 
H i f we appeal to Theoren £ of Pati. 
1) Lai, S.B. (66). 
2) Singh, (141). 
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Hecently* Fandi Kiehore ^^  has obtained a theorem for 
6 
absolute HdrXund stimmahility factors wbXch inolude^if Iheoren 
H as a apeelal can© for j?^ • n i l * result hae been 
subsequently generalised by tl^ author whose results are of 
necessary and auffioient type. In one paper ' he has obtained 
necessary and sufficient conditions for ^ ^n suomable 
whenever £ a^ i s suBsoable |C, 11 , while in another 
paper he has considered the suniQability of ^ 
whenever £ Sj^^ is susmable I & nimber of known as 
well as new results can be deduced from his latter result* 
T^heorem H of Sini^ has been recently generalised by Sa8» 
Srivastava and Mohapatra ^^  in the following form : 
theorem X. Necessary and suff icient conditions that 
£ a^ Cjjj should be ouBjnabl© | H, | whenever £ e^ i s summable 
1 are 
( i ) ( i i ) O ( - J - ) . 
In Chapter IV we consider a more general problem. Instead 
of absolute harmonic suBaaability we consider absolute Norlund 
swemability and replace sunnability |o» l ) by the summability 
C» a I a 2 ^ (integexv) It 2 ^^ f i r s t obtain necessary 
and suff ic ient conditions such that ^ ^ ^^ ^^ summable p^j 
1) Hand Sishore (186). 
2) Hashar, S.K, (lOe), 
3) ISa«har» S.M. (107) 
DastG., Srivastava,V.?. and lfohapatra«B.H. (35). 
0; In a joint note with Dr.0. Das, Professor I».S.Booanquet has 
succedded in obtaining the result for the sunmabilitylC.a 
Their note is yet to appear. 
-29. 
whenever £ lo sunmable |Ct a\ ^^ ot 2 k > 1 . ?rom thia 
reault we deduce the following : 
Theorea 3. SuppQee that a 2 0 (integers) ^ {P i^ ] JLs. 
£ a,^  M.flHBSaM& I a I k > 1 mL 
(1 .10 .18) 
r a - l A * - 1 1 k* 
(1.10.19) n A e t 
1 ^ 19y taking « UJa obtain a criterion for H, 
eumaahility factors. On the ether hand^if we choose p^ » 1, 
p^ « Of a 2 1 we obtain neeeeoary and euffioient condition, in 
order that ^ absolutely oonverg^t whenever £ a^ ^ io 
euiamable C, a ^t laay be further remarked that our theorem 
of Chapter IV i s the only known result of i t s kind. 
I t ie easy to see that i f a sequence f o,! ^  i s bounded t 
then i t need not be suminable 
1) 
fi, log n, 1 In this connection 
Bhatt ' obtained the following •ummability factor theorem. 
fheores J. If ] is a convex sequence such that 
« jjj < •• and the sequence {s^ ^^ i s bounded then the series 
£ a^ e^ log n i s suaaable R, log n, 11 • 
p\ 
Later on he ' succeeded in generalising his theorem in 
the following form : 
1) Bhatt, S.H. (8) 
8) Bhatt, S.H. (9) 
-23. 
fhaoren K* Xf [C^} ^ eonvex Qeqjaexioe eueh that 
£ < •• smd the sequenc* • ^ ^ ^ t^ log D ««aii 
of the eequenoe a^ log (n-*-!) j oatiafies the eondltion 
(l.io.go) • a | (log(ii4.1)fj (C,X)» k Z O j 
f . then the series ^ Q^ i n^^  jlogCn-*-!)! l e eummahle ||{«log n»l 
In Chapter XI we prove a general theorem for the Quaunabillty 
j H, I which includes fheorea K as a special case for p ^ • 
Our theoreia also generalijses a theorect of l^asad and Bhattt^^ 
and a thcoreo of Chen.®^ A recent result of fripathi 
also be deduced as a corollai^ from our result. 
It will be of interest to mention that the proof of our 
theores depends mainly upon the following lenmsa of the author. 
** it a C9im sffaH^ nog, fflgfa ^ Pn^n^ 
Eiasffi Pa ^ ^n ^ ^ ^ is a non»ne;^ative nonotonie Aor^.^^ 
aeouenoe tending to zero a^d e^ » 0(1) , n ^ ** 
fhis result* which includes^ as a special case^ a result of 
Chowy^ ^ has been found quite useful in the theoxy of summability 
factors. 
I t is well known that in general« suizmability p, J 
and the suiraability |C, a ^^ k > 1 are independent of each 
other, fhis suggests the consideration of two types of 
sunuaability factor problei&s. ^ p e I . f o find suitable 
* * 
sunoabillty factors l^n^ ^^^ ^ ^a eusnnable N, p^  
1) Prasad, B.B. and Bhatt, S.H, (138). 
8) Ohen, M.P. (85). 
3) Tripathi, I..K. (153). 
4) Chow, H.C. (29). 
-84. 
whenever £ a^ is sitomable |C, a{ ^^  ^ype ZX (converse) « 
To obtain suitable sususabiXity faotoro j^e^^QUch that 
^ Buaaaable |C, a| ^ whenever t a^ ^ io 8U£»DabXe|Ht p^ ^ 
In Section A of Chapter HZ we consider the problem of type 
I . Our main reatiXt is ab foXlom * 
Theorea 4. nfff^ ggi^ yy,, fiHff^jfiXffllt, fiftfl^il^ifff^fi 
^ % to Bwm^ Xa ^ I k, ^ ^ 
/ _ e. 




e i • 
( i i ) ( b ) i n ' ^ ' 
e t » o<aSU 
\ 
n J 
o > ! • 
where (a) p^ - OCp^^ ;^^ ), (b) (»•!) p^ - O (P^) and 
(c) - O (n^ p^), a > 1. 
Zt may be reoarked that Theorem 4 includee as a special 
case for Ic • 1 a theorem of Uohapatra ^^  while for p^ ^ • a 
theorem of Hehdi.®^ On taking p^ ^ • jjjj"; we deduce an interesting 
theorem concerning |H, log n$ X sunmability factors of an 
infinite series . 
X) Mohapatra, B.H. (103) • 
2) Mehdi, M.B, (XX2) . 
Tlie problem of typ« IX has been dlocuasea in Section A 
of Chapter Otir xaein result includes a theorem of Mohapstra^^ 
ana also a partioular cose of a theorem of Mehdi*^^ A number 
of new results can also be obtained as corollaries from our 
theorem* 
l a i mom^ mhmirt OF i f i f i s i p mm 
Conoeming absolute CesWo summability of an inf inite 
eeries« Chow ^^  obtained the following theorem which i s an 
analogue of e theorem of Hardy and Littlewood ^^  f or eummability 
(0, a). 
fheorem 1*. In order that £ ^ should be summable ) , 
a ^ 0 i t i s neceasaxy and sufficient that the series ^ b^^^  « 
where 
b. r (C, a) 
should be sumaable I 0, at • 
We devote Chapter VZ of the present thesis to the study 
of a generalisation of the above theorem. Our result not only 
includes the above theorem of Ohow but also extends the range 
of a from a 2 to a > 
1) ' Mohapstra» R.K. (12S). 
2) Mchdi, M.H, (111). 
3) chowt H.o. (se) . 
4) Hardy, O.H. and Littlewood, (48) . 
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1.18 j^ BSOLUtgE SUMMABILIfY OF gOimiER SERIES AHD ASSOCIATED SERIES 
Ii«t f (t) a periodic funetion with period sitd integrabl* 
in th« sense of XKibeogue over (•ii»ii)*Iiet the Fourier seriee of f ( t ) 
be defined hy ^ 
f ( t ) /V. • Z (r_ ooant • «iimt) • t A(t)» 
B 1 ^ ® 0 ® 
Shen the oonjugate series of the Fourier series of f ( t ) i s given by 
(bjj^  oosnt - ^Bin at) » • 
In 1914 Bernstein^^ proved that i f f (x ) e Mp a in then 
the Fourier series of fix) converges absolutely f or a > 1/2$ but not 
necessarily when « < 1/8. Later on» in 1928,ZygBnind^^ established that 
i f f (x ) eB?<0,ii) and f (x ) eUp o (0 < a < l ) t then the Fourier series 
of f (x) i s absolutely convergent .He also d^onstratedf by means of an 
example9 that bounded variation of f (x ) alone i s not suff icient to 
ensure the absolute oonvergenoe of the Fourier series of fCx)« These 
theorems of Bernstein and Zygmund were subsequently generalised and inp* 
roved in various ways by a number of workers l ike Soasis ' t^ a^rdy and 
Iiittlewood^^tTomie^^ and others.Noble^^ applied these ideas to the 
study of the absolute convergence of lacunary Fourier series* some 
of whose results were, later on, generalised by the author. 
Isuai ^^  has recently obtained a number of theorems on the absolute 
convergence of Fourier series in which he imposes certain conditions 
on the behaviour of the Fourier coefficients.A typical result of his i s 
as follows. 
1) Bein8tein,S.(4),(6). ®> iBumi.S, (60). 
e) Zygmund*A,(159). 
3) Ssa8S,0.(l47)|(U8). 
4) KardytG.H. and Littlewood,*r.£. (SI). 
5) TomicM. (IBS). 
6) Hoble.M.E. (1S6). 
7) Maehar.S.H. (76). 
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Theoren X«t f ( t ) 2 008 ttti 
1 ^ 
If 
( i . i e . i ) / log|S|df(t)l < • and 
(l.is.e) IfT^i n ajj)]e BY, tor ao»e e > 0, 
tbm Z < 
1) 
In eUapter XXI we have proved from ttieioreins on the absolute 
convergenoe of Fourier eerlea which generalise a number of reaults 
of Isiaai. I t may be rexaarlced that our new eondttlona are not only 
l ighter than the eorreeponding oondltions of leuni but also 
neoeseary f or the absolute oonvergence of the oorrespondlng aeries. 
fhU8 f o r example in the above theorem (l^ heorem i ) we have succeeded 
in replacing the condition ( l « lg .2 ) by a l ighter condition, nomely 
( l . l g .S ) 
-n« a \ r I « % e Bv, 0 < a < 1 , 
which i s also necessary f o r the convergence of the series £ | a^ ^ 
It may be further remarked that our teohnique of proof i s entirely 
different from that of Isumi. We f ix^t study absolute Riess 
summability of certain type and order 1 and then apply a well known 
Tauberian theorem to deduce our results. 
fhe earl iest applications of absolute summability to Fourier 
series are due to whitti^er and Prasad.®^ Prasad proved inter 
alia* that tFordan's suf f ic ient condition for the convergence of 
a Fourier series at a point also suf f i ces to ensure i t s suBBQabilityf ,^ 
AI • His results have been further improved by a number of workers 
1) Mashar, S.M. (91). 
S) Whittaker, J.K. (155). 
5) Prasad, B.H. (137). 
-28. 
l lk« Kisra,^^ Bosanquet ^^  e t c . . 
Quite recently Uoiianty end I'atitaik ^^  introduced the definit* 
to 
ion of emmability |X)| and studied i t s api^ioation^Pourier series, 
fheir tbeoreci on | L | suisisability of Fourier series i s as follows * 
fbeorem If X(t) e L (0,n) then Z A^ C^x) i s suajoable 
t log I 
, where 0 (t) • | |f(x+t) • f ( * - t ) - 8s| , 
)((t) ' / 0 (u) cot f du 
and Ic i s a constant greater than it. 
Chapter XI of this thesis deals with the generalized I I* 
sumability of Fourier series. 
4) 
We shall say that a sequence ^^ suimable ^ I ^ ^ ^ 2 ^ 
i f 
1 ic«l . k 
^ (1-x) F(x) dx < k 1 1 , 
where -
-1 - 8„ x"" 
Hx) m ; Z 
lOgd-x) 1 " 
and 6 i s some positiire nunher such that 0 < 6 < 1. 
1} Kisra, M.L. (114). 
2) Bosanquetf L.S. (13). 
3) Mohantji R. and Fatnaik, jr.M. (181). 
4) Mftshar, S.H. (103). 
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It Is clear that auimaability | ^ I the same as the 
stuazaabilitr lXi| « Conoemlng inclusion relations between 
suisaaMXity |X( end sunEoability we have proved (Theorem S) 
that they are autiially ©xcXusive f or k ^ r* Thus, in partioulart 
i t follows that 1c > 1 is independent of the suatmability jli | . 
Regarding inclusion relation between the auisffiability and the 
suoaability we shown (Theorem 1) that k 2 
This generalises a result of Mohanty and Patnaik, Using a result 
of Blett we deduce that \0» k 2 1» a > Also» i f 
k r i t follows from our result that jl-lij^lAly • 
Pinallyt we have studied en application of summabllity 
to Fourier series. I t my b© remarked that our theorem (Theorem 3) 
generalizes the above theorem of Mohanty and Patnaik (Theorem N). 
In 1936 Bosan(iuet ^^  carried further the work of Prasad, Kisra 
and his own and established general theorems for {C | summability 
2) 
of Fourier series analogous to known results of Hardy and Littlewood 
concerning ordinary Cesaro aumpability. He proved that i f 
f^ f^ Ct) & BV, (0, « ) , a 2 0 then £ A^ix) i s suamable | C, , p > « 
and conversely, i f t -^(x) i s summable C, a| # the 0 p(t) e BV 
(0,n) for every p > a^-l, whore 0it) - a t " ® / 0 (u)du, 
o > C^  - 0 (t) • 5 j f (**t) • f (*«t) r Since a Lebesgue 
integral i s absolutely continuous and, therefore, f o r a 2 
e BV in every range (rj , n),-)^ > 0, i t i s evident from 
Bosanquet's result that the summability C, p > 1 of a Fovtrier 
aeries at a point depends only up|the behaviour of the generating ( 
1) Bosanquet, h.B, (14); (15). 
8) Hardy^G.il. and Littlewood, J.E. (48); (60). 
•30 
In th« isiiaediate neighbourhood of the point under consideration* 
ow' 1) 
On< the other hand i t was later^^ found ' that the auemiability 
^ t C, 6 , ie not Q local propery in that i t depends 
upon the behaviour of the generating function in the entire 
interval of the definition. Mohantyt^' Bhatt^ ®^ and Jurkat and 
Peyeriashoff ^^  obtained conditiona in terms of in order 
that the IC I suiamability of Fourier series may be ensured by a 
local condition. 
From a result of Hyslop ^^it follows that the siMamobiltty 
I C, , 6 > 0 of the rth derived series of a Fourier series 
is a local property. Considering the ease r « 1, lial has 
recently shown that summabllity |C, 8 | of the f i r s t derived series 
of a Fourier series i s not a local property. He has also 
obtained a condition in terms of A (^st) in order that i t may 
become of local character. His results were quite recently 
extended to r«th derived series by Bhatt ^^  who proved that 
summability 0, r^l of the r»th deri\>^d series of a Fourier 
series i s not a loosl property, and that on assuming suitable 
conditions in terms of and the following theorem 
holds. 
1) Bosanqust, L.S. and Kestalman. H. (20)| Randelot«.C. (140). 
2) Xohanty, R. (119). 
8) Bhatt, S.N. (7). 
4) Jurkat* W. and Feyerimhoff, A. (61). 
5) Hyslop, J.K. (69). 
6) Lai, S.H. (67) 
7) Bhatt, S.H. (10). 
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Ttworeia 0. Let f ( t ) be a |>erlodle function with {period 
BK and integrable in the eemie of X e^hesgue over (0, git). 
Then the sunrmbiilty |C, r^lj of the r-th derived series 
of a Fourier series depends only on the behaviour of the 
generating function f ( t ) in the laaediate neighbourhood 
of the point t « i f , when r ie even, Z " 
and when r is odd, t 
< m 
Conoeming suiaaabillty C, of Fourier series Flett ^^ 
has proved that sutmaability "iC, a > 1 , It 2 1 of a tourler 
series of Lebesgue integrable fimetion i s a local property 
whereas summabllity [C, l|jg i s not so. His results generalise 
the previous results of Bosanquet, and Bosanquet and Restalaon. 
Chapter It of the present thesis i s devoted to the study 
of locallaation problem for suniRability |C, o|u of r -th derived 
series of a Fourier series. ^^  that chapter we have proved 
that sunsBiabllity |c, r*l| ^ of the r - th derived series of 
fourier series is not necessarily a local property of the 
generating function. We have also obtained suiTficient conditions 
k. which ensure the local character of the suiMDabillty C, r f l 
k 2 1 of the r-th derived series of Fourier series. We »ay 
reoaric that in view of a result of Flett our conditions are also 
necessary for the sumaablllty | (J, r^lj of the series concerned. 
We may also note that our results include, as special cases, 
the results of I»al ana Bhatt, aUd also for r»0 a result of f l e t t . 
1) Plett, X.M. (43). 
2) Maehar, S.H. (95). 
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Ext«ii^liig a vrell Imowa ttoeoreet of Wiener ^^on absolute 
ooavorgexMse of Fourier series, Ranaele 'established the 
following s 
fheoreia F. If f (x ) Is sueh that at orery point y m the 
closed Interval [>ti» n j there are a funotlon and a 6 > 0 
such that ( l ) Byix) « f<x) f o r | |< 6 and (11) the Fourier 
series of g^(x} Is summable |C, 1|| then the Fourier series 
of f (x ) Is suBsnable |C| l| . 
fhls result mm extended to the sutsmablllty C, a • a 
by ISagarlk ^^  whose result le as follows : 
fheorea Q. If f (x) Is such that at every point y on the 
closed interval ( - « , tij there are a function ^ ( x ) and a 6 > 0 
such that (1) ^ ( x ) • f (x) for | x-y 1 < 6 and (11) both the 
Fourier series of g^ix) and Its ecmjugate series are sumzaable 
a| • a 2 Of ^^^ Fourier series of f (x) Is sussaable 
IC, a l . 
Iiater on« Kiyohara^^ Improved Theorea Q by showing that 
the condition that the conjugate series of Fourier series of 
gy(x) should be suiamable |0, a j l s superfluous. In Chapter VIII 
we examine the corresponding problem for the suEisiablllty IC, a 
a 2 0, k 2 1. Our result Includes, as special cases, a l l the 
previously known results stated above. 
1) Vlener, H. (166). 
2) Randel»,^.C. (139). 
3) llagarlic. 7. A. (?0). 
4) Klyohara, M. (63). 
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fhe b«teavlour of Fourier aeries regarding { C t sunxnabiXlty 
when f (t) e Lip was inrestlgated by Byslop ondl Chow. %8lop ^^  
proved that i f fix) e Up a^O < o i | t then t A^U) i s 
sunaable | C ^ ^ -a+e > 0 for every value of x. Boeanquet 
remarked that this result ie the beat possible in-aa-much as 
that e cannot be replaced by eero. Chow ^^  using the concept &•/-
Z*ip (ofP) class obtained a generalisation of the above theoreta, 
Later on« inspired by a result of Hardy and Littlewood ^^  on 
absolute convergencet he ^^  obtained a further extension of his 
resiilt* which i s applicable even to negative order sunoability. 
With the help of this theorea and one due to Hardy and Littlewood^^ 
Ohow obtained a generalisation of Zygimind's result in the form 
that i f f ( t ) e Bf (0, n) and f ( t ) e Lip at then the Fourier 
series of f ( t ) i s sumnsable |C, p > - § for a l l values of t . 
Also Chen^^ studied the negative order Cesstro suaunability of 
Fourier series and i t s con;$ugate series for functions of bounded 
variation and Lipschlts class. Matsuyana ' has also obtained 
a number of theorems concerning Lip(a»p) class which generalise 
certain results of Hyslop and Bosanquet Concerning 
p 
suiomability C, 6 , ( 6 > •!) of Fourier series of f ( t ) e L 
1) Hyslop, (58). 
2) Chow, H.C. (27). 
3) Hardy, 6.H. and Littlewood, (53). 
4) Chow, H.C. (30). 
5) Hardy, G.H. and Littlewood, J.K. (51). 
6) Chen, K.K. (21)|(22), For further details see (S4). 
7) Matsuyana, H. (71). 
8) Hyslop, J.M. (68). 
9) Bosanquet, L.S. (14). 
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he has obtained certain inteirsting reetults which have been 
inspired zaainly by the earlier researohee of Bernstein and 
SEass on the absolute oonvergenoe of Fourier series and 
HyaXop'a result referred to In the foregoing disouaslon. 
Let w(Q,t) « f ( t+0) - f ( 0 ) , w,j(0,t) - w(0,t ) , 
, t a-1 
«-„ (0,t) a — ^ / (t-u) w(0»ii) a > 0, 
® lU) 0 






t ^ p 
de 
de 
i / p 
i/p 
8) 
In 1955, Chow ^^  by an appeal to a theoreo of Vang deduced 
that i f A , (t) mO log , f o r some d > 0, then the 
Fourier series of f ( t ) and i ts conjugate series arc sumiaable 
C, 0 almost ewrywhere f o r every P > Vfi • SenerallBlng this 
theorem Ohow proved ' 
fheorem R. Let 1 1 p 1 8. I f 
0 r • . ^ (log 
I t 
, 6 > 0, t - 0 
J 
or, more generally, i f ^ 
/ 
n ^ (t) 
dt < 
then the Fourier series of f ( t } and i t s conjugate series are 
both sunimble I 0, p 1 alnost everywhere for ^ > ^/p. 
1) OhowJ a.C. (33), 
2) Wang, FrT. (164), 
3) Chow, B.C. (33), 
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Ysno ^^  obtained some interesting results in this l ine of 
work specially eonoeming the smKoability | Of V p I of Fourier 
series. 
Recently Hsiang has succeeded in effecting further improvement 
of the theorem of Ohow given above. He proved I 
theoren S. I»et 1 < p 1 8. If 
( i ) / (t) dt < « , 
( i i ) / E dlt < 
then the Fourier series of f ( t ) and i t s conjugate series ore 
sufflmable | 0, p| t almost everywhere f or p > Vp* 
Chapter of this thesis deals with a generalisation of 
the above theorem of Hsiang. te have shown that condition ( i i ) 
of Iheorem S can be replaced by a lighter eondition* namely 
« -^l it) f 2 dt < - , « Z 1 . 
«it t 
In 19S0 Hardy and Littlewood ^^  oonsidered the Cesaro 
/S (x) - s% 
summability of the seritso^ Z ^ , where denotes 
the n*th partial sum of a Fourier series and a an appropriate number. 
Necessaxy and sufficient condition f « r i ts convergence was gtvan m\ 6) by Zygmund. ' Recently Vohanty and Mohapatra have investigated the 
1) Tano, K. (158). 
2) Hsiang, F.C. (65). 
3) Mazhar, S.K. (9s). 
4) Hardyt(^ «^« Littlewood, J«£. (49). 
5) Zygmund, A. (161) (old edition) 
6) Mohanty. H., and Mohaptra, S. (igO), 
k 
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absolute eonirergene^ and sumnablllty {C, 6 I of such • serlea. 
They have proved the following theorems* 
Theoren T. If (1) log | e BV (0,it), 
(li) / " dt < 
(ill) ^a Aj^ ^ e B? for some 6 > 0, 
then the eeries le absolutely convergent, where 
P'(t) « I f f ( * , f t) 4. f ( * - t ) - 8 b] and 
- a a - 1 
pj (t) • / Ct»u) J»(u) du with 0_(t) « 0(t). 
o 0 
Theorea 0. If / 
o 
dt < 
then the eerles ( ^ ) is smraable | C« 6 6 > 0. 
Theorem V, If the series is absolutely convergent, 
then 
dt < 5 > 0 . / o 
The author ^^  generalised Theoreas T and ^ in the following 
manner 
Theorem V. Hecessary and sufficient conditions that the 
aeries be absolutely convergent whenever log I* eBV(0,R) 
ere 
( i ) 







e Bv , 
where 0 < o < 1 . 
i ) ilaihar, S.M. (lOO) , (87). 




dt < a 2 0, then tb« 
series ( ) la etUBiiiatole [ C, ^ for p > a*» 
Generalization of Theorem V ie eonnidered in Section A of 
Chapter X of the present thesis* The result pro^d is as follows. 





where p > a+1. 
It is elear that our theoren Inoludes* for a Sheoren 
? of Mohanty and Mohaptra. A 
The Section B of Chapter X is devoted to the study of suamability 
H 
• % of the series Very recently Dikehlt^^ has o)>talned 
a theorem on | H, p^ sunstabllity which Includes Theorem H as a 
speoial case. Since Theoren 0 is a partlctilar case of our general^ '^ '^^ Yiervy 
(Theoren X) we have obtained a number of theorems conoeming the 
suombility I H, of so as to generalise Theorem X. Our main 
results are as follows * 
Theorem 6. I s i j t m IffngHgntO gfiTOffnOg 9LMmmMmiY9 
auHtcra aucfti tftai 
U) i f t j c n?. 
V a y 
(b) n« 
k« n;>k (n^l) Pjj • 
1) Bikshit, H.P. (37) 





ifia^ g atiiffg ia amTOMf % 
« IPi(t) 
theorem / ""'' T" dt < ^Hm tftt afglfte ( 
l^t 1 where 1B a non^decreaflliig ecQuenea 





< k « 1 , 8 , . . . 
(a) / 
\ Section C of GMpter X deale with the negative order Cesaro 
emastahility of the series ( * ) and other all ied problesie. Our 
result for negative order smmaablllty may he considered ea an 
analogue of a theorem of on Fourier aeries. 
It la known that absolute convergence of E does not 
necessarily imply the absolute oonvergenoe of the series ( 
We have shoim by neans of an eicample that even sutBiaablXlty 10, a | 
a ZO ot the series t does not seoessarily lisply the 
suBmability | C, a { of the series ( } . 
In another theoren we have established the following result 
which supplements Theorem V of Hohanty and Hohapatra. 




1) Chen, K.K. (84). 
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/ l P ( t ) l 
wperp J ""' at < •• • 
o t 
Finally we hmvm •xtendlod our theorota <m negative order 
al»solute Oesero euiBaablllty to the suiamabllity |C, ^ | 
The author has ot^tAlaed a nuaider of other interestiog 
reeults.^^ Howevert oa account of ladt of space^lt le not 
possible to diaouee them here in the present theeie. 
1) For details eee the references given in the bibliography. 
CHAPTER II 
ON TIIE ABSOLUTE SOMMABILITY PACIOHS OP IHPISIIE SERIES 
S.X hmt ( i^ j b« a sequence of non-negative oonstanto meh 
that P_ o X tenae to inf inity with n. She oequence-to-
sequence trmnsfom&atlon 
- \ L o ^m % • 
wheire Sjg ie the in«th partial sum of a given inf inite series t 
defines the (^fPn) means of the sequence (s^) generated by the 
sequence of coeff icients (p^^ • She series £ a^ is said to be 
suBBBabXe to s i f lira t^ « s . I t i s eaey to see that this 
nethod is regular 
The series £ a^ is said to be sunaable 1H, p^ | i f t^^ j^ 
i s a sequence of bounded variation* that i s to say, 
' ^ l ^ a - V l l < - • 
By virtue of hemm l^^f given below, i t follows iiamediately 
that sufflmabilitylS, f^ 1 i s absolutely regular. 
A sequence (X^ ^ is said to be convex i f t 0 » liHse 
where A ® " ® 
fhe series £ a^ ^ ie said to be susmable |H,logn»l I i f ^t^ 
i s a sequence of bounded variation, where 
* 1 ® R t o I . 
» log(n+l) kmO ^ ^ ^ 
1) See Hardy,G.H.(47),P.57. 
2) Mohanty.R.(116). 
Published in PttWaLcanfflftfl MfltbgnattOfiff* X3 (1966), 829-236. 
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Tht sequence [t^ j i s ealled (R»logzi,l) mean of the sequence 
. Let Pjj - log(n^l) « R^ with « j j ^ • Then^Rj^ j Is a positive 
aonotonle decreasing sequence and hence (^n / logCn-t'l)] and 
/llZfiiatl)) are of bounded variation* Xt follows therefore that 
suBHaabllityUf.pjj ( t with, p^ ^ - , i s equivalent to the suaasahllity 
R»logn,l I . 
2,2 Concerning | R» logn, 1 | suiamaMlity factors of an inf inite 
series* Bhatt ^^  has recently proved the following theorem. 
Theorem A, If is a convex sequence such that t /n < «» 
and the sequence (s^^^ i s bounded, then the series ^ \ l o ^ 
i s suimaable |R»logntl . 
The Justifioation for obtaining such a suraoabllity factor 
theorem i s quite easy. We know that i f te^ i s 8umzBablelRtlogn,l| • 
then E is suoraable |C, ll^^. Applying a well known theorem 
logo n 
of Kogbetllants i t follows that t 1,, < Taking a^ •» ( -1) 
n l o ^ " 
i t i s evident that I f a sequence (Sn^ i® bounded, then the series 
£ s^ need not be suomable | Bflogntll• 
Xiater on« he^^eneralised his theorem in the following form. 
Theorem B. If i s a convei; sequence such that I ^ ^ 
and i f the sequence , the (R,logn,l) mean of the sequence 
na^log(n+l)] , sat is f ies the condition 
(g .e . l ) « 0 |(log(n4.i) Ic > 0 , 
then the series E a^X^jlogCn-i-l)^ i s summable lR,lognill . 
1) Bhatt.S.H. (8). 
2) Mohanty.R. (117) |Tatchell,J.B. (l60)|l«azhar,S,ll. (81) 
S) Kogbetllanta.E.O, (65). 
4) Bhatt,S.H. (9), 
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Our object in this chapter la to obtain a general theorem 
conoeminglHt eunaaabllity factors of an inf inite series. 
g.5 In tHbat follows we shall prove the following theorem. 
g^orea 1. ,l,P„,ft .gTOftX geqMfflgff,, flUQ^.Ift^t V n * 
iB a non-increaalng poaitive aeauenee. and the eeguence 
eondltion 
(S.3.1) . 0 ( t „ j ( C . l ) , 
g ppfliUvft, ..th^t 
m ^ A t ^ » 0 ( M a } » tn^n g e r l t a ^ i & ^ M w M & l ^ t P n 
1 Ir 
It may be observed that If we take « « ( log(n-H) ) , 
TheoreioB follows as a particular case of our theorexa. On the other 
handt for Y^ ^ « ^^ our theorem is a generalization of the following 
theorem of Chen ^K 
Theorem C. Letj^ p^ ^^ ^ be a non»increaslng sequence of positive 
numbers such that I*^  ••.If 
k«0 
and|^>^ i^s a convex sequence such that i: < A{ ) » 0 ( l ) 
and j j ^ « 0 ( l ) t then A® sumaable ^tPjj 
It can be easily seen that for I^ q • ^^ » ( 2 » 3 * ( 2 . 3 . 1 ) . A l s o 
the condition ) « 0 ( l ) i s redundant. 
For * 1 our theorem yieldst as a special case* the following 
theorem. 
1) Ohen,Mlng»po (26). 
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.^ Sl^ epygffi 2. V Is a convex fleaucnee sueh t^ h^ t Z 
f f f l^ t^ft ffffQ^^fflgft ( t j i ] • I M raeftn Of t h e nt^autinnm ^n e ^ J ^ 
fifttlBfles t h e e o n d i t l o n 
1 _ 
T 
^ i 0 AT^ « o f i g r t f f i a , 
n 
.aHBffififrlff, 
This i s a generallzatton of the followlzig theorem of Prasad 
and Bhatt ^^for the case a « 1. 
X 
fheoreia P. If is a convex sequence such that I < « 




0 < a < 1, 
satisf ies the o<8idltion 
e^ « 0 1 (log(n4-l)) (C , l ) , It 2.0, 
then the series t i s auimaable (c , a| t 
CI 
0 < a £ where t^ is the n-th (C,a) mean of the sequence Sj^  
SimlXarly i f we take t ^ « 1 we get a result of Pati®^. 
The following theoreia of Irlpathl^^ can also be deduced aa a 
corollary froia 7heoreis S. 
Theorem E. Let a convex sequence such that Z < «»• 
1) . Prasai. B.H. and Bhatt, S.N, (138). 
8) Pati, (130). 
3) Tripathi, L.M. (153), 
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If ^ 
- 0 ( 1 ) ( c . l ) , 
\ n® then the series t ** la aumniable Rf « t 1 f o r 0 < « £ 1, 
g.4 The following lensBas are pertinent f or the proof of 
fheores 1) m 
Leggna 1. , Iiet ^ ®iji ^n ^ ^ 
s . 11 iB ft gftnyex m^mm^ BW?^  1iMt ^ ^^ Pj^  < % 
vhsia. [Pg^ ] is a ggquft^gfi, ,9l.,P9gX<ftTg cQngfantg, ^^ 
atqwti^cffi 
•Itff M m Mi . \ • • aa n -
p\ 
This gencrallees the following lemma of Chow* '^. 
LeBBBauA* le a convex sequence such that t •y™ < % 
then Is non-negative aeoreaelng sequence end log n «« 0 ( i ) , 
as n ••• 
2 
Proof of Lemnft g. Since A ^ 0, i t follows that A^^ Is 
non-lncreaslng and either tends to a f i n i t e l imit C or to • ~ 
or Also slitt 2 \ S^ < % we have 
« n (2.4.1) "1? ^ Pa " n -
n 1 " 
How l e t 11m * where a Is any number* f in i t e or Infinite* 
1) Mohanty, R. (116). 
2) Chow, K.C. (89). 
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but not »ero. Then by virtue of a well known result we have 
1 n _ ^ P.. « n-^ P^ 1 » « 
iiinoe a ^ o we get a contradiction by virtue of (S.4.1) . Hence 
a must be zero, so that lim • 0 and consequently lim a x m 0, 
Thus i 0. This laeans that { l e a non-increaaing sequence 
and by virtue of the fact that l i a ® 0 i t follows that 
i s non-negative and decreasing aeqtuence tending to zero, Corvv/ergervt 
VJe know that i f a^ ^ A A Q^ d^ (p^ ]^ i s any aonotonic increasing 
sequence of positive nuaibers tending to infinity with n» then 
1 n lim — E a^ « 0. 
Pjj 1 ® 
Taking " V \ 0»d applying this result to the series D 
which is convergent^ we have 
a 
K p^ / X - 0 n ffl a m 
that is to say, « 0(1)» as n -
Thla conpletes the proof of Leuana 2. 
jhsBaaJl. 11 ^ tj^j aa^l^Hfa, tfM .fimfi gg^^jlUfffia „M \ M 
lissm^* Sim 
I ^n'^n 0 ( 1 ) . 
1 
I f we take • and Y„ «» 1 we get the following leraaa n + l ® 
-46. 
aue to Patl^^. 
X 
Lgaana B. I f i s a convex sequence such that t < 
then 
m 
£ log (ii#X) AX » O ( l ) t 
1 " 
as B f* 
/ ^ 'Ot}. the other band. If we take • (log (»•! ) ) , k 2 0 and 
JW"* • obtain the following result of Prasad and Bhatt^^. 
r \ ^  T fcepBift 0. I f I (log (n-t-l)) a^ aatlsf ica the same eonditlone 
as in e^imaa A, then 
® m ^ Ic^l 
I (log (114.1)) A tt„ - 0 ( 1 ) , 
1 ^ 
Proof of Lemmft a. We have by virtue of Iiemma 8 
f ^a «B "n - " f «n> ^n * « » 
• " f ^n ^nA«„ • " f • <><1) 
• ^n ''n A « n • 0 ( P„ « „ ) • " ( D 
^Therefore 
J AOja • 0 ( 1 ) , m -
1) Pati, T. (130). 
8) Prasad, B.N. and Bhatt, S.N, (138). 
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I'gnatt 4. II [fj^ a^J eatlsfteB tha aaia* oondltions aa Lmma S, 
^ 1 
^ h m a tMaaitivft non»deergaslng a«Qtteneit sueh that f \ ^ 
and 
fflii(PpUfl ft nffl ' ingmginK g^q^fflopt Xh^ u wg Mya 
ssiSL 
The following lenmas are the special eases of this result. 
satisf ies the conditions of Iiemma A, then 
naogCnH-l) A ^ « 0 ( l ) , 
and m 2. 
Z n l o g ( n + l ) A « 0 ( 1 ) , 1 
as a -
2) r/ 
Lenaaa E. If uldg(n-i-l) ) o^ r • k > 0 satisf ies the scoBe 
conditions as in Leana A, then 
n ( log(BH.l) A a „ - 0 ( 1 ) , 
^^ « k+1 ^ t n ( log(n4-l)) Ao^ « 0 ( i ) , as m -
1 
Prqaf of Leimia 4. We have J, ffl-1 
m-1 







• E + , say. 
1 2 3 4 




since ^a^ > 0 .Similarly, 
IB-1 
® 1 
eo that I * t » O (1), Since t ana t are positive, the 
1 4 1 4 
r e s u l t s fol low. 
a.s.jbsist-sObfisaasa i . I'et c^ « ^ ^n / \ 
^n" \ - I end 
n 
tt o 
fhen we have 
n - 1 
- - A d / P ^ ) 5 -
n + l 
j o a 
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Bow 









- - a P ) n-i-1 o 0' 
« V l ^wx - ®o "^ o V l / •^ n+1 
* V l ®nH ^n+l 
- I ^ ( W - ^ B ^ l ) V l W C l V l V e • O (1) 
. Lj^fa) • I.g(ii) • • OCl) 
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It l0 th®refore Buff ldent to prove tbat 
Sow 
E I ^ Oil), r « 1 ,8,3 . 
n 
ZMl/P^) |3^(n)l . 0 | f * 1 o V. 
,0 






0 T ^ 
0 / E - I E 
o 
0 V l ^ ^ 
^ a-1 fi a-1 
/iB-l r (r4.l) X, T^l 
0(1) V l V l ^ ^ W / ^ r ^ l j 
/ o - l , 8 
(n-i) X^ ^^  p^g / p^^ 
/o^l 
- O (D* r A P ^ i ^ ^ ^ E p^^ x ^ l 
/m-l 
O (1). 
by virtue of Lesanes 8,3 and 4, the hypotheses end the fact that 
-61. 
V m«>l 
(2.6.1) ^^ I \ Pr.x - VX I \ 
0( t p . X J « Oil) 
reo ^ ^ 
Hcxt 
|Lg(a)| - o ( S A ( + ) 
i n X a 
- 0 ( ? ( n n ) t^^^ a^^g/ p^) 
• 0 ( I (n^l) p^^^ P^ ( 
0 < I O ( I Vx A 
O ( 1 ) , 
by the l^otheele ond Lenma 3. 
Again 
I ^ I I I ' ' " I I ""•il ^ 
^ m-X 
1 , 1 V i P 
• 0 ( i . I V i l J 
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rO /m-1 
• 0 ( P ^ l («•!) a ^ g t ^ g ) . Iig^ • Lgg, aay. 
Now from XiesHsa 2 
Also 
IB-1 
-0 (1 ) * 0( t E X ) 
1 o 
0 ( 1 ) . 
by I*ei9Ba 3| the hypotheaes and (s .5 .1 ) . 
This ooBpl«tes the proof of !!!lieoreiB 1. 
Theoren S i s a direct corollary of theorem 1. 
CHAPTER I I I 
on THB absolute aUMISABILITI FACIJORS OP IHFIHITE SERIES t 
3.1 I'et E SQ be a given inf ini te series with a^ &e 
Ite a»tli partial sua. We denote by (t^^J the n.th 
(C, o) seeaas of the sequences l^ a^ ^^  and |a a^^ reapeetively 




n n-1 < * • and musmabXe 0, a b. ^ 2 It cc > - I t 
k - l « « ^ 1) 
(3.1.1) t n ^n ' n-l < •• . 
o . a « 8) 
In view of th® well known identity t ^ * ®n * n ^ ' 
the condition (3.1.1) ean also he written as 
(3.1.S) £ < 
n 
Let be a sequenca of positive constants such that 
n 
" ^ P- •• as n A series J a- i s said to be sumssable « VaO ^ ® 
H, p_l i f n e s r . , where JL • ^ r ^ ? P- s „ . I t i s said 
n v»o 
• n , 
to be bounded ( M, p^ )^ i f E p^ « O . For p^ m t 
m 
the suwmability H, p^ | i s equivalent to the auiaaability 
B, log n, 1 
Section A has been published in Tohoku Math.<r m (1971) • 
433-451 while Section B has been accepted for publication in 
R^iHwn ^tfm fmil 
1) n e t t t T.M. (4S). 
s) Kogbetliants, (65). 
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for any real a and Integers n 0 we define 
a « MX-1 
I A„ „ u^ v^n w 9 Vmn 
whenever the series i s convergent. 
If I X[ end I f 1 are any two methods of absolute oiiiaiofttoillty, 
we say that belongs to the class [J X| , (tf j ^ 
i s suissable \t[ whenever E la sui&mable |%| end ire write It as 
c [|xi, [TiJ . 
at 
It i s known that siaimablllty f l^ t p^ j^ and suimabllity 
are, in generalt Independent of each other. It Is , therefore, 
natural to find suitable suismablllty factors (Sj^j such that 
CD e [ P ^ l j (41) e^ e [|5, i g , |C, • In 
Section A of the present chapter we shall exaislne the f i r s t type 
of siumnablllty factor problem and postpone the discussion of the 
probleffi of second type to the Chapter V. 
I t may be renarked that the known conditions for 
m 
Cf a| , l^t PqI and our condition/for 
0, « k. U P, n , k > 1, are totally different. However, 
there Is a certain degree of unity between them in the sense 
that theve conditions can be expressed In a unified manner • 
A similar remain Is applicable to our problem discussed 
In Secticm B of the present chapter. 
SECTION A 
3.8 In what follows we alialX prove th© following theorem, 
fisztfia ^ ewM f^i^ la l^t P I^ ^ 
(1) 
( i l ) ( a ) 
( U ) < b ) 
I * e l • 1 • f . « 1 , 
'n V f e F • 
e ( . 
0 1 o 1 1, 
a > 1 , 
sssca (a) p^ » Oip^^i)* (b) (n^l) p^ « O ^ V ^ 
(c) Pjj • 0<n*^ P^), a > 1. 
It may 1>e oentloned that If w© take Ic « 1 in Theoreia 1 
we got the following theorem of Mohapatra.^^ 
fheorea A, Let the eequence jp^I] S^^^OFY ^ ^ following ; 
(3.2.1) p^m 
(3.S.2) 
(5.2.3) - O (n« Pj^), a > 1. 
1) Hohftptra* R.H. (123). 
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Then the necesBary and a i f f i e ient ocmaitlons to be sotiafied 
m 
by A oequenea such that s: e^ Is ouismable | 8, p^ j^whenever 





m > I, 
(3.2,5) 
a ^ -a-1 
A • 0 ( n ) . 
On the other hm^ i f we take « If k > 1 we get the 
following reoult of M©h<ll. I) 
fl^eoreia S. liet a ^ O t k > 1 . fhe necessary and sufftoient 
oonaitlone f or H ^^ suimeble | C, 1 | whenoirer £ ^ Is 
eujBc^ble jC^ are ( i ) and 
( l l )Ma) 
(11) ' (b) 
t U i i X - , 
1 n 
t n 1 e. < a i l . 
Sinllarly, on taking p^ ^ • " j f j * » we deduce the following 
new result ooneeming log n» 1{ suamabllity factors of 
inf inite oeries. 
1) Thle is the ease ^^l of a theorem of Kehdi (US) . 
-57. 
cgggllflgy Ittl a zo, MgfiflBfanr flag attffigitftt 
tpx ^ \ % I f f f t . f i M g i U t IH, log n, 11 Htnamix: 
^ f^fi ffiiviyffiMg k it 
I (a) 
UU) 
I l (b) 
a ^ 
1 ( ^ ) 1 e 
e t • o i « < 3 . , 
•1 T k* 
(log a) e ^ } e ^ , a > I . 
3.3 We oolleot l^ e^re mmt of the loimBoa whloti will bo 
required in aeotiona A m^ B of tble Chapter. 
1) 
hmmJL* hstp ^ x^y*^ ml • 
are related eo * 
SSHtO 
n I 0, 
sissft m nfftgagwor ffuffloitflt 
fi9Raiti.ga fqy 
V k 
y e 1 wheneirer x 6 -f. (3.3.1) 
(3.3.8) 
p* t l u f t , . i n a i o t a ut ^ miv atgggQi»iyiii« 
p* 
T 6 ( wheneyer ii 6 f ^ 
I ) Mehai, K.R. (US). 
•*S8 
1) n m 
iifiimaLZ. i l k > 1 M l jft • ^ ^ c^^JG s^ sM < -
naiiO 







l^fima,J* 11 ^ < ^ ^ **t the nccftawary and flufflcian^ 
« O d ) akm&mx^ x e \ ia 
k* m t e 
IS«0 ttlKI 
< ( i l ^ O ) , 
3) 
m 
^ ^ l^t 01 ^^ 
e^ . 0 < n ' ^ ) . 
..^fiwa write for k > 
yi, - J. - ^ 
and 
n 
Xy • r * a^ f r 2 1 . O O 
fhen 
• X 
1) Hehdl, M,R.(n8), 
2) Cooke, R.O. (34), p.899.(Here we onlt the superfluouo 
hypotheolej, 





» T i n , 
r > n. 
By l^pothesie « 0 U ) whenever ^ ^ ^^^^ appealing 
to Ifcama 3» a aeceeoory and ouff lclent condition for the soee 
- k* 
r-1 ' 
BO that by Holder*8 inequality 
' t t 
< { £ b, 
k* X/k* •• 
r» l a»r 
) < t 
Vml 
X^l ) 
k l A 
» k l A 
1 C ( £ SE J > 





« 0, n f^  m. 
Thus for n i » 
^'nl-
B i n , 
n > n. 
. 1 
n < V V i > I®, i ® • * • 
^"aking n •• we get ^ 
I 
which l0 the required reault. fhe proof tor ease k«l 1» quite 
•60. 
vasy. end hence onltteA. 
at 0 U Sl*B 
lismLfir U ^^ A e^^ • A e, 
U a 3 > M > 0. I I e^ « 0(1) then the eounlitir 
a 2 P 2 2 0. 
3) 
J* 11 X < a < 2 • O (n) . 
n , e^ -a 




-a ofg a 
® v r > ' 
£ , A ffian^l 
o n V a-a 
* *»r ^ imr 
•• a e n 
^ ^ ^^^ A V j ^ 
4) 
V p^X -a - I 
L ^a- V r KMT 
- tt 
^ ® V r • 
BSE£ ^ Iff, i f idfMllcnt 91 rt v imi n. 
X) n e t t , T.M. (48). 
2) Andersen^ A.F. (s) | Booanquet* (18) 
3) Mohai^ra, H.H. (IS3). 
4) Bosanquett Xi.S. (18). 
-61. 
tMUlBL 
fhe proof i s quite easy, 
^.gasffl,!,^. M l 1 < iK < a > 0, Bg^  • O (1 j a M 
« a k* 




IreiBBia 11. I f £ f^ 
A 0, It < % 0 < t i . a. 
Ic, it 1 1 , 




E b m . 0 ^ 6 1 a-
Ma&oJia. a 1 It I s l < a*l 1 abS£& ^ JL& 
a a« l « l • ( o - l ) - l 1 
k- l ^ P P 1 P . l k-1 ^ / 1 \ 
1) Mehdi, M.R. CU8). 
S) Flett, I.M. {4e). 
3} Peyerlmhoff, A. (132). fhla i s A special case : ^aa, t«>l 
and oc replaced by a»l« d 2 
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I ) L m a 13. P > V 2 1» 
-
A 
- A^C 1 
^ S ^ i t £ gwmfrlff aj^^ a Z k 2 Jtom 
k. 
fh© cme is a special ca»« of a gcrieyal theorco dm to 
2) iCo^betllaiite 
PgQQf Of I.eiBffift 14. Let denote (C, a-1) is^ an of the 
. I , 
srequence ] • fbeti by rirtae of Immm iSf 
f 1 
1 
» a-S 1 
n a-8 1 • •« a o 
0-8 - « 
1 n a a n A A 
£ t „ A^ £ m """I'lHi'  
n n a 
A £ CpUl) 
P 1 
A ^ " 
* w O f e j <1^ 1 
qml < w l S <l9 
•ti Integer. 
1) Obow, n.C, (31). 
e) Kogbetllentt, £.0. (65). 
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I t l»t thereforet suf f ic ient to provm that 
/ n a a 
t 
r=»l 
I P-X vk 
0 1 
I f P • 0, then 
In Oit 
V i 
< 1 0(1), 
toy hypothesis* 
I f P > 0 , then a > Q 1 P so ^hat 
I C / » 
a ^ . l P-1 
E r 
/n-P a-P p - i 
E £ 
I C E 
•• 1 n-P 
X n*-
£ 










by virtu® of tonma 13, 
This provee I^ eaaoa 14. 
< m^ 
1> We denote by C a poslttv® conataat not neoaasarlly 
tho oatt* at each ocourrenea. 
1) 
hsam istx.^ > fft }mti tPt 1 « > ^ 
** ^ a fr / ffa*l) [ ( l - l A ) - , k 
I 
l^ cmroa 16. JX Msitirt offiattgnsc 0«cb thai 
A . k 
j k . n 
0 IE < % k > 1, g 1 a 1 0, When lc«X the result 
holds for { i i t a > 0 . i t a « 0 , {lc»l), 
0 < 6 < 1, 
s) 
tMa Leiama lacliadea a result of Chow f o r 1c « 1. 
have f or a > 0, 
OB |J IE 
n 
1 11 p«l V a a Ir 
•• X a < a n p- l -a-1 k E U^ tht t ^ ^ 
I — n 




a 0 -a- l 
r ii«»r 
•• X 
S, f ^ 1 - r"0 » 
fe a , a a 
( Z A 
rwo a - r 
1) Hardy, O.H. (47) p. 278' 
8) Chow, H.C. (31) • 
-72. 








r i i u n 
n Ajj 
< 0 t 
r»l r 
< 
end k > 1. 
X p k - . l a p-1 
t < E r"""a"' ^ A.. « 
< £ 3. 
m / t a p . l ^ V ^ A 
1 " ^ c ; ' 
J ) 
A . < 
hy virtue of I»eisim 16. 
Xf CI <• ICMI» then 8lnc« / A . is noft-lnerGaBlngy 
«• X 
< £ r a . 
M X 
E - A a 
P-1 
«• X i c r ' 









r Reisaifk : lh«n a « I t may observed that i f 
Is non-inereaGlng the result although true for k > I» (Soea 
not hold^ in general t for k « 1. For example taking 
1 
®n " ""g»e' • 6 ^ ® 1 and • »# we oboerve that 
n a^ I < % but t --
I n 
—— t V- a^ 
n*l v»o * 
« • 
Hence certain heavier reotrletl«wi» f or mmple Aonotonloity 
X 
of , 0 < & < has to be aaauraed for the vtaXiaity of 
the reault. 





0 < n ^ 
where m r Pftfil^lYg, 
isssl* • a^ - 0 and 
x ; » T i l J 
1 n p 
1 n p • i i " 




mher* « • 
- i 
V > a. 
Applying Leisma 3 and pz^ooeedlxig &B In the proof of Ziesoaa 4 
we get the required result. 
1) 
toaJLfi. It 0 ^  0 ^ 
(3.3.4) 
(3.3.5) 
r wHere u ^ » 0 ( l ) , 
6 • 0 ( — ) . 
t 
O ( a )f 0 < 
Iteanoa a > 0 , O ^ t K a . H e j j j « 0 ( l ) , 
a [ t j ^ ^  p tt»p 
S t o . » „ ) . ^ ^ ( 5) A A • 
t - a - l 
where B^^ »0 ( l ) sup | A | £ ( r ^ ^ l ) | 6 
1) these reault© are well known. Se© for example (lie). 









• oil) Sup 
/ t ^ 




W - a - l If f* Y-o^l T*-S t* 1 A e I t r IA e„i 
2) a G- -a-1 l^ ma It a gjj • o <!)• t^ gii. • O (n ) 
i l l A e ^ - o ( a ) 
g^BPft se. I £ i < k 1 % a > 0, ©^ mOii) 
f « \ A 0 . n 
k« 
< 0 < T i o . 
iMsft l ^ y g ,ft poaliflyq, n<?a*incrtfl9iBg sttQWgiifitt* 
l^hls i s a gensrollsed w o i o n of Leisma 10 and eim b* proWd 
by tto following the tseiiniques of the proof of the eaae. 
1) Pejrtriahoff, A. (135). This io » particular eao« of his 
^norel result. 
2) Peysriohoff, A. (133) t (134)« and Bosanquet^I^.S. and Chow 
H.C. (19), 
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3.4 Proof of fhcoycm 1. Since thfi remit is true for Ttml we 
sjssuae that k > 1« irrlto lio * ^ ^ 
1 tt a-l 3» m "I E a ^ l * 
^ ^1/k / r-1 ^ 
n 
end 
Substituting the value of In te^ nas of ve h&ve 
n e^ r -0-1 1/k a 
« V a i l r .1 ' ^ « 
p n %/k m a -a-1 6 
ft If* E tt t , 
V n . l a^l • ^ r-^ a r-B « r-1 
m t C. 
where • e^ , • 0, m Z U 
p^ a l A n - f l f l e 
•* 0, m > a. 
Sow ^ &11 auBOBable fH, whenever i s suaaable 
C, a > 0, k > 1, i f f 
(3.4.1) 2 < • whenever I 1 < 
Using Lemm 1» the neceoaary and suff ic ient conditions f or 
the ssme are 
•70. 
( 3 . 4 . 2 ) 
(3 .4 .3) 
^ % convergent fop every % • O (D • 
aaX ' m-s) 
< whenever u^ ^ « 0 ( l ) 
J^ ow 
Un P, e fi- P r.4 
l A m 
» 
« e 
E A, JP 'r-ffi r r -SaJJa 
l/k a « 
I <1 J ^ r-fa y-x r 
l/k a a 
Where t _ " IS £ Han 
n^nj^ , provided the change of order of 
^a n-a. 
susuaation i s Juatifted. 





r V x 
i C E \A, 
•• I e . \ 
V»B r-n T T"*. n»r 
C £ \A 
T^m r - « 
0 ( 1 ) . 
thus i f Cjj • O (n) the above series ie absolutely convergent 
for every u^ « O CX) and hence change of order of oum&ation 
• n 
la Justified, fherefor®. If ^^ « OCn), eoiidltlon <3.4,2) 
im autofsatloaXly satleficd ima heno© % necessary m^ eufflcltttt 
coii<)itloR for (3.4.x) ie 




wbenever m 0<a) and t^ • 0 ( l ) . 
B^aiiflflltY : v/e ere given that E a^ j^  e^ ^ i s suisaaMe | fft p^ ^ 
whenever E i s staimsahXe |0, Applying Xiesms 4»5 we have 
e^ ^ • OCn). fhtts (3.4.4) is a iieoe08ary condition whenever 
% - OCl). 
ii) ^et Vig^stlt then t ^ F % ^alng n«l 
<5.4.4) we hsvt 
(ft^Dk*-! a , e, 
£ a 
X 
A ) < a Z 0. 
ThuB (i) is necesaary* 











Ot (ii^ U). frm ( i ) f o r a - 0 we find that i f 
m 
^ Buaamble H, p^ ^^ j whenever K a^ ^ la ouniBable | 0, Oj^^^ 
then Z » 
-79. 
n < Applying l*€ffl5Esa 6 It follows that 
<tl)(a) is also a neeesant^ oondltlon. 
Suffietenav t From (il)<b) we have f or a > I 
-1 
En • £ n 
£ 0 E n 
< 
fey virtue of condition (o) , 
7hu8 eO]3blnlng Cll)(a) we have 
-1 ^ is* 
t n e^ j 1 < ^ 
n 
alc'-l . p„ k 
n 
for a 2 Ct 
whlobt In turn. Implies that C^ j « 0 (n), fherefor© condition 
(3.4.3) 1® ©Is© a aufflelent oonaiticm fir the validity of (3 ,4 . l ) 
SaWLlD, I»et a e 0. fteen 
•1 
E n C 'a 
tJelng Holder's Inequality we have 
t •n^n • E n •nl • 
- I ' 
( E n I e n f ) * ( S n'^ ) | • 1. 
< 
Kenee account of absolute regularity the series ^ On 
Is suoaiable | Ht p^ 
•73. 
Caam { i l> . I>et 1 < a 1 S. We shall show that 
r i l < •• whenever u^ " O ( l ) 
m httve 
P« 1/lc a 
T A^ 
V „ . 1 
B -a-1 
£ A V '^v-l 
l A a 
-Ji r 
a-a ^ -a e -a 
^ V r » V i V r 
V n - 1 W 
•a 
• Bay-
It l8» therefore* sufficient to prove that 
£ 
r» l nmr * 
< % p» l ,2 ,3 , whenever u^ • 0<1) 
Let us f i r s t suppoae that 1 < o < S. ^hen applying Ii«B»a 7 
k* 
Z t Uj. 
t r 
r« l n f , ffi i / ' - l 
» 
- (a^l)k ' - l 
i 0 E r 
n a e^ a v -a o-8 
K £ Pr I A 
* C t r 
rml 
^Pn a "zJax « ' 
•i - % K r « (JM^V^ I a"® A"'® 
tmv n n-X o-n-^l 
k* 
• c E r £ ^^m' 
ic* 
Mg • Sg • «4f Bay. 
By vljpttie of ( !)# (b) aa4 Iteraoeo 8 ana 9 
H, . O U ) E r ' ( £ f ^ , i A V r V r A iivr n n - l 
« alt'^1 ^ • Pn a « /Jftx « 
tml 
t«X a n-1 
(3.4.8) - 0 ( x ) t V i t A i"^) 
vmX mv 
k* 
- 0 (1) E r 
Vml 
( I n 
mr 
Oil) t T t m 
vml mr 




0 ( x ) r B 
M»X 
o e , • te'-i 
0(1> E » 
nvl 




M. « 0 (1) t V 
• ( o ^ i ) k ' a , « ^ e^^, it* , r ( E a i P ) • O (1) 
p » r 
a n . l 
IQftd 
0 (1) E r 
Tml 
/ « Bn. E 
^ I 
a-S l - o \ lE* 
VteF ir m-r ir»r 
O U ) E r ( £ £ Oaitt-fl .-r 
« 
k» 
- O (I) < ^ f^l mr 
A 
- 0 ( 1 ) S r C E » ) 
• o k ' - k ' - l •• 1 a . ^ 
• O <1) t V 
v»X 
( t rnmv 
A ( - J l ) ) ( £ 'a 
X 
g<6<a4>I« 




0 ( 1 ) E 
natl 
- ( o n ) k * . l , a c - 0 ( 1 ) . 
Again 
- - P, 
0(1) S ( ^ 
rml nmr 
^ a e 1-a a-8\k* 
^ (TT) I V r 
o (I) ( r A |A< ! b ) 
ml mv 
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r® Pn A ^^ 
IS p 
n-1 
. o (1) ^^  ^ ( ) | • o (1)• 
nair n 
«6 nhom in (3.4.8). 
Tfaua M « 
k 
Tml a«r 
t t L^^) u^ ® « O (1) for 1 < o < 8 wheaieirer 









^ c. e-O (X) ^ ^ % ) - Pr # ) IC ) 
* It' 
• 0 (1 ) ^ & > 
. 0 ( x ) 4 . 0 ( s: (n^x) *«x 
2k •X 
A ( ) ) „0(X> 
nrtue of Itenma XO. 
Thus Nj^  - O (X) f or X < a < 8 . Ho*t 
n 2 - r»X 
h in) u^ 
r.X - - Py 1 Esti ^v-r 




(3.4.6) 0 (1) i: r®^ C r ( ^ 






by virtue of ( i l ) ( b ) t (a) and <b). 
Similarly 
il ff £ y.** I»-(n) tK Ic 
< 0 E { t Sa e ^ , J ^^ 
if»l a»l 
dD( 1) 
ae elioim In (3.4.6) . 
fhia proves flteoren X for 1 < a < 2. 
CftfiftdiiK Let d > e. In the proof of the oaee(ll) i t nay be 
observed tha^ we Have^nsed the oonditlona ( ! )• ( i l ) ( b ) » (a) , (b) and the 
condition I J^*^ ^ « fonowB f ro« (c) end (11) (b) . te 
shall uee the eane set of oondltlons to prove the oaeeClll). 
Let r be a positive Integer suoh that 1 < r < a < r^-l . % ease (11) 
the result Is true f or r • 1. Suppose the result i s true for 8< a < s^lt 
8 > 1 (integers). We shall show that i t i s also true for s-t-l < a < 9^2 
and thus ooaplete the proof by Induction. 
Applying Abel's transforaatlon we have 
n n ^ n 
^ ^ K • I 
v».l ^ v»l ^ v»«l V » 
• 7 8 . 
« Jj^(n) • Jg(n) • JgCtt) , sey. 
Xt.iSf th«r«fore« suff ioleat to prov* iir« sumuible 
for p « X»2»9* fijr IiessEoa 14 and the hypothoeis t t ^ / n io 
tttsaaable jO, a'^ lj^ g • Hence to prove tliat are suianable 
IT.p^ ( i t i s euffieient to ^ tbat (e^ j and { v AC^j ©atlafy the 
above eonditione of the theores with a-1 in ^aoe of 'o( , 
Since I n"^ / ®n| < i t follows » in view of IieoBa 10, that 
(S.4.7) ftOk -1 if-^ ' f a ) 
1 ** 
k < 
AIBO, i t ie obviouo that 
(3.4.8) < 
thus l^ e^ ^ satisf ies the required conditions^ 
Again since a > St ( i ) implies that 
t 









t [A A e „ 





« -o I k 1 Vk* 
< ( ^ > < £ V* /AC^ I ) v>«n vi«n 
. 0 ( 1 ) . 
I e^ 









m - a - l 
£ 1 (»•«)• (v-a-a) 







o k ' - l 
• E n 1 
a 
A 
« , a e 
< 0 i: n 1 
- 0 ( 1 ) . 
AC-S^) 
^ « alc'-l 




(3.4. IX) £ a 
1 n 
a A e. 
k* 
a 
a k ' - l ic* • akVl 
1 C £ a ( # - ) • C £(iW'X) * 
X *a " X 
( V 3 . )' 
J? 'a+l a4'X 
0(1). 
by virtue of the hjrpothesta <11} (1)). (a) and I-eDna 9. 
•60. 
ffaus (3.4.9) - (3.4.11) show that {nACj^j^ aleo sat is f ies th« 
required conditions. Tliua ***** are iiuiamabl«|W,]^| . 
We now proeeed to prove la euosBable/N,!^ | , *e have 
1 T r , vsal ^ 
• z I ^ l^nnllVl 
8 E 
v^l 
u k . • • 1/lt* 1 'K 
< 0 ( E ( i ) i z- It/i^ ) 
vml K ^^ v»l ' ^ ' 
« 0(1) 
by (11) (b) , (a) and Iieanaa 11. 
fhla proves tlie reault for s+l < o < a+S • s > 1 , and eoziaequently 
I t holds for « > 2. 
Oftscdv^. 0 < a < 1. We have by virtue of hem& 6 
a a»l v»r 
bL A v-r 
Pr 
F P 
l A y® J. o V 
. o _l/ic a . « . o - l 
a n«"l v r q-v <1 
a o - l a / e ( JL. ) 
q _ 
•81. 
J k . A / at e. q 
A — ) - - - V r * 
<i 
? P -n n-1 q m n^l q v»r 
a Q (a) • Q (n)g say. 
I 2 
(3.4.13) 






t i t Q (n) u^ k' 
< 
< ««», 
whenever « 0 ( i ) . 
Proof of ( s .4 , lg ) . We have for 0 < « < 1 in view of I»cimna 8 





<0 £ j: 
n 
J: 
a p qwr 
a 
a C^  
A ( - a - ) !v A A var 
i r . J i i ^ t 4 ) F A ) •cr, r 
r « l n«r p p q«r n n»l 
< Q r®^'-^ ' ^ « , a . e.. . « _ fe' 
roX qar ' U V X |A< ) 
^ 0 J - " ( i i c , ; ' ' ' 
-8S-




^her^ 1-a < 6 < 
6 k * 
- 1 )| *Oix) m o iD^by (1) . 
It 18 eaey to ohonr tbat (3.4. IS) holds also for a • 1* 




£ Q in) U 
nmr 2 ^ 
k' 
< C r ( £ ^n 
p F t 
K 
J J T. P^ A ) 
„ vy^  w — JU —W ' 
A < # I V r *n.r > 
0 (1) E r ( s: A( 4 ) ) 
r» l 






qi-r <l n«r " * p 
0(1) (E- )( log 2a )"' 
• 0(1 ) e " ( r 1 
y l q -r ^ ^ 
• 0(1) - 0( i ) , 
<j«l ^ ' 
^he ease a • 1 of (3.4.13) ean be easily disposed o f . 
This eoapletes the proof of Sheorea 1, 
•83. 
S B O f l O H B 
3.5 Coneemittg absolute suosnaMlity factors of an inf inite 
serieet Chow^ ^ proved the following theorem. 
Theorem C, If 0 < P < a la a sequence of positive 
nutnbere euch that /n^ ie non-inoreaaing* necessary and suff ic ient 





e. Oi n^  V-
I f p > a > 0 ia a sequence of positive numbers such 
that(>u/n^l is non-increasing f o r soise 6 ouch that 0 < 6 < i , then V n ^ y 
the conditions are (3«9.1) and 
(3.8.3) n o ( v 
Our aain object in this oection i s to obtain a generalisation 
of the above theorem by obtaining necessary and suff ic ient conditions 
such that S^ ajjCjj may be suomabltlC, {3| whenever £ j a ^ 
k > 1. Our theorem i s as follows. 
n 
^hgggga a > 0, 0 > 0 ^ ft ffgwncg 7t PQaitlYg 
atti8l>ftm, Bvch that { i k \ AB fl^flggtarr wa 
fluffifttftnt conditions that £ a^e^ $tiUaytiBaa6lft|0* P| iftgnffiY^g, 
^ i k t / l < k > 1 asa n 
(3.6.4) 
f a ( C ^ ) 







€ ^ ^ < a. 
(3.8.6) k* C f , 0 > a . 
I S £ i c « i M l 0 < | 9 < a tf^ fi QgnfllUgag age <3.5»4) s m (3*6.6), 
l a a aMcOhat 
i k } |g jiim*liierBMitM Igg egag 6 , o < d < x, then, tue Rggggeary 
n® 
aa^ a^fflfiiimt agg (3.8.4) a M (3 .s .6) . 
»e now pass on to tlie proof of the above theoress. Varlouo 
inteiresting o)»8enratlon8 sregar^ing this theoren will be dlsoussed 
In - 3.8. 
3.6 ftpoof of fheorea g. Since the result Is true f o r k « 1 
we aesune that k > 1. I«et a a^ • 
x l A n 
" 7 A 
3L. 
A « 
t A V a^ n > If 
'n n A 
I n-m n > 1. 
Substituting the v^ueof a^ ^ in terms of by using standard 
inversion forsula* we have 




I l/U •l/k n -a-1 
V > n. 
X a ,^ k 
with C^^ ^ - aad C^^^ - 0. r ^ l . 
Hov ^ ^ 2^1 ^^ auiamahle I P I whenever t ^ 
i f and only i f 
k 
(3«6rl) ^ ly,|l < •• whenever £ < 
Apiiaying Itemi&ei I. neeessnry and suff icient conilltions f or 
(3.6«1) are 
m 
(3.6.S) t C^^y VL^ be eot^ergent for every Wj^  • OCl), v 2 
and mm It* 
(3,6.3) t ^ < • • whenever « QCX). 
vml n»v " " 
Zf e^ • O <n)« then as shown in the ease of fheoress X» 
i t can bt easily proved that the series in la ahsoluteXy 
convergent whenever • O (1) • 
Hence ' - « - l A i A - ; P-1 ^ 
— n,v in V V ji^y n-o» n n«v 
a - l A l A •• -a-1 •• A 
^ V ^ 
n A: 
OE - l A l A •• - a - i 
a -lA lA 
•86. 
where 
s £ nva 
p . l 
II iflff^ii^ 
Thus t f Cjj • O (n), tho aeeessary and stiffIctent eonditlon 
for the validity of 




whenever • 0 ( 1 ) 
HeoetiBitv> We are given th&t £ i s euasiahXe C, ^ 
J k . -0 2 0 whenever E < a 2 view of IieiBina 16 
X o it 
< i t followfi that E FLJJ e^ ^ i s houaaed (C, 0) whenever I 11^ , 
k > 1, Apiaying LezBcia 17 we^therefor©^have e^mOin^""^^ 
•II ^ ^ sinee la non-increasing. Thus (3.6.4) ie a neeeesary 
/ 
condition. 
Hifcenaity of (3.6.4^. faking s 1 , we have by virtue of 
Iierama ^^^n • a b«nce fro» (3.6.4) the result follows, 
of (a.S.ft^. Applying Lessui 2 we have 









fhia proves the necessity of (3.6.5) . 
-87. 
%Cfflil1fY .<?f Jgf^t,^)* Bitting a 0 in (3.5.4) we liav« 
.-1 •• n 
t 




and hence the reeult follows on appealing to Xteeasa 16. 
Suffielenfsv. Bach of the conditions (3.0.6) and (3.6.6) 
Implies that G^^ « 0 ( n ) . fhuo (3.6.4) Is also a suff icient 
condition. 
U m S L l X ) * u » % P 2 ^i^®® ^vom ( 3 . 5 . 4 ) 
^ — F T S 
I 
z 1 
Now as in the ease of Theorem 1 we have 
^ 1/it - Ic 'A fe* l/k* - X < ( Z "S® 
" 1 
Henoe the result follows as the suaisahility |0t # ^ it 
i s absolutely regular. 
Cage {ii)> Let a > 0 , 0 ^ p < a. Applying J^ efosae 18 and I9j 
we have on taking t « 
a « « P a-P \ 
0 •• P-tt-1 6 
where • 0 ( i ) Sup a ( v £ <r-n*l) - J 
Thus i t i s suff icient to prove that 






(3.6.?) £ n 1 
Proof of (3.6.6K Using Leama X8 we obeerve that 
A6. 
Y n ^ ^ ^ 
A • 0 ( i i ) . 0 < t < 
Y . t 
and hence in view ©f Iiewsa 21, ^ (n • O C a ). 
tiitts for 0 <, p ^ [pj we have 
(a+Dk'- l - k ' A 
£ » 1 A< a 
k' a-p / €, 
A 
'O (1) f n X 
1 ® 
an? , C, 
A 
. 0(1) £ (n^p) X^^ ^ 
- 0 ( i ) t 
by virtue of Leeaa 
QE-j^  /€ 
gyoof Qf (a.^.yy. Applying Holder's inequality end writing 
0 8 ^ J «n 
k' 
tmX ran 
- O U ) tn \ ( ^ ir-^^l) 
X XMCk 
kM^-a-i+e) /e^i J 
0 ( 1 ) t £ II 
tmX nrni 
Ic* -k*A 
0 ( ! )• 
by virtue of the condition (3,5,6) aad the aseiucptlon that ^ 
i s n»ii*liiere&8l]ig, , 
Gftiie ( l l i^ , 0 « a > 0, f e apply I^ eBBBa SO. eii^os© so 
a m l l that t* < « , with 0 < t < a. X a . 
•• (a4.1)k*«i -k*A a k* 
f \ 1 V 
(ff^Dk'-I -k*A ^^ ^ a-P C 
0 ( 1 ) j n " ^ ^ I a ' - ^ 
• 0 ( 1 ) E a X U a ; 
(«+l)k*-l - k ' A k 
k' 
• 0(1) £ n 
ttml \ \W * H* 
where 
R j j « 0 ( i ) S u p A(Tr V Sj^  • Sg • Sg • S^ 
e. 
with Sj^  - a 
.90 
• T-a-1 le^l 
&k 
Sji • t (r^AfX) 
® rmn 
A —X-




« 0 ( l ) as pjroved in the case ( i i ) 
AI0O in vi«w of tem&s 18 end gl 
g^ • 0 ( i ) n k^ 





by (3.6.5) . 
next 
V , - 0 ( 1 ) E n 
•• • k ' A - T k ' / * * k* 
'31 
. 0 ( 1 ) V33. ^g^J . 
^^ • (t -o)k ' 
0(1) E n n 
n«a ^ n* 
- -1 - k ' A _ 
0 ( 1 ) t n \ «0<i), 
»»1 
•91. 
m 0(1) t n « (a-T)k'^k'-l •k 'A 
« .l^<T«a)li It* A 
% i t r ) 
« - k ' A 




0(1) E t m 
iivX n 




O (1) £ a 
^^ nwi 
( E (r-a^D 
« 
A r 
0(1) E a 
n^l 
2a ^ W ' - a - l lc«A 





« e . I k« » a-.t*(k*-l)(T'+l) - k ' A Y+T'-a-l 
0(1) E E n 
11*1 ^ (r-n+l) 
•99. 
0 ( 1 ) Z w k 
Trnl ^ 
T* k* 
- 0 ( 1 ) , 
by Tirtae of tlie hypotheeio (3* 5.4) and liexona 
Finally, 
n«l 
X I £ r 
• 0 ( 1 ) E n 
nol 




0(1) t r 
f » l 
A ( - f - ) £ n 
Hal 
•O (1) i:- T 
- t*kHk'-i -k'A t» e 
A 
k* 
0 ( 1 ) . -
Heao© Vj • 0 ( 1 ) . 
FLIIS proves Theoroa 8 for ^ • OE > 0 . 
SaaaJllx)* P > « > o. For ^ • a in view of ca«e ( i l l ) 
conditlone (3.5.4) and (3.5.6) imply tliat £ a^ ie sunmable 
X- a ,k 
< and eoaeoqiueiitly tlws aeriea whenever t 
£ a,^  ie ounaable {C, ^ { f or p > a by virtua of the well known 
oonsiateacy theorea of Kogbetliante. 
This oompleteB the proof of Theorem 2. 
•93. 
3.7 isake certain ebaenratlons regarding Theoree 8, 
Zt i0 clear tbat for k » 1 our theores inc}.udee the theorem 
of Chov« When p > a t ) c * l t t e baire to inpose & hecivier 
reatriotion m • However when k > 1 no such reetriction 
id reqi»ired. Slnte our result for k > 1 i s of more conpaot 
type. 
I) 
"^ hm X • X we get a result of KeHdl* On the other hand» 
whm ^ « log n wg get A corollary^as follows. 
Corollary II : NftctagaCT ..iTi^ ,^,, fiW^j^„ thai 
£ % Pt ^ I .w i^enfiyftr z i^ g^ ^ {t^ I k > i , 
k* 
(3.7.1) J. 
^ (log n) 
kt/k. 
(3.7.8) 
( 3 . 7 . 3 ) 
^ (log n) 
- n-^ I 
£ 
k* 
< P S a t 
^ (log n> 
¥ 7 k 0 > o . 
3.8 l e t f ( « ) « E C^  be a function regular for I s j < 1. 
nmo 
It for eoiie p > o the expression 
ie 
K- ( r , f ) • ( / 1 f ( r • ) d0 ) 
•n 
1) Mehdi, l l .R.die ) 
-94. 
i s bounded as r ^ 1-0, then tlie fimction tie) I0 aald to 
belong to ^he el«S8 H^  . I t la well known that i f tiz) 6 
then has a jboundary function 
10 10 
f ( e ) - 11m f (re ) , - n i e i » 
r*l-o 
le p 
for almost e l l d and f (0 ) le Integrable L in (..nt n) . 
We shall require the following addition^ leimsas in order 
\ 
to study the absolute Oeearo tuismability of the eeriee 
s ie p 
^ B^ ® aeeociated with a function of the olaaa H , 
1) hfsmn,.n^g* Itfii ^ >/ s m^ M s^mlwp { < 1. 
Shen 
r ^ J. 
E n 
mil 1 
k f de 
I f 16 / f ( e ") 
•n 
ae 
i / p 
a nlthftg p 2 k% O > l A * or 0 < P < k*. a > 1/p, w h m 
a . r ni0 
^(Q) dtBOttB the (Ota) BeflB QS %kt flfOttfincfl j^ n Oq « 
A(k,a,p) 1 conatflat. figpgaaing apon k, A BOA p. 
8) , p 
and 
n - l 
P/8 
logCn'i-l) 
F p do < A(p) /
n 
f ( • 
16 
ae 
1) Flett, T.M. (48). 
g) Siinouohi, d. (146A). 
•102. 
simxM, 0 < P i <i « I • 
1) , p 
ham^' llv > ^ mSi fin) e u Jtum tt^ g ggylti 
— | , f l , . , f i m t y « l f . Iftg Mi^at a l l Ot wfa^ gft g • j 
or a > ^ accogfllng as 
file oaee I < p S i s ooatained in t»emm 
s) p ^ ( e ) l ^ 
1 1 1 < p 1 8 e K then Z (log(.H.)) 
n 
convergeitt fog aliiest a i l 0t where o » ^ # & > 0, 
Applying Xitmna S3 w& doduee the following from our theorem. 
I « 1 1 C3.8.1> Z n I < 
<3.8,S)(a) t n < P 1 a» 
•1 It* 
(3.8.8) (b) t n 
nle 
^ ^ ^ n^ n^ ^ in miitift^ lt, l^ f Pi • 0 2 0 f9V iilmat aXl 
whoro otther p 2 k S a > 1 / k S o r O < p < k * , o > 1/p. 
Siisilarly* i f « « apply t««aiBa 2A we get the following result: 
IV. 11 € 0 < p i 2 a m 
, ^ a* 1« e i8 
(3.8.5) £ II ( log(an) ) < 
1) Chow, H.c. (3SA). 
S) Chow, H.C. (30A), 
•96. 
, sa 8 
(3.0.4) (a) Z n jCjjl <oo, P I a, 
•1 2s( e 
<3,8.4)(b) E n l^ttl < - # 0 2 a . 
file 
^^f^ tU sfigtea ^ 01 csir 
O I xOlfim a - VPt P 2 0. 
On ttie othiir band* i f we use Leasaa for the case 0 < p ^ I 
we deduce a new result which is a gmevelimtton of C&roXl&ty IV, 
c g f f t U m V. |jt 0 < p ^ 1 tin) zBsm 
2a*l a e 2 
(3.8.5) Z n A < 
. 2 
( 3 . 0 . 6 ) ( G I ) In ®||1 <% 
( 3 , 0 . 6 ) C B ) Zn LE^L < 
ni6 
in smi^nt t aMm 
a ml/p 10, 
Taking in Corollary XXI and ^ • s 
in corollary V with • (log(n*l) we deduce the following 
theores of Chowi ^^^ 
P On • 
Theorew D. I f fiz) 6 a . then the aeries Z Ti/^^b • 
( log (nni 
6 > ^ i s auwisable |o« f or alaoat a l l 0« where a • 1/p or 
a > 1/p aeoording a e 0 < p i l o r l < p l 8 . 
1) Chow, 8.C. (38A). 
•97. 
wh«tt 1 < p Ji 2 the result corresponding to Corollary ^ 
i s ma follows, fhis can be deduced from fhoorea 2 on applying 
tollagy i t i < p S.2 m^ t(z} e 
(3.8.7) t n (lOg(iM.l)) A - - a < 1 . 
(3.8.e)(a)En (l0g(n+l)) je^ l^ <*«», 
(S.8.6)(b) E a (logCnH); le^ l^ < ^ 2 a . 
Hi© 
l&sm ^ Cr « ^vvia suiBmaUe C, fgy tj^ p^c^ Bf alJL 0 t P 0, 
a » 1/p, 6 > 0. 
For p • corollary Vl~f^lowi~frai WrolTaryliT^ 
1 
Taking the special case ^ « a « l /p» ^^ • " ^^^ ? 
^^  (log(n*l)) 
we^  hinre the following theore* of Chow. 
P 
Tbrnorim If 1 < p i. 8 and f (k) e 8 • then for alfsoet a l l G 
C e^® t —a ^^^ , 6 > 0 is eumable lo , | | . 
login+DJ 
Xt ftsy he ohaerired that i f 6 ^ p * e ^^^ above theorm em 
also be deduced from Corollary IV. 
1) Chow, H.C. (30A). 
CHAPTM 
ABSOLUTE fiOHLUlID SUMMASILIfy JfACTORS OF IHflKITB SERIES i 
4*1 Let £ a^ be a glr«n Infinite series with the s«<|uenGe 
of partial ovm» . We denote toy (Cto) means of 
the eequ^ice jn n^] . SThe serlea £ i s a&lA to be auoffiable 
0» oel f a > i f t J . S J < % and aumable 0$ a • k 2 1 
i f t 
1 
^et be a aequanoe of oonetanta* real or oooplext and 




^he seriee E aj^ ^ i s said to be auamable S, Pjj| i f S 
It pjj « • auoiSBbility I H, I equivalent to the 
well known method of absolute suii3aability« namelj absolute 
hanrnmic-suiaaabllity.—On-the-other-hattd,_if i 
^ <n*l) I(a) 
a > 0, the ausasabilitf I ^t P^ reduces to the sumability 
lOt a 1 . 
I t i s well knovm that neoesaaxy and aufficiant conditions 
f o r the method (H, p^) to be absolutely regular are 
(4.1.1) -•Of n -
a 
(4 . i . e ) t 
n»k 
ml-t p. p. - < 0, a+l "n 
f or all positive integral values of k. 
We write 
n n«>l 
f Published in the iTftttma Of. tht ^ffllftH Ma^ntHatlOftl gfgUtT. 
(S), 4 (1978), 588-670. 
I t 1» wtiiX knoim^^ thmt j j j ' l c l o , « ) • a > 0, Iiowmr tht 
i»oiiv«ys« not \m « t Imow that sumaMXitylCf » k > X 
•ad fUHMbility |Cf d I 9X9 witUftUr •xe2>usiT« • Sims i t follomi that 
th« suaai^i l l^ l^ t tt{ f 1e > 1 f does not Atoosoavlly isi^y 
0 u n i a t > i l . i t 3 r • I t willttliereforeffDo en iiit«r«0tiag proiaoa to 
iiiTeatlgato miitable ounnabUitsr faotora^e,^^ «uob that £ a^e^ i s 
miBBeble I vtiansTsr £ i s sumablajOt • Ae a aattsr of 
faott in what foliows* «• shall oonsider a sore gensral situationi 
instead of eaeaniUiing the speoiel oase (siiasiaMllty/lS»«^^{ ) we shidl 
deal with the suinahility S^ { • 
4*2 Our naln theoreK i s as follows* 
S t e s m U - i l i a > o(iiiiii£fi£) sum* 
4B0rfiRBteg>»fl0fBflttanr m^ Mflleifflit cffiBattlffmi ^ %% flbmOAJMi 






Mama^ rn Zn view of I^ winas 8 and 9 oondition (4,ete) oan be rei^aoed 
hy the e^ i - i^eat oonditiont 
(4.8.3) a p < 
fhe result oorrespondiag to a « l i p^ a g ^ and k « 1 i s due to 
Bas» SrifastaTa and Mohapatra ^^t whioh i s as follows. 
1) Ho Faddea*!*. (106). 
8) Baa.O.^ Srivastara, Vf.?. and Kohapatra,H.H. (58). 
« 3.00. 
flMOr«n A. StM «ufflel«Eit ooaaitlena that £ i^e^ 
should vhiaiT«r ^ mambl«l0, I jar t 
( i ) e^ • 0 ( l ^ ) m& ( i D A e ^ - 0 ( - J -
For pji « i k > 1 w« m thooroa oonotsning ahaoXut* haxmonlo 
suenahU&ty fttotors of en in f in l t t seriee t i s euaanblt 
. On tho othev hendt when P|, « i t P^ " a > 1 »• ««t tho 
folXontng intortoting thooroa. 
ItoafftB e* t^ lw uttBtftaftgy fM mtfgic^ml flfflfliUflfi ttrnt £ ^^^ 
s In fn>TWft)>lft P* «{^  « 
a > 0 C||Uii«s£) , I: > i iA 
thft following lOBBias idlll ht voquirod f o ? ths proof of Shoormi 1 
ham I* i t i ^ miv tf^tnlly ••auenif.^to MtmmxLam 
tifmnforafttlgn* la^i^ > i.J a^ grttg tteat ^ gfaatild tee ^ mmdia A 
«>i,Hicf«g £ fl^ til mMMiWhtlOi • I I la MCMflflnr wad gugllfiliBl thai 
1 
giyyiof of Iimft 1* Supposo (4*3«1) holds and £ a^ i s suanabls/0,01^ 
l/lr •• . 1/lr* 
fhits £ Stg^ Si^  i s oonTsrgsnt snd (hy regulsr i^} sunaaablt A,On ths othsr 
hsndt i f (4.3.1) i s fslsst thtn i t follows tvcm ons rsrsion of ths 
"OonTsrss of Holdsr^s insqciaslity" that ws esn dstswains s^ sttoh 
that £ i s suBnB«hls|C»0|j^  whils 
1) 8ss LittlswoodtJ»3S«f and Pol^st^. (54) ^ o r s n 161 • 
•101 • 
But til* d^finitieii of I Of oolr I w« oitt 
t h c M f m elioosc mrg so tliat a^e^ i « and funt^aagatlT*. Z^ l 
tlwa follows fTOB (4.3* 8) that £ a^e^ dlTargaa to -••••.Hanoa ^ total 
vagulasitar A txanafom also divargaa to • «* whioh eontradlota tha 
ligrpothaaia ttmt t t ^ ^ la l»ouiidad fM,a proirao 1 . 
t^K l £ « . l < a < 0 « ] c > l JUUBflMttSlslO* 
thtn i t tft flfflfflinWt ICf Plk* 
^ < n ms^ 
Wm 0 
£ 
& « 0 
i f i i p^ > 0 fad tfai •fiiwa t^ f ftl>BgmtclT rtaiitnr. 
Iifii 6 . » 0 (a ) t a > t k > 1* i^Mm la pydtg t tot £ a^e^ Bbgllld lit 
ylwiHTig £ a^ liw ,ffln«nWii,|o» al]^ t I t la atotiiiiflXT 
nafl iumfllfftt,, tbat» I t r tfiara temmfltfl fltnattBfltt { ^ v } 
(4* 3.9} £ 1 ^ m 
< 
£ Slin^m) 
^rggf gf ^Eftlli 4. 
than 
A 
» - 1 
1) (4S)» 
- lOg. 







^ flintr) Sy Aj 
r « 1 y 
rnml JN® 
• X c at B • 1 
5c . • < n , 
• Of » > a . 
Sow by tho Conlttgiioy tli«or«a ^^  neoessezy aad Bufflolent eoaditlons 
that Ely^ l^ < 
(4.3.4} E** C^ j^j bt Qoii7«rg«&t f o r ovtvy Uj^^ • 0 ( l ) t » > 1 , 
(4*3.6) 
n •> 1 n « tt 
< • ••wiie»«vor iijj^  • 0 ( 1 ) 
Sine* e^ « 0 ( A ) t wo iuiTO 





1) Hohdi.M.H. ( u e ) . 
< C £ 
• r m m 
£ 
n • jp 
-^in.ri 
< C t m 
r m m 
•inoa t \nU.T)\ m 0(1). 
Thurtfor* th« «erl«« la U 
^^ kf t 11 £ » 
IMi ® 1«B 
• tt^ A £ A 
1MD 
r 
£ n (n»r ) 
® ^ « iittii 
nin^m) ) 
m 
th* eiiaag* of order of stuomatloii ^otiig justif iod as th« oerioe io 
•beolut^y ooairorgeat. fMia i f e,^  «0( ia) aad u^ • 0 ( i ) oondttloa (4.3.4) 
i s automatioally satisfiod and tharaforo tlia naoaseaxy and suffieiaat 
oondition for thm aarias t a^e^ to ba aunaable | whanavar £ a^ 
ia 8iuaiabXa)Cfa||g baoomaa 
••I < • 
whanrrar iij^  • 0 (1) and e^ • 0 (n) • 
ftaia eonpXataa tha proof of Lanaa 4. 
^ Vhara 0 ia a oomtmt not aaoaaaarlXy tha aama at aaoh ooourranoa. 
mm 
- X04-
x>0flB4e m Oil) SOIL <-.JBaitt. U J J 
& 
S) 
^ X < l i < « , a > 0 , 0(1) mSk 
A®|| < 
f J y ^ W ^ T ^ ' < % 0 < T < « . 
1 • 
H e , * aa4 ( ^ ) teXite afffg m « > Q t j a m MUaJto i 
- 1 < T < « . 
(4.3.7) 
ifioift X < tc < « > •» 0 (1) ^ 
A«|l < 
whwr^  0 < Y < 
Pimat At Lmrnmu fhi« e«2i !»• tttolly proTtd by u«ing th« a«thod of 
proof of Z»«nM d. We tilcir sr^  • o^ • 0 end 
• B f^.^  £ 
and App«Ql to tht woll knoim eonelBtoiioy th«oz*«K of tor tilt 
9U]n«bUi^|0,a,tL f o r t • X, of th* ••rioo ^ * 
1) md 0tiow«B«0*(X9), 
8) MtMi,II.H.(ue). 
3) n o t t » f (45). 
a o g 
ZllMfcS. I l a (tetigtg)> I 
(4.3.8) < p^ > 0. AP^ > ^ 
tStlim ^ellQ'i'^g ttonAitloaii •nuUffll^mt. 
(4.3.9) ^ < 
(4.3.10) \ « I A^ a 
II 
< 
^yfffff ^iWlft « » Oy eonditlon (4.3.9) Ib th« Bane m tli« 
oondttion (4.3.10) .Heao« Imt us ao«uiie that a > O.By -vdrtu* of (4.3.8) 
" • o(a).Suppose (4.3.9) holds.fhca applying 
l<«8aft 6 
(4 .3 .U) E n' 1 A ( ^ ) < 
f o r Gt • 1 i t i s easy to see tltot (4.3.8) m i (4«3«9) iaply (4.3.10). • I 
I f a > If applying Holdtr*e ineqaeO.!^ 
< 
by virluo of (4 .3.8) . 





• e r a ' ••^ok'-l A JH. \a 
nJ 
< 
by virtua of (4.3.9) and (4*3.11).Thus (4.3.10) holds f o r a l l noa* 
aagatira iatagral valuas of a. 
Bow suppoffo (4.3*3.0) iioX(l9.fh«n 
J - Ja^w^l 
1 
\ 
Xt l8»tti«i^«for«t 8Uffloi«at to show that 
that ie to 
c • • « « 
F o r t « 0 th« v«8ult i s cirldent in view of (4*3.8) and f o r t > 0 
i t follows hy Tirtuo of l»eMaa 7« 
Btasftgk.It otay ho obsorvod that in tho ahovo l^aaa ve haro roatrietod 
« to ho a non-aoiP&tlvo iatogor.Zf in (4.3.6) roplaoe hy log ii» then 
i t i s oaay to sea that th« ahova lannm holds for a l l a > 0« 
fh« proof of (4 .3.0)»t (4.3.10) ia the sane as above and hanoe i t 
suff ices to eonsider the oonTorse part* I<at 
than 
£ n 1 
SI t t m® 
A 
r 




A l !rl ) 
k* 
X Tmn. L jsmn * 
(4.3,1S> 
nil a - l 
Howf hearing in aind that in the ease a • 1 we hare « 0 f o r 
r > n, i t follows that 
f 0 ( 0 , « < 1, 
a > 1. 
JL07 





) - o ( i ) . « < X , 
. 0( •a 
flniB tiM •xpmsion HI i s 
f 0(x> t e 
k* 
• 0 ( 1 ) . 
(o-a)k'-.i g k* I 0 (1) t * 
% Virtus of (4.9.6) with • log a . 
« < 
- 0 ( 1 ) , a > l , 
^ r s f o j p s w« liaTs 
1 ^ (!a) \ « / 




tbis sstablisliss ths ipiroof of the oonvsrss part. 
l i i i a > 0 t ngnifltgattTi aoarteogtfifliag 
flftqmiafit*ygaiiMCT ognamont JfHat s^e^ mmU Dft OT«BiiWtfH»Pn 
mhmAfm Z t^ ±m wMmabla » k > 1 ACt (4.S.1) Iflyji (4.S.S). 
^unffli Sines % > ^ sadAiJ^ ^ » ttas ssthod ) i s 
tots l ly rsgular.Xt follows 1>y virtus of Itssnaas 1 and 2 tbat 
£ 1 
sua whiohf in tum* implies that « 0 ( a ) . 
•108 
Eeafl£JfctJ(i«8-S). Sine* tit* n«ttiodi CH,!^) al»flolut«Iy i?«gia*r 
i t f o l l o w tv(M Jitmmm 4 tbat (4.9«9) i s a aootasazgr ooaditloit,Zi«t 
« 1 f o r a l l n.fhsn 
6 « E -O-intm) 
" mrnM 
< • ) • 1. 
n ii«f<>l 
fluts f ros (4.9.3) i t follows that 
A e. 
ic' 
VToot Of « ^laoying tha notations itssA in t)ia proof of 
Itsnaa 4 and api^ying X»tiaia 9 
"O" 1 /Ir . % « « 
» B 
n»M *• hkv* 
ffais provas Isana 9. 
4.4 f n Q t at l* £l61ial$y:% virtus of Iisraa 9 i t i s 
svidcnt that f4.i^.l) and (4.e.e) ars ths naoassaiy oonditiona, 
^uffiftiMiftv; ths oass a » 0 ia t r iv ia l , f o r in this oasa* as ahoan 
in tha proof of Lsnu 1, C a^e^ ia ahsolutaly eonvargant. 
In Tiaw of (4.e.l)wa hava e^ » 0(n).B«noa virtus of Z>sa»a 4 
tha suff ioisnt condition ia 
k' 
mrnl 
^ " w»3^ «ttsvar u^ - 0 ( l ) 
•09 
How 
A^) p»o A % A (zmst) ^ mpj 
V " ( f a ) • .( 5 ) AV 
» £* ^ l» « aey* 
vSafitt) V irt-p / 
8 
I t i s «videat that «0<1 ) irii®ii«w « 0 (1 ) .Ala© 
a6 « t - ii^ rLCa.r*-!) 
omr 
f nrnt*^! 
M g \ I ^ ^ • |asBSaa ^ 
P 
O { - ! - ) . 
How 0 ( 1 ) s • .0<X), 
vlrtu« of (4.S»S)« Alto •using (4«S«1) w« hav* 
® n-1 F * r« l 
k* 
- 0 ( 1 ) le^f* . 0 ( 1 ) . 
Shlo GOBplotM tim proof of fhoorwi 1. 
iO.10 
4.6. of fh^Qym B. fb io foUowe from fb«or« i 1 as (4.8.8) 
f o r Inttgral valuta of a iapXies that 
1 
OHjyPSEH ? 
cm IO9 StJHKABXIiXfY FAOSOBS Of ISFIHISB SEHXBS t 
6 . 1 Imt £ )>• ft g t T « a I n f i n i t * s c r i e s w i t h m^ a s i t s n . t h 
p a r t i a l s u a , W« d i s i o t s ] a n d J t h « i i * t l i ( C t a ) n o a n s o f t h s 
seqp i tness a n d { a a n j r s s p e e t i v s l y . f faa s a r i a s £ i s s a i d t o 
b a s t t f f l i a iaa | C , a > - 1 i f | < m^ ^ s u n a a b X a t O , 0)1^ t 
k > 1 i f E 1 ^ < % i r i r t u a o f tiaa I d a n t i t y 
I ^ t ^ ® « a < • ( C i ) t h a l a s t o o n d i t i o n e a n i ^ s o b a w r i t t w i a s 
i l l - ' a 
A a a r i a s ^ i s s a i d t o b a s u B B a b l a I k > 1 i f £ a ^ i a 
o o n v a r g e i i t i n 0 < x < 1 a a d i t s s u n ^ f u n o t i o n p i x ) s a t i s f i a a t h a 
o o n d i t i o a ^ 
o 
b a a s e q a o n e a o f p o s i t i v a r a a l n u a b a r s a u o h t h a t 
• Pjj • p^ • . • • • p j j •• ^ha a a i l a a £ a ^ i s s a i d t o b a a u a n a b l a 
i f \ e Bf , Whara 
a r « o 
X t i a iKaoaa t h a t a u a a a b i l i t ^ l | i a a b a o l u t ^ y r a g u l a r . V o r • ** 
pg^  m t h a a u n i B a b i l i t y | ] i , p ^ I i s a q i u i T a l a a t t o ^ a u a n a b i l i t y 
1 R , l o g a , 
S a o t i o a A h a s b a c a p a b l i s h a d i a M l t t i f t flt 1ft O l i i i g tftl g f l i l B f l t l 
A o a d M l H P O Y i l t d t , w b i l a S a o t i o a s B a a d 0 
b a r s b a s a a o e a p t a d f o r p u b l i c a t i o a i a B . S . V a M m U m T i n i 
ygliaft Of tin ^ftttmril gf ¥athtiiiUfli3L ^ citHBtt Xnitm g^\imal nf 
H f t t h M i i t t i e a r a a p e o t i v a l y . 
1 ) I l a t t , f . « . ( 4 e ) , 
•lis 
«rrit« for an3r real a 
providea ««zl«8 i s eomrargtnt. 
2 A i s to be oonvtx i f ^ e^ j^  i ® • 
Xiet f ( t ) b« inttgrable in tht ocmso of l>«l>40guo over (^^ftt) mA 
periodic with period en.liet tbe fouirier dexles of f (t) be given bsr 
o 
te write , , , ^ 
pit) m I •fCx.t)! , 
^r(t) « 
0 
^ ^ 0(t ) - at*® / ( t^)®-^ 0(u) du, a > 0. 
a 0 
We denote by C a poeitiTe oonetfl»t not neoeesariiy tbe same at eeob 
oeourrenoe, 
6,2 She present ohepter i e divided into three eeotione.Itt Section A 
we obtain euitable ooaditioae euoh that ie euiaablelo,^ jj^  
whoever C t^ ie euiaiabIe|N»i;^|« while in Seotion B we eaeaaine the 
aumabilitjr |0, of £ i^e^ when 
m CK 
(5.8.1) E l i C ' • 0 ( O , » -I n • 
being a noin«4eorea8ing aeq.iteiioe. In Seotion 0 we inveetigate m 
problem notivated by an earlier result of the author* for the 
8UB9uibility|0»l| whenerer (6«1S.1> i s replaced bgr 
I ^ l i i l ^ - O d o g n ) . 
1 n 
A nuaber of intei^ting corollaries end other results have been 
obtained!these will be disoussed in the respective sections. 
4 1 S 
6.9 foUovliig ItaoNM purtintat for tlw pvoof of imximm 
srosiilts dlsouMtd in Soetioos ApB 
1) Iiitiffltft 1 « 3L < k < 1214 
t^ Bmat ie m tegl^iltf i f t M i gtal awMra* ftmn th« mteapfi^^ 




t 2.) < 0 tSXi a > 0 . 
1) 
> m l cr< p. l a c v > i imt 
s x 
E at V 
/ 0 i X • 1. 
I t 1 < k < % th«t 
B OCv-^^-^og i A . 
1) 
lifiHSa I i : i < k < « * , tfli 
« 2 V jBsau 
Oj v-^^-Hoi V < \ < 0 log 
s 
Mjms.^ ftgj ggnatflfttfl aOTtadtog oiay ga k l a i 
1) i!«h«i,|v\.R.(m). C i s isiAopondoiit of &• 
1) 
« U 4 
lamm 4 • iolL x < k < « n^aMBitw an^ «iffloliaiit noaAttiiai 
tft imuMMt 
2) 
J'A ut S < • - JJL e 0(1), 
Ifiiift g. ^ tfl mnwfi^lft c* k > i , a > * tfatn ia 
'AUBUtllPUl 
liSHaJS l ! A i * « * < a < b < ^ « * Mid miimeaa that %hm Itmmml ftiii«tto||« 
^ C t ) art tttmrattft m g i n s a > o ggt X M » » 
o 
t e (a,i>). H X < k < mgjBtfiiBflaanr naai! ffaXflol^t owflltlff la Cvr 
to eiiflt aacfigpt in a ett ^ of •gBTOyg n m und 
/ fy(t)| dt < • 
a 
(I) Sup ^ |K^(t)l < • - jEfiuuOl t e 
n > 0 ^ 
( U ) I at < c 
3) 
7 , I t ^ > Of A- > X» ifhM^ 
BO) x-^ < / t^ dt < [M 
o 
lOmm la a oonatinti dapiRding otob 
i a n n 8. I I p^^^ - o ap^ - o c y iBA e^ • 0 ( ^ ) , t ^ m a 
ntctaaagy onnrtltlon for tbt atriia ^ tft ttt atunaaint ^ > x, 
jriuBuaeac ^ % la fflWiaMi|S>i^|la. ^ e ^ 
1) MtMl,ll.R.(XXX). 
e) (4e). 
3) l^hoXX«ii(l,H.P. (}.e4). 
yrftftt ftf ^Wft ^•t - s ^ n ^ 
0 
y(t ) • Cl-t)^-^/^ t"" n 
Writing 
• I A / ^ t X ^aiP ) 
•US 
nml ii-1 P, 'il-l / 
wh«r« 
• I y t) 
li'i'l 
Applying I*«BOBA 6 ft n«e08Oii3ry eonditicm for £ i^e^ to 
WheiLVt9T t 1 I < • •• is 
1 k 
/ |lL(t) dt< 0 , n > 1 , 
0 
that i s to 9sy» 
/ i n«l y 
dt < c . 




• 0 ( 1 ) t 0 ( 1 ) / ^ ) ^ / ( l - t ) ^ - ^ 
0 
iJc at 
0(1) 40(1) e. 'n4.li * / (1-t)®^ -^  at 
at 
-0(1) • o<i) ^ ^ ^ -0(1)» 
hy Ylrtu* of lifsma 7 ena tbt l>n>oth«»t8»Al80 
^ Pn / 




H«no« A • 0 ( ) . 
fhis proves X*«nM 8. 
1) 
lifit « > (tottgtr) ft Bitti^aimw aftnrtl^^^ ^qr £ a^e^ 
Iff ]>• t k > 1, i H s u o i c £ Jto-jBMattMUi/Oi 4 JA 
e^ - 0 (log a) f o r l / k . 
l^fflia Dju* k > I im toYt 
P oo a k ^ ^ ^ 
\ t ( L It ) N-
> 0. 
•• ^ - V ^ A 
irmX 
S). fhid la ••6«;itiaIXy knoisi • Homyer* sine* th« proof 
o f thtt iaoQuali-ly^t in tht f o m atfttod abov»t i s not dirootXy evftilal>lo» 
we inolttd«» for tht aake of ^mrmlmee^ a sinpXo snA mtmXshttoswmM 
proof. 
Liiyyit, 1.0.. We f i ra t «8tabli«h tho followingt 
k 1 ^ ^ a s ^ l A 
( 6 . 3 ) 
» n 
£ ( £ ft < £ . ( E a * ) 
• w l nmv 
, k > 
For k « (6.3*8) le an oiiuality. 
?or mm 1 eaoh sido i s sq^ual ^^ ^x 1 ^ ^ ^ fox* m m 2 w Isavs 
^ i A 






( r " 
imr 
1)7 virtus of tks inoquftli^ 





If ftp > • > P • ItS 
Heir l i t (5«s«3) lioia. fhm w •tiiOl p r o v a i W : 
^ < s i t 
• rm% tmv 
XA 
fhe u n nana 8id« of ( s . s .e ) i s 
( m a k tttl k \ 
ll«l ml -^XtV 
l A 
a tt 
£ ( £ 
r»l nmv 
V m 
Z ( E 
k 
ymi 
l A 1 k 
k XA 
^ ^ L i ^ VXtiw^X ^ 
XA 
£ ( E 
ITiwX 
k XA I k a k 
^ ( ^ ' I x V i . , ) 
XA 
tty Tlrtu* of (6,S»3} 8A<S <6*3«4)* 
AXao th« right hmd 8l4« 9t (6.9.6) i s 
- , ••I fc 
^ ^ L T ' * T.1 
m M V k l A 
/ 
X) 8«t tor «xattpl« XltrlAOvlOtl^*®* (1-3.6)« 
a i 9 
. B ^ B k 
t i t - ) 
XA %/k 
fhua C5,3*0) iioldo and t^ pxiaolpl* of Isauotion 
holds tov tt «i ^roa (8«3«3) « t lutTO 
t ( t ^ ) 
ml ^X 
k \ t/k 1/k 
mr 
Malcisig B ^ «» « « got ino i^iolaSltsr. 
1) 
XX* haX I t a j f l i iUTi ngRyflfteimitog aifflifflflt*!! 7 i&i d ase 




Uwm M A > 0 , e^ • 0<x) AQ^ • jUsik 
^ ^ • 0 { n " ^ ) t o r O < a. 
3) 
ieamkJs . I t « > ^^ thap • OCDt xHtst 
a 
O C x ) flftHQtta Iht Sftfa •ftfiR, ttJitoa BtiBftnoi 
r ^ IdumaJL* • ^ W T t i aftomnai imnh £ < % a 
X) 8r lwt«ra ,V .P . ( l48 ) . 
8) Bos«fiqaot,X».8,<ie),(l7)| Foy«riBlioff,A.(133)• 
3) (es) . 
4) (6,3*6} i t duo to 0how,H.0,(89) whlXo (3.3«7}*(5.3.6} mf duo to 






« I log n IA 1 - O (1) . 
X 
V 8 






« O (log ffl)» 
- 0 ( l o « » )• 
ffX, Jfrenan Ifi* 
1 ^ 
S 1 w 
2 r ft 
k 
( 2 
, a 1 v-1 k k«l 
V . 0 
r m k 
\ rml J 
0(1) 0 (log a ) , 
2) 
Iftnwa 1ft' 11 £ mimniM ft ^ta a 2 ^ 2 i t jui^ &a 
1 < 
1) It can oaslly fl«tn that conditions (5.3.6) and (5.3.8) 
itaply condition (6.3.7) . 
2) f l o t t , T,M. (42). 
iaamJ^' It (e.s.^) mH <e.3.8) MiA^ 
IB 
ftom proof ie aaoy una iitnee oaitt«d« 
a E Q f I 0 H A 
5.4 ffe Imow timtfln gvner^t I f m serits D ct^  Is «tataal>l« I 
It &««d not bo sucasablo to, aa& eoiivei«oly. ther«for«» havo 
.two typ«0 of euBBDaMlit;ir faotor probloas. I : $o find ouitablo 
conditions OIL a eequeneo of factors suoii tliat t Is sunmablo 
a^ la suaaoable l^taljg • ^^ « (C^mveraa) f o find 
suitable factors e^^ ^ ^ suoh that 2 a^ ^^ e^  bo «uiBiiabla(0,a|^ whonavor Ei^ 
la 8uiQi8abXe|H,|)^ |, In Seotion A of Chaptar tll «e Imva alzvady disoussed 
til* piroblaa of ^Irst ^pa . Hazw, in this Saoticm we now propose to 
asramlne the problea of Becond ttype* Our aain result i s as followai 
1 , J^t t a bf puimaftlilf iK-w , T h ^ £ a l i ft\liiMf>Mf 






« 0 ( ^ )f 
** n 
o 
- 0 > 
n 
ni^ (log^) - l A 
O ( ^ ) J 
p > 1 - i A » 
? « 1 - l A . 
, p < 8 • l A f 
, p - 2 . l A t 
. p => 2- 1/k, 
a s s 
wbaxM. p^^i - o (p^) aed • o ( P ^ ) . 
I t •!< ^ < 3. - l A f ytwlrt f l flonaiUfln. u (5 .4 . e } (a ) . 
thfla ttet flgnaittefl ( 6 . 4 a ) (ei), <6.4. i ) {b) 
(5 .4 ,s } (a) M i m iinA «affl f lt«nt ff>y thm vuliMtv 
o i fheorea a . Pa tftt tonfl i^ga 0 > s » x A Ite cwflttigng o t . 
f 1 ftgf, HfOMaagf Hflil aufglglfflil wmifttfl • O ) • 
: Zf f Is an integer md k > X» then ttm t e r n inTolrlng 
log n wlU disftppear end OUJF oonditions Deeome (8.4*I)(ft}»(6.4*e)(«> 
and (6.4.S)(e)« 
I ! , f o r k M X» in riew of Iteissia tha oondltiona are 
(0,4.3) ^ A e ^ « o ( | B | t P > Of 
(8.4.4)(a) . ^ < I t 
(6.4.4) (b) . ^ > X. » 
When • X < 0 < 0 , i^e re<pired condition ia (6 .4 .4 ) (a ) . 
ZXI, f o r Pji ** X we deduce the foXXoving theorem of lehdi ^ (ease a vX) 
h&t t iun>nm1>1ffl l^ t^ x|. nflQitiirr anfl mffiottat 
figaauionn fog ight ..itrigt ^ ^ ^ ^ ^aJ8SjKma6liXftlo»Pl|E t i » k > x , 
are 
(6.4.6) (a) A e ^ mOin^hf P > X • X A . 
X) lichdi,H.H.(XXX). Mehdi oonaidera ^ e oaee ^ > 0 onXy «MXe the reauXt 
etated here i e veXid f or X. 
^ For - 1 < p < 1 conditions (5.4.3) and (5.4.4) (a-> are necessary. 




(&«4.6}(o) e^ « o a > f 
p • 1 • l A f 
p < e a A f 
0 • s - lAt 
P > 
It .i< 0 < 1 * lA thft ytflwirtti fign^lUgn lffi (s.4,e)(a)« 
On tSwi hanilt I f Pjg^  * our IsfeMrem yiolilp Uh® foXlowtng 
result eoiio»xniiig|Bylog n , l| sunsaability. 
gftftargtt 9* iftt £ {Btiog a , i| . ncggBgflmr 
mi wmcllfflt conaiiloiifi t9r ^fat, sffHiCg ^ tp ^ft nywanfrlt • 








l og n 
0 
I d o g n)^^^^ 
\ 
p • 1 - l A t 
0 < e • l A . 
p • 2- l A . 
1 1 p > S « l A t tfaffl t l K g t t i a c i i H O y Pirt, Qi: ^heorea S j^aOP 
that 
(&.4.8)(o) e« • 0 n log n 
In Ti«ir of Beaazfc XI wo Aoduoo f o r k « 1 tho following timorm 
of Motaftpatra^^ who proved tho roatUlt f o r P > 0 only. 
0/ 
1) ifoiiaptratR.fi. (lae). S M fllso lla2har,S«M.(i07). 
•184 
fb«ortB A. Ii«t ^ mxmimhl9 |B»log n»l). fhcn aeetssaxy ana 
•uffloitnt ooaditions tor th9 veHte t n^e^ to b« ttiaaiablvlCt^ 
0 < p < 1 
^ ^ "^(alog a , Vn log a 
^ggfil Ol ^ g y t l 1* Writing 
a 1 « 
we liava 
a 
' A i Li • 
We pttt ^ • » a ^ « a^ « 0 aad 
0.1 
• y® • V o « 
B3^r«88iag In tevms of aad «ubstltutiag tbe Talu» of th« tane 
la y^ ^ haTo 
i ^ - . J " A / S t o L ^ l d U W 
/ 
y -a ^ A V A K A 
a-1 p P . l 




C » » T ksX <»• 
• > a. 
Bow t m^^ 10 •umui^t 10* wli«a«ir«r £ Is •uambX^ 
i f em m l f I t I y ^ l ^ < •• whmww | < k > 1 . 
% Tirtut o f litsaaa tti« ii«e«s8ttX3r onA otiffioifiit eooaitioii tcae 
tlM 
n«T 
f ^ t i s to say 





< • > 
^ttffieiaryifwr. fiit sxiyrsssioil in (5.0.3.) i s 
< 0 It -£ 
mrnr 
r / V 
L \ V i 
p - i 
/ 
v ^ ^ / 
V / 
•4e6 
m S ^ * Sg • S ^ f amy* 
Vmixis t»mmm 2 m tor le > 1 





» < ^ 
"a 5K 
P < 1 . l A 
p - 1 - l A 
0 > 1 - l A 
Hy vliftu* of ( e . 4 . 8 ) ( « ) , ( S . 4 a ) ( b ) and ( 8 . 4 a ) k ) , 
SiaUi^lSr iiiiag (6,4»S)(ii) « (0.4.S)(o)» i t Is m&lU tasy to 
8to t l » t Sg « 0(1) , S^ • 0 ( 1 ) . 
S „ « 0 ( 1 ) ( f x V i l ] . ^^  3 / 
. 0 ( 1 ) f a / 
p < s - lAf 
v'^^^Hog V, p • 8 • l A f 
p > 2 l A f 
- 0 ( a ) -
XM« Mtatai«lt«» tho sufflolonoy part of Sii«or«B i f o r Ic > 3.< 
f o r k » 1 I t i s w f to ••• that S^ p • 0 ( D t r • 1>y 
Tlrtut of iKmm 8 and tht ooadltloaa aaatlonad in nmmiAc II. 
a e ? 
SMi i i i l r * 
^•OtMltlT flC ^ ^ 
t 
n m ^  
^ < % k > 1 . 
I t m i 0 w « , t l M i » « f o ? t f t h a t [ O y ^ y ) • 0 ( 1 ) , t h a t I s t o » a y 
\ 
L 
O C X ) . 
6 0 t l m t 
ira 
\ 
f h l a 9 i f 0 v t 8 ( 0 . 4 . E ) ( e ) f o r p > - I f IG > 1 . 
Wftgi f l f f l i tY O f I f - 1 < P < s . l A t t h . m u l t 
f o l l o w s f v o t t < 9 « 4 » e ) ( f t ) « X f 0 > 2 - l A f t h m ^ r l r t u o o f I t s a a a s 4 
a n a 5 w t h a v o « 0 ( l ) # S t a o « i a t h i s o « 8 « m a s o u n o t h a t • O ( i i i ^ ) 
I t f o l l o w t h a t e ^ 
a 
l i f f i W l t Y P f ( g t i i P k ) * I f - 1 < ^ < 8 • l A t t h e f t f r o m 
( 5 « 4 « e ) ( a ) ^ e ^ a n d h m t t i n v i o w o f B e m B 
O n t h t o t h t r h a n d i f p > S • l A we A p p l y ( 6 . 4 « S ) U ) a n d t h o 
a h o ^ i M U U M t o h a v o t h t v a g u i r a d i r a o u l t , f h u a ( & , 4 « l ) ( a ) h o l d o i f 
• 1 < 0 < e • 1 A \ • O ( I I P q ) t h a n i t a l a o d o « a h o l d f o r 
p > 8 . l A . 
* IBS 
ygCMiltf gf.,(6ifil)(|?l* Bern 0 - 1 « l/k^ te Jamv^  
A - v . ; 
90 that 
\ \ V a / 
•JLa - f 
/ 
• % • tg • »®3ri 
/ 
k • . 
A 
V a / 
Sow f^ mOix) |,y ifirtii® of (S.6,1).Also using (0.4.8. ) U) 






. 0 ( log T ) • 0 ( tr^^^l-^ log r ) 
Umm 8 tht faot tliat -QCp^) « « np^ -OC?^).Applying 









tliat to say 
Ae^ • 0 
-XA ' 
\ 
^gggf gf tbis es0« 0 • 8 - lA .Ao ia proof of 
(5.4.2.) (I») irrlting 
V 
P-1 A / v e A * 
J 
we hftTO by vlrtuo of litnia fi • (6.4«e)U) and (9,4*1)(a) 










V ' - T / 
A / ^ A 




0(1) ^ 0 (Js^xoi 
V a / 
• 0 (X) • o & f i t r l e^ 1 • , ^ ^ e IJE' " ; f YttI 
0(1) 4.0(1) ( • 0( ) ^Od) 
• 0 ( l ) t slnoft e^ j • 0 ( 1 ) 1« a ii»e«es(urr oondttieA (btiam 4 ) . 
Hov mpplrim ^mm 3 w« Iman 
fiiat i s to t i^ 
0(1). 
v - 0 i t n ^ ) J 
fills complttM ths proof of tilt ntoMBity pairt of Shooroa 1. 
Biostike itlworww 8 and 3 •ro'^^wllajfiaa of fimQTm 1. 
A 
M M . 
0.0 I t i s w«ll ICBOiifi tliftt suauMMllty and •luawMll^ 
|Ct S7«» la gwnAVfOlt liid«p«iidimt of 9aeh other* ta OUaptor I I I 
Cs«otio& B) of tim pTwmt tho#l«9 w» otitainod, ae m spooiaX easo f o r 
• l i oortain oonditlona in tonne of onstaro tlia auaaaMiit^r 
jo, pjof tbo sorieo t wkm^w^r £ a^ i » amaiabla • ^ov in 
thia sootion «• proposo to axami&e a problom whioli Kasr bo taxnod as 
*8oa«wliat oo&Toroo* to tlia mhw ona.fo ba sora praelaot « « ohol.! 
obtain oartain raauS t^ oonoom&s^ (0, a\«naabilit3r factors of 
Infinita aoriea for iMeh tho aaqpanoo of C«»W> «eaiia j^^liaa oartain 
ordar of rariation. 
fa diaouaa ouali a probXaa in ^ In ^6.8 we obtain a thaoran 
oonoeming a m a b i l i t y faotori lOfOl» vhieb i « an axt^aion 
of a tfeaorwB of Mabdi ^^, whilo in ^ 6«10 m apply Uboorea 4 to fourior 
series of a liebaegua intagrablo fiinoti(m, 
yhfggia 4. ^ a > 0 (jjasflgezsft) isa^K^ M nftanltiaytitiag 
a 
% n 
0( ) » m -
^ct ft rtfttlfffy ttm fffU^irlmi, 
{S.6.S) e^ « 0(1) , n - % P > • 1. k > I t 
£ a 1 
a < % t > 0 > 1 - 8) 
1) i i a M i , i i , a , ( m ) , 
8) fhia condition ia raAundant wben • l < j S < l - l A . 
(8.6.4) (a) f / Ae^ I < % IE 1 1 . 
plpthif a < p < l.iA QXL P |ii ft nonMRMtlvm tntagftr. 
(8.6.4) (b) ^ (logn) jA e^j k>l, pJgiaAi 
£14 ^ tfi a agi^rrtntfflgr* 
Sbaa ^ s f^. flMuMi l^ * ^ I 
It may he that f o r k « i t fh«o]*«s 4 r^leldest tli« 
following th«ore» of Syiv&stava. ' 
ftieojeeai B, i e t a 2 0 (Integer) a»« a posltiv® 
increasing e^tjuonoe tending to inf inity . I f (5.6.1) lioias anA 
satisf ies tJie oonaitions (8.6.2)* (8.6.3) and 
(8.6.8) I < 
thm ^ On ^n io ettnetalile jC, p > 
On the other hand, whm k > 1 i t wil l be observedt as i » the 
oase of Theorea 1, that conditions of fheorea 4 for integral and 
non-integral Taluea of 0 are not the sane. In the lattar case one 
of the conditions contains an aMltional tes?m 
(logn)^'^ which 
seeiss to be essential in irieir of the fact that i f 0 i s a non* 
integer and p 2 l « l A t k > 1* then the Conditions (8.6.1)r (8.6.3) 
and (8.6.4) (a) are not aufficient. For exaBple« with (logn) 
-6 
6 > 0 and \ * It P « eXl the conditions mentioned above 
are satisfied but £ a^ ig not stumnablo (C, For« by virtue 
. l A 
of liwanta 9 t • 0 (log n ) is a 
1) If hmU the required condition i s (8.6.4)(a) , 
e) Srivaatavft, V.J, (142). 
in our eat* 
a s s 
ii«o«s««z7 oondltlon f o r th« Talidlty of our Init 
\ - i l o f f i r^ i f 6 < 
fm^S ^ t 4. tjj^ denote tho a-tli <C,0) aean of 




t j m 
V 




t J* A ® i; A * r r -B-r 
n 
i: t " A r r 
^ p a 







t « A <x r r r ®r )1 
< I (A^^) 
" X otio ^ ^ 
A 
^ P-4-P -.Jt 
I t ISf thartfora* sufflolent to prova that 
n 
(15,7.1) f n - ^ i A ^ ) ^ t 
r » 0 I - . :? ' 
a*P 
r 
< •• for •• 0, 1 , B, a. 
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amfi , k ' n*g 
lA 
n( 4 
fiaafi : Iiet P < p . 1 + 1/k. Shen 
(» .7 .e ) E It. 
vml * • 
a a-P 
A e r A Ssi:. 
lA 
\ n ( / 
« , « a a-p - l -p 
z t 
tml ' ^ A 
r 
« 0 ( 1 ) £ 
Xtel 
0 ^ 1 ) £ 
Itel 
"Y r E Etel^ P 
a-P^l 






m ^ ^ 
0 ( 1 ) I a \ 
rnml • 
a -Pn 
A € m 0 < i ) » 
by virtue of Lenaaaa 8t l l and the hypotheeee of theorem 4. If 
-1 < p i , 1 - J , then the question of consiaerlng thle oaee 
does not arlae. 
jCtflttS-^ll) • Z f k > l and p is & non-
negative integer or i f a + then this oaae does not 
arise. On the other hand i f k « 1, then P « 0 and the result 
follows from Caae ( i ) . Thus wo have to eatahllsh the result 
only for the oaae P » p - 1 • l A i a and 0 2 1 - i A » k > 1 . 
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In this case feh© expreseton In {S.7,2) i s 
^ , ** o o a-P 
0 ( 1 ) z A^ I A e 
- ^ - l A , l A 
r (log r) 
m 
« 0 ( i ) I 
rsil 
a a-P- ^ l A •• 




» 0 (1) I A ^ 
i) « i 
a -p - j k l ^ l A 
p ^ (log r) 
8-P- 1^ -1 ^ l A 





- 0 ( 1 ) S y 
V«1 
l A a-P 
y (log ii) 2: 
rsBO 
A® 
, o-P - , a - p - l A 
«0(1) t (J* r ) ^ X (log(2;4-r)) l^e^j; 
»®o u al -J *r I T^ 
« 0 (1). 
by virtue of tlie condition (B.6,4)(b) , 
( i l l ) : Let 0 > p * 1 ^ . Using Lemma 2 the 
expresolon In (6.7«S) Is 
a, a 
< A, 
< 0 ' r ' - ^ - ^ 
r - l 
a-P 
A e j^p 
c I 
v - i A 









« a-P- a-P+l 
I C S vl Xv A Gi; 
l^al 
0-P « , a -a -
m Oil) £ X 
« 0 ( i ) , 
by virtue of the l^ypotheses. 
fhle completes tfee proof of fbeorem 4. 
5.8 If « 1, then following the lines of pitsof of the above 
theorem we csn prove the following result I 
i'h^prf^ 6. iifii a (integera). H £ i s suimaable 1 C,a 
(6.8.1) (a) 




e^ ^ « 0 ( tt 
e^ « 0 (log n) ^ 
n 0(1) . 
> 1 - ^ , 
. p « 1 - 1 , 
) • ^ < a 1 - I , 
ff p w t t ' t ' l - J ' , 
0 > a • 1 . I , 
sin ^n amnmablc | C, (j | ^ 9 > . 1, k > 1. ^ 
^ < P < 1 > ^ then the required condition (5 .8 .g) (a) . 
5.9 Pragf s. I f p > l - j ^ a n d p < p . l 4 - | , then 
expression in (5.7.8) iot by virtue of Lemma 18 and the conditions 
(5.B.l)(a), (S.a.S) (a) - (c) 
•• a a -1-P 
0 ( 1 ) A, r 
0(1) * « 0(1). rsal 
a-P 
A e r^ P 
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If p ® p • 1 • then we elsall consider th« case 
P 2 1 - ^ ^ - 1 § i a» How under the hypothesis of 
tho theorem we bave^lor p w p • l + ^ S a 
n ^ (log a) 
fheifefor© th© ejcprcselott la (8 .? .g) i s 
•• a ct a*4» 
« O i l ) 
i/k 
r ^ il0g r) 
^ , * a a , - - p - i 1/k 
« O ( D ^ ^ l tyl ir ^ (log r) ^ r * ( lo^ v) 
a 
« 0 (1) rssi T 
Whoi p > p « 1 1- the espressicaa in (5.? .8) i s 
. p . I 




r» l T ; 
m a , 
£ 1 
r-1 ' r • 
a 
tm t t 
1 Jzj 
r»l r 
(8 .8 .g) (a) 
as-P 
A e 
0 ( i ) 
fhia establishes Theorem 5. 
^ot^ : It laay be remarked that Theorem 5, f o r 0 2 0, includes 
the BUffioieiioy part of a theorem of Mehii.®^ 
1) Mehdi, (111). 
2) Eehdl, K.R. (111). 
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5.10 ' ^»rlting m log n In Theorem 4 and using Iiemsa 13, 
we deduce the following theorem concerning absolute sunaaability 
factors of Fourier series. 
Theor^ i^  6. a 1 ^ (integers) imi e BV (O.it), |£ 
I e^ I ^ .^Mggj^ ta Jfaeorem 4 ^sUk \ « log m , 
SECTION 0 
1) 5.11 ^ Recently the author proved the following theorem I 
fhfiorem 0. If 
e 
(5.11.1) t© © convejE sequence such that T < and 
in 10 I ^  
( s . l l . g ) £ mQ(lQgm), m-*^, k ^ l t 
1 r 
then the series ^ aji suwaahXe lo, l | 
In this Section we propose to obtain some generalizations 
of the above theorem and also deduce certain result for Fourier 
series. f i r s t prove the following theorem ; 
^fifimt 7. X£ 
(5.11.3) 
( i ) 0(1). 
HI 2 
( i i ) £ n log n 1 A Gjj 1 » Qil), 
(5.11.4) t 
1 
a It; 1 k V 
V e 0 ( l o g m) , m •• , ic 2 It 
thm, ifHfi fitgjga ^ % ^^ 8yw8fi\?lg. k. 
1) Mashar, iJ.K. (85) 5 see also Mishra, B.3P. (114). 
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It nay be remarked that by \rirtue of Lectma 14 condition 
(6.11.1) ImplieB tbe condition (6.11,3) . Similarly, I»einssa 15 
ehOTO that (8.11.2) Implieo (5.11.4) . However, the convera© 
of these iaplieatioao need not be true. Thus al l the conditions 
of theorem 7 are l ighter than the corresponding conditions of 
Theorem C. 
5.12 py^fff of fheorem 7. have 
1 , a n a<4 i) , n 
^ ^ S r V ^ e „ t r a , 
a i . V w l r » 0 JTteO 
T ^ ^ 1 1 
v f l ^ 
« • say. 
It i s therefore, suff ic ient to shov/ that 
n P • l .S . 
m 
Mow since (5.11.3) implies that t A e_ 1 log n < we have 1 
B 13 , a . l 1 k 
1 n nwl ^ e l 
0 ( 1 ) £ J J l A e ^ l |t 
n-1 )) ssl 
1 k n - l 
( t y li^Ci,]) 
« 0 ( 1 ) E fi^ I iJ t, 
n-1 v; «1 
^ m I k 
. 0 ( 1 ) £ IA e^ y e l •»• 
ID 
0 ( 1 ) E ^ A e ^ 
V* »1 
.1. k 
B-a . )) i t i i^ m t i ^ 
« 0<1) ^ Z 0(l)m lAC- Z — 
t) «X r-1 r ™ 1 r 
m Q (m log m lAe^l ) ^ 0( E logi^lAe^l) 
i) «1 ^ 
ia.l , 2 
o ( iJ 1 A e^ logu ) « O ( ! )• ffl -
v) wl 
by virtue of the condition i5.1X.3) and Iiemsa 17. 
Again Z n*^ | 1 ^ « O ( D " a" '^. | 11^ 
"it ^ 
1 k 
- - •' " t) n»l 
1 k 
« o ( E I Ae^ xog V) 
by virtue of (5.11.3). 
Shl0 proves fh^oresB 7. 
0 ( 1 ) . 
5.13 Following the llneB of proof of 1?»i©orein 7 we can obtain 
the following more general result I 








t^ 1 ^ 




1. Q^  « (-1) ana « (log a) » 6 > 0, 
fhm ^Sjj^ eatiofles the condition (5,11,3). Also (5.11.4) holds. 
«» 
But I 
S l -k ( l - a ) 
OB 
t (log n) n 
2 
m for 0 < a < 1 end heace fey virtue of Lffijma 16 i t follows 
that eeri«8 ^ fin carmot he &vmms.ble C, aj ^^ ^ ± 1$ 0<qe<1, 
2?hus in Theorem 7 suiamabillty |C, i| ^ oamot be repleccd by 
summabillty C, « for 0 < a < 1. 
2* I f we take /^ n® 1 ^^ ftieoreia 6 we obtais certain 
conditions in teraie of euch that ^ stiimabl© |c, l| ^^ 
whenever £ a^ j i s eunmiable jC» l | fhie le a particular case 
of the following general problem which reoalne yet to be solved! 
1!o find eu'itable condltl^me such that I a^ ^ i s suosaable 
0 ^ whenever £ a^ i s suimisable C, a 
p > - l , a > • 1. 
h. if 1 1 . h l l . 
3. losing I«emma 13 we Seduce the followliig theorem t 
m s x m I I i5j^(t> e B ? ( O . H ) , « o a ^ , 
a e , 
E n log n I A 1 - 0 ( i ) t Q •• # ^hen I A^(x) e^ ^ is 
c , 1 k . 
CHAPTER n 
ABSOLUTE GESARO SOKKABiaSY OF INFIHIfE SERIES 
6*1 Xfet £ e^ t>e a g i v m inf inite series with B^ ae i te nth 
f Ct-i f ® t 
partial sum and l e t | J and ^ t^ ^ J denote the n-tb Oeearo 
means of order a (a > ) of the eftQyencee js^Hln 
respectively. 
A series t i s said to be auiMable (C, a) to s i f 
a 
8» as n I t ie said to be suiiBBable ) C, a | i f 
** a a ^ I ®n • ^ - l l ^ sttiffiiable |C, a | a > • ! » k 1 i f 
Ic 
< By virtue of the well knoim 
a a a 
identity t^ ^ « n ( - condition can be 
« I t j l k 
writtei as t ' ^ < 
1 n 
1) 
B*2 ^he follonring theorem is due to^Chow $ ^hloh ie an analogue 
of a theorem of Hardy and iittlewood f o r ouiwability (G, a)* 
Thftoyen In order that the eeries t a^ ^ should be susimable 
Ct a-*"! I » a 2 0 i t i s neoeseary and suff ic ient that the aeries 
Z b^, where 
aoa 
should be suinable 0« a • 
1) Chow. H.O, (28) . 
e) Hardy, C.H., end Uttlewood, (48) * 
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Our ob:|«ct in this Cbapter Is twofold. Firstly, to ebow 
that there exists an analogue of l^ heorem A for generelieed 
nbeolute sui!Bsability« namely suimablllty | C« ^ | ^^ Seeondly* 
to extend the range of o from a ^ 0 to a > -1 , 
Our theorem Is as follows • 
m 
^ * 
I t^ l l U m^ fflll ^ \ idBjearoaiafi, |C!. a I where 
(6.2.1) 
ay 
t ( C, a ) . 
^ ^ an 
6.3 fhe following lefwaas wi l l tee required for the proof of our 
theorem. 
~ t® 
i f omv i f t jQL Is 8mBBfll?3.c i 
1 n k. 
a > - 1 , 
^roof. Suppose that £ i s suamable | C, a^l a > 
k ^ 1. fhen i t i s easy to see that 









^C denotes a constant not necessarily the same at each 
occurrence. 
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o ( t -4- t 11 vi ) • O (X) Hal IT v « l 
- 0 ( E 
Jc 
D ) • 0 ( 1 ) « 0 ( 1 ) . 
m ^ 
Z i® euamable C, 1 
Similarly» we esa prove the converse part. 
1) 
Jhm^' a > - 1 Mil % - then 
a^l 
t 





. a 2 0. 






Itma&A' hsl k > 0, he and i>Oftitnr<» 
A ^ 0 ( n"^ ) u nm iS 




CJiow* H.C. (S8). 
Boeanqutt, L.S. (16)j P«yerlahoff, A. (134). 
Boaanquet, L.S. ana Cho«r» H.C. (19). 
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1) 
iifimuS- i l > 0 aalG^ « 0 ( 1 ) , i&aa 
A - ( rn-X) . X A ( -^a- ) . 
fe J^  1» ^ Is QUg^able (C, s ) . 
J'or « Z 0 this iB a special case of a csore general result 
due to ttehdi* However, he states and proves bla result for 
integral values of o only. Since, the proof of the above IiesHsa 
for non.integral values of a Is elightly more d i f f i cu l t , I t 
oee^a desirable to include here a proof of the same. A proof 
eeeoe to be a l l the more appropriate, in view of the fact that 
w© take ct > .1 in place of a 2 ^ • 
I t may be observed that for k » 1, a 2 ® ^^e following 
stronger result ie 1mowa, * 
kmmJL' K a 2 0 M i ^ % i^ ts, awpaUf? * Mm 
j; i s Buyable jC,® | • 
However, for fe > 1 i t is not possible to obtain such a 
result for the ouasnability (C, ^^ In other words the 
statement I f S ©^^ is sunraable jc, a+l) a 2 te > 1 t 
then E ^ ^ la suinmable \C,a 1 is false, for we know^lhat a 
necessary condition for the series E a^ j to be sunanable 
\C,al whenever E Ojj is suiamabl© | C, o+ll ^ ^ n^*"^ | •*» 
^ + » Thus in Lenma 6 summability (C,a) cannot be 
replaced by the suiaciability { C,a 
1) Bosanquet, I»,S. and Ohow, H.C, (19), 
2) Kehdi, M.R. (1181. 
3) Eogbetliante, E.G. (65) 
4) Mehdi, M.R.(11S). 
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Expressing y^^^  In terms of atj^  we have 
'n iB»v' OS (mfl) 
« £ C 
where 
1/k 
0 « £ 
A V 
-o fS a 
^gffi,. 
ia( m l ) 
» i i i ^ m , 
How the ©uffleient conditions for Itm y„ to exist whenever 
k 1) 
£ < 1 < k < are 
(6.3.1) llm y exists for 2 I t 
(6.3.2) 
(6.3.5) 
£ C converges f or o i l \ such that £ | 0 I < 
^ " - . v ^ n V n« 
ic' 
< •• whenever £ | ^^ n) < . 
gyftfif 9f (^ jg t lL since 
- 0 - 2 
1) Kehai, K.R. (112). 
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1 1 , a > i t foUowa tlaat 
-
i; i& imX) 




l A a*l • 
v* Avr E 
issv' isCnM-l) 
A Bsiii 
l / k o+l 





£ 1 C^  V 
IjsaD n» n 
< t 
l A a^l -a-8. a 
ito i/ m (nH-l) 
AO -a-S l A a^l « A^ y 
< ^ A^ £ . 
laesV El*^  jjaam 
a 
0. a 
I t can be easily seen t ^ t 
•1 < a < 0, Henee for a > -1 
i s aeoreasing f o r 
ttst 
l A a^l - 1 £ [ U 
nsl 11 
l A a n 
1 0 V Av , a > a . 
Hence (6.3.8) i s sat is f ied. 
• when a Z ^ factor ^ ' i s omitted. 
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Proof of We hav® 
r c » . r - i ^ ^ i J S a s C " — 
« 
Cftsii (1) . 
I»et < a < 0 . ^iien by Abel's tranafomuitioii 
a li ^ A- 1 » -a*® a z ^ - f f i , « E A A sm-i) m(8H-l) in*l) in*2) ifa 
n f % \ m a 
• X A 






n - B -a-g a 
Ig < C £ t k ^^ 
ittBiJ ar ^ ^ 
n ^ a 
^ my m^ ' 
y n , ^ a - Itai^ A g n ® 
n . a •et-l' 
lAtoH - \W t — V A .L . 
f se« Bosaaquet, I».S. (18), 
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< C ^ U^ l • C ^ Z A z 
a 
m»)) m ,3 la-v 
V ffiaV O® Itaffi 
- l A * 
0 ( V Uj 0 ( V E 





- l A * 
0< V C^ V 
l A - a - 2 
) . 
eo that 
2: EC U n.v II JtoV 
- 0 ( JS )• 0 ( £ V y «1 V el 
m 
) 
« 0 ( 1 ) • -1 < a < 0. 
Qftflu (11K a « 0. I t l e ©aay to see that 
« l A - 2 
pM-iJ • 
and henee the result follows* 
Caa^ (111), a > In this case 
•a-S 
U « vr A,, Z —« z c 
Urn i tifV a OmV 1B(IIH>1) ttrnm 
-a-8 
l A sj ^ E •-JBaJii 
l A a+l a+1 




Firom Iidssaas 3 end 4 we deduce that 
-a-1 -a-8 
« O ( a ) and A< « ^ < » > 
From XiessDa 6 we liave 
a+1 ' - 2 




V) e l navi ntvi n 
s o t V A 
ak ' - l a -^l 
A • C E >/ yal 
CI 0 
v/«l 
V A J ^ O (1) 
by virtue of ieraaa 3. 
fhls eoapletes the proof of the lemma* 
l iSmJI . I t ^ % OWffift^ lB I Ct 11 sM. 
ay 
a > k 1, 
k^  
wn ( V •l-i'o) 
l l m t d^ 4ajBma3a& o| ^^ 
For k (X 1 we get a result of Chow*^ ^ 
Proof- By virtue of the Igrpothesls and Iteoiaa 6 pi n+l+a 
I s convergent. 2hu© d^ ^ exlets for every n. Alao £ a^ la 
i t 
sumaahle C, 1 I f f Z It^l^ Using the Identity 
1) Chow, H,C. (S8). 
-ISI 
1 1 1 
( m l ) . « ^ 
w# get 
m 
^ «n ^ ^ ^ nr» V «a y < V •i-i-a) 
y ( ty - t . 
1 -I 
X 




i; an ( ^ fl^a) < ^ V v(v' n+a) 
fiierefore 
E n^-^ » 0 ( 1 ) E ( t -





• O (1) X 
nsl n 
1 k 
I t^ l 
0(1) I n^-^ t g , - g 
nsl 'Jan ^v/wn / 
m k»X 
4 0 ( 1 ) 
0 (1) 5: E 





- A ( « 
V n»l 
0(1). 
t>y virtue of the l^ ypothesle. tPhue E is euBaaable | C, 0| ^^  
Prggf Qi It^ g t^ fifmiB* ^umolfflgy • Slnee E \ is 
aummal)!© j 0, ol it followe fyom a known ooneietency theorem^^  
that it is also ouimable I ti^ l^ tising the condition (€.e.l) 
«e deduce that 
en - V l > 
1) Plett, f.M. (42). 
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t a t 
1 jf 
n+X / 
Tl&is £ a,^  i s Qusaaable | a***!! 
leeaaaitv I Ueing the weXl known Identities'^ 




a - l , 
J J t l , a > - 1 , a 0. 
n^l 
- S a . % virtue of Xieiama 6, t ie miEaiaahle (C,a), Hence 
bj^  defined by (6.S.1) exist for a l l n and 
Using Lcrama E with (a-X) In place of a 
(6.4.2) n 
Jt 
( a n ) 
T 
a - l 
- o ML n+1 • a > -If a ^ 0. 
X) KogbetXiants, E.G. (65,66}. 
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Coablning (6.4.1) and (6.4.S) wo get 
a a a 
(6*4.3) - J « ( ) (^- f - - ^ J f o r a > .1 . 
a ' 
ty 
Ltt m Z 
^ V aft ^ 
FIOID Lefflraa l , E — i s eumabl© ana applying lierama 6 
1 « 
we obaerire tSiat Z "" '" • • " i s co&vergmt^ flaie exists 
1 n(n+Ua) ® 
for a l l n and 
(6.4.4) 
Coa^arlng this result wltb (6.4.3) It followa thst 
n 
whera d le aone conatsnt. 
How Ifjj - 0. By hypothesia j b ^ ^ l s aumoable (C,a), ci>-l to 
®©ro and therefor©* by virtue of conslst^oy theorem. It le alao 
suismable to eero. Uaing the following identity 
a 
\ « 1 n-1 a , a a-1 
i t followa Iraaedlately that — ^ 0. Hence d « 0 »o that 
t*^  
'n Since by l«einiaa 1, £ Is aummable I C,ll we 1 m 
k. that conclude In view of 8 that I t ^ le ouaaaable \ 0,0 
- -1 , o it Is to flay, £ n 1 I ^ J '^n sunwable 0, o 
o > -1 . 
7hl8 coiopletea the proof of the theorem. 
i It can be easily verified that this identity la also tru® for a»0» 
CHAPJEH N I 
OFL THE ABSOLUFE CESARO SUMMABILITY 
OP A FDUHIER SERIIS AUD I I S CORJOOATE SIBIES F 
V.l Let f { t ) he a periodic functio» with perioa 2n and 
IntegrabXe (I») over n). Let 
—.s- • z ( coa a t • B i n at ) . 
Then tlie eerlea conjugate to It Is 
write 
t (to^ 008 nt « e^ sin at ) 
w(0,t) « fCt+e) . f ( 9 ) , 
- t 
• / ( t^ ) wCe,u) du, (a > o) 
® ICa) o 
X/P 
F \ l/P 
J ) 7.8 The foXXowlttg theorem was obtained by Chow ' ae a 
2) corollary of a theorem of taiig, 
msxSSSLA* If o ( t ) . (log - 4 - ) 
-1-6 
• ( t - 0 ) 
Published in the JonranX flf, tlie «fitihftlBfltical Sgplg^y 
(2)1 (X969), X09 . XX5. 
X) Chow, H.c. (33). 
8) laijg, P.T. (X64). 
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f o r soiae 6 > 0, then the Fourier series of tit) and Its 
conjugate series are suimaeble | Ct p | almost everywhere for 
evety p > 1/g. 
(Generallelnfi theorem A, Chow proved the following theorem, 
fhfiorem B, Let 1 1 p 1 I f 
o 
( l o g - i - ) 
P Itl 
. M l , 6 > 0. 




then the Fourier series of fCt) and i t s conjugate series are 
both sumahle j Cf 0 | almost everywhere f or p > 1/p. 
Beceaatly, Helang^^ h&Q succeeded In effecting further 
la^rovement of the theorem of Chow given above. He proved : 
(1) 
(11) 
'^^wm i'ot 1 1 p 1 8. If 
n o 




dt < % 
then the Fourier series of f ( t ) and i t s conjugate series are 
summable | 0 | almoot everywhere f or $ > 1/p* 
I t has been shown by Hsiang that condition ( i ) of Theorem 
0 ligplies that 
1) Hsiang, P.O. (58). 
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(7.0.1) ^^ in) e B 
11 though ixe stated Me theorem with coaditloas ( i ) and ( l l ) 
he only uoed the condttlon (T.g . l ) In place of ( i ) . This 
could have been an oversight elnce condition (7.2.1) was 
not numbered by him. 
The object of this Ohapter is to obtain a generalization 
of the above theorem of Hslang (see I«einma S below). 
7.3 In what follows we eetabllsh the following theorem. 
S M a m . hsSt 1 1 F 5 IL 
E B r -TI.KI , 
and 
( i i ) 
•n 
d t < ( a l l ) . 
thai the Pourlcr seriee of f ( t ) and i te conjugate geriee 
are eummable C, almost everywhere f o r p > 1/p. 
7.4 ^he following leismae are req[Ulred f o r the proof of 
thie theorem. 
hmaJL^^ k6l a > P l o . n 
e B •n.n , then •^p(t) e B 
iXSiSlt' J-et 0 t 1 n, then by Kinkoweki^e inequality, 
we have 
1) cf. Hardy, G.K. and Uttlewood, J.E. <Bg). 
-X67 
. s 
< / 0 
t / 1 
t ^ a-P-1 
/ (t-u) w«<e,u)dtt 
o ^ 
p \ 1/p 
de 
(a-p- l )p 
WgC t^U) 9 \l /p «e du 
/ (t-u) 
0 V 2% ^ -It 
« p 1/p 
/ ae du 
1 t a - P ^ ^ 
r / (t-u) 
0 ( 1 ) , 
^ I n o e - ^ p i t t ) « O (1) 
Siffitiarly i f <. t X 0, w© take 
\ 
o a-p-x 
/ («t+«) Wfl(6,u)du 
t P 
P \ 1/p d© 
end the result coatlnuea to hold true. 
hsm&J^' Sax, a > p 1 0 ifi torn 
J 
(a+l) dt 1 0+1) - — d t . 
Pyoof. I«et 0 £ t n, then we have 
t 
O-P-1 
/ ^ dt < / / <t-u) XL (u) du 




o p u 
( M ) (a-P) 
0 p 
(P+1) / P 
du 
a! slnllGjp maimer we eeJi provu tho result for -.Tcit<0, 
This eOBiplet©0 the proof of I»einma 2, 
e^saaft ^ «o ® • ® V l ^n -
mA 'P(z) ti 11 n»o 0 
the Fourier series of f ( t ) end Ita conjugate series 
are both ©uramable | 0, p^  altaoat evei^rwhere on the unit 
otreXe for P > l /p» provided that 
/ M (ftF')ap • / 
O o .w 
dP 
i s boimded as r *• 1-0. 
Since an lopl lo i t proof of this leisma is given In a 
Journal which is not taally available, i t seems desirable 
to Include a direct proof f o r the convenience of the reader. 
Proof. Let denote the n-th mean of the 
sequence e nie f then i t is sufficient to prove that 
n 
(olzaoot everywhere. 
1 ) . Chow, B.C. (gg). 
-1S0 
Oase (1) . i e t X < p < 2. We have 
« r. / t^ (e) « 
1 
where ^ « 
By Hausdorrff-Toujftg*© tfeeorets i t follows tiiat 
<3 
\ I I 
Sn 
I K / / 
nq l / q , 1 • 1 « 
^ / • p Q 
P \1/P 
Applying Holder's Inequality we obtain 
/ 2n P \ V p 
/ ^ I'l'ir.©)! d© j ' 
sw STt p \ l / p 
JCK / m f dC 
\ o o / 
O ' I ' / 
l-re^^l dC 
0 L 1) o 
P \ 1/p de 
M m . , p >ii/p 
dx 
o l « r o / 
i .6/ 
/ 
dx / J 
1/p 
i K ( i . r )^ / jrFMro^*) 
\ 
P \ 1/p 
dx 
1) c f . Hardy, and Littlcwood, (5g), 
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end ^ a 0 
T (r.0) - J \ 11„(0) m 
"t/V 
< K Cx.r) Y 
80 tbat 





< K / (1-r) 
Therefore 
0 1 
1 / 8« 
/ 0 
I /n ] as I K /av/ /~" rf'Cr®^®) P \ 1/P <16 
by tht IxTpothesla. fhus the serle® £ • 
aliaost everyv^here. 
Cftfie ( i t ) . I«et pal. Since 
8 
i t follows that 
Multiplying by (1-r)^ integrating between (0 ,1) , we obtain 
£ 
1 - 1 - r e « l P 
ena therefore 
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/ n ) dB S K / r dr / I d© < / ( | l V e ) l 
fhiB coBipletee the proof of the lemma. 
7.S Prppf of the TMorem. Without loos of my generality 
we cm assume that a is en integer* 
How 
n f ( t ) e^^ at e*^ ® « f(e4t)e^^dt 
i t « ievS " " I s ( e ^ W ® ) 
II 
{n 
" i e 
n 
O, A 8-1 . i t 
Wg(e,t) 
« 
- i 0 va « a 
IS 
i t e 
dt 
« • I'gf ©ay. 
By ?^inkow0ki*0 inequality we'have 
( p . f ' ) i ( i / j i i l ""dO 
Mgt say. 
p . \ 1/p / i , P VP 
<m% / 
By virtue of lesuns 3 i t ts suff ic ient to prove that 
(7.6.1) / M , ( 1 P « 0 ( 1 ) » y l - 0 , 
0 
(7.5.8) /M«dP « O <l) , r - 1 - 0. 
1) see Chowt H,C.<33). 
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How 
(-ft> ^ » l i t . . * l i t ? i t ^ 
.eit. .eit. 
where *6 are constants* real or iiadginary» depending upon e 
mmJI and 
eo that 
«0 « « ^ £ 
\ 
,p \ 1/p 
(e.it )| ae j 
^ o l ! / I / 
a 
1/P I 
a A f i ® 
l^dfp)® 1 p J • s« i 
a e 1 
0 
7 
^ I n c e ^ p (t ) eB for a ^ 1. 
Also 
/ / X / lw^(6tt)(-|^)"g(t) I ^ de 
•nV 






* ft a /1 '' 
< { J < - | t ) « ( t ) | ( I , / 
- / i^p (t) dt 
w^ (e . t ) ^ de 
dt 
i / p dt 
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I K / ( 1.8P coat • P®)" " ® at 
/ 
V-» 0 
Bj^  • Mg , say. 
We write 
/ « / • / • '^t • 0 0 Ji/8 ^ 
iJow 
» r / « /2 a o § \ 
/ f.ap m f If CL it) (1.2P COSW®) ® at Up 
o * o \0 / 
0 
V 8 « ^ 




o « n/8 ^ o (l.gpcost^p®)^^®'^® 
n/2 ^ J [ «/8 
\ 




f \ m 
0 ^ 
o U •.H 
dt \ 






by vlarta® of th® hypotlieste. 
/ BL ap « 0 
0 
/ u ^ p ) " ® afp^ 
0 ( 1 ) 
Thie completes the proof of the theory. 
0BAPIEK VIII 
OK THE ABSOLUTE CESARO SUI^ MABIIIITY 
OF FOUHIEH SKHlfiS 
8,1 I»et X b© a given Infinite series an^ l l e t J and 
t j dienote the n-tfe Cesairo means of order a ( a > -1) of the 
sequenoes {sn^ '^ ^^opec i^^ c .^y, where 1® the n-th 
partial eum of t Xhe series £ i s eal(! to be absolutely 
BUiamable (C,®) or simply eusanable |C,a| i f tioe sequence 
i s of bounded variation, that is the infinite series 
a , 1) a 
fhe series E is said to be bunnsable C, a | a > -I f 
k 2 3. i f 
• k-1 
(8.1.1) Z n 1 <3~ - » ^ n n»l 
a k 2) 
< 
By virtue of tbe well known identity (8,1.1) can be written 
as 
(6,1.2) £ 1 
a k 
i t < 
I»et f(jc) e L ( -n. It) and be periodic with period 8« and 
l e t i ts Fourier series be given by 
f (x) ^ I e ^ ^ . 
na-«» ^ 
^ JPubliahed in Bulletin de I'Aoademie Polonaise dea Sciences, 
18(1970), 133-141, 
1) Pekete, M. (38), (39)| Kogbetliante, E, (65)t(66), 
S) Plett, T.W. (48). 
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1) 
8.8 Uxtendlng the welX tenon® theorcai of Wioaor on th« 
2) 
absolute oonvergence of Fourier eerleet HandeXe oetabllehed 
the following theorem. 
Theorem A. If f (x) is euch that at every point y on the 
closed intenral Q-itt^J there are a function and a 
6 > 0 miQh that (1) « fix) f or| x-y| < 6 and ( i i ) the 
Fourier series of gy.(x) ie ©ummeble • then the Fourier 
aeriea of fix) ie eunanable |c, i j , 
fMe recult waa later on extended to the GUttmability 
3) 
• a 2 0 by Magarik who proved the following theorem: 
fheoreia B. I f f (x) is such that at every point y on the 
closed interval [ - itf^] there are a function gyCx) md^S > 0 
euch that ( ! ) gy(*> « iix) f or |*.y| < 6 and ( i i ) both the 
Fourier series of gy(x) and i t s conjugate series are summable 
a] • a then the Fourier aeries of f (x ) i s susjmable 
0# a I . 
4) ' 
Further improvement over Theorem B was made by Kiyohara 
who showed that the condition that the conjugate series of 
the Fourier series of g^ (x) should be su!amable| 0, a | is 
superfluous. Hie result ie as follows t 
1) Wi«ier, H. (166). 
8) Randelfi, W.C. (139). 
3) liegerik, (70). 
4) Kiyohara, (63). 
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If at every point y en the cloaed Interval 
[•«, «J there are a function gy(*) and a 6 > 0 ouch 
that ( i ) gy(x) • f (x ) f o r jx-yl < 6 and ( i l ) the 
Pourlep series of i s ausraable jc, a| , a 2 ^ # 
the Fourier aeries of fix) la suitable ^ t a{ • 
i j 
Eeoently, tlic author generalieei 2?heore® A by eetabllahing 
the correspon^Ilng theorem f o r euiamahllltF l| of the 
Fo\;trler eerlea. It la now propoaed to ctonalder the general 
caee, naraely the sunasablllty ICt a I ^^ a 2 t^ fc 2 1 and 
th«e obtain a generallKation of Theorem C, 
In what follow®, we shall prove the following theorem : 
i i iEfim. I I f(^) i^.jBmk g y m , y mJOzft 
aXfta^a iiiiitfiCTal • Ifaere are n rirngtr^ ^^ ii m^ 
& > 0 ttot (1) « fi%) IfiUE I a:-y| < 6 QQ^ 
aai k • t t o ihg lft^gter eerjgi? of ^(x) He eivjnppl^ ai? 
c . al J,^  
2) 
It loay be remarkedi that Theoreis Ols the speeial case 
^ *» a 2 ^ theorem while the oaae K 2 ^ a > 1 
of our theorem follows frois the following result of Flett. 
Theorem B. Let k 2 I and « > 1. Then the euoiaablllty 
C, of the Fourier series of an f of L ia a local 
property of f , that la to say that given an f of we oan 
make the Fourier aeries of f suraaable or non-sunmable I C, o 
1) Kathar, S.». (98). 
2) Plett, T.M. (43). 
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at the point x by altering the values of f in an arbitrarily 
fmall Interval (x-?)f acftj). 
On the other hand, he ha© proved that his result does not 
hold good for a « 1. I t iSf therefore» sufficient to prove 
the theorem for ^ a i. However• slnee the result for the 
case fe 2 I* a ® 1 has elreadly been proved by the author It 
BUfflee@ to ooneiaer the case 0 ^ a < l , k > l , 
8,3 ^e require the following leiama for the proof of our 
theorect. 
iissm ^^  11 ^ % i i . a\ a 2 0, k > 1, i t o l 
k 
la,,ffOi^YfigtfiSf^l m A 
1 ^ 1 ® 
yhere A(k,a) la fi CgflfitRfit .aggmdlBI^ MPffR fe ^ «» 
I t follows from this leicma that If I c„ e^"* is suiaraable 
Ct «1 It a 2 it 2 la any interval (a .b) , then the series 
r l^nl^ 
n«--» ( n + 1) 
< «. 
8 .4 Pyoof of the fheorea. By the Helne-Borel covering 
theorem and the hypotheses of our theorem there exist a f in i te 
/ 
number of overlapping intervals ( ^i* ^ covering ( -n, n) 
and functions g^ix) such that the Fourier series of g^(x> Is 
©utaaable |c» « t ^ir choose 
I ) Flett , (42), 
these Int«r7al8 euch that < < < and defin® 




0 x 2 6* 
Ja^Cx^an), 
where and B^  are defined by the relatldns 
(8.4.1) - gB^ s 0, 
(8.4.S) • h j l " " 
On aocount of (6.4.2)^ ia eontinuoue and (8.4.1) 
Iraplles that h^  « » h^( ^^ ^^ ^ • * ^ 
• I I 
80 that hj (x) e B? and hj^ Cx) 1© abeolutely continuoua . 
Jiet o^(hj^) denote the n-th Fourier coeff ic ient of h^^ , then 
we have , 1 J* 
% — ^ -w n 
« 0 ( n-3) . 
I t la alao clear that 
I h.(x) « 1 
I ^ 
and f (*) - 2 gi 
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She i'ourler coeff ic ient of e^ io given by 
4MI 
wtaere tfe« aerlea on the right hand si<l© Is convergent sine© 
e BF, For convenience we write 
« Cjj. Oj^ihj) « b^ and c^(g^) « ^ 
eo that c^ \ a ^ ^ .. 
We now f i r s t prove that the Fourier eerie© of gj^  Is 
eummabXe 1 - I 
M ^ .... M 
. i f 
|C, a| ^^ 0 < a < !• O^W the eertee 
£ ( c« e^ *^ * + c e * ^ * ) Is suBsiaable C, a 
1. 
I n a - 1 - i r x < 
The ei^reaeion on the l e f t hand side of (0.4. S) io 
a-1 
n»l n i 
n 
£ 




a - l - irx 














i tA ' 
a - l 
• I • - 1. 
Irx I 
- m 




V i n W 
irx 
Sufpoae a > 0 ana l e t 




£ • i: 
&»! nsSfiH'l 
liow 
I , « 
0 f ^ ( I ^ A ^ i 
V 










\ • E 
rs-ja+m+l 
(Irl . Ir-al ) * 
• Jo • J - • J^t Bay. 
-X78 
Mow 
< £ nwSs&i'l n' 
/ -ai^ ffi 
£ 
a-2. 
' I V l i 




aagBH-l a T i ^ k -p-a 
k, / m a-1 \ kA* y E A. 
paO ffl-P 
ak-ct B 
O C D m E ^ X+ak-k a 
k 
ak-a » «•! • 
paO ^ 
toy virtue of tlie lerama and the l^pothesis ©f tlie theorem. 










. ^ ( X ) I 
ns»8a+X n i •ak 




n^ m / a-1 












« r • E « li. • , say, 
pal paB-*"! 
^e have 





s o t 






• C £ 
* \ * * 
a-1 o - l 
V p - S " 
we deduee that 
/ n , I a-1 a-1 
2: (n-p) .A^ a. p-n 
, 0 
/> OA 




- MOW ^ / li*® «• 
/ 












- 0 ( l ) I 1 / o . 
0 ( 1 ) £ 
1 - i A 






O (m' ) Z 1 m 2. ""'I" • ii.m.. £ ' - •'"I'HI 
naSiB+l q«l (a.q^i)®'^"^'*'^ 
k 




O (or) . 
Simtlarly 
n L l T ^ 
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1 £ UsiSBH'l II 
«o 
I C E 




BsSnH'X n liSic 
/ en-Bi \ k « 
£ . . . ) • 0 E 4 
^ pesn-i-l aeSmH a l-^ -aic 
/ en £ • • • 
» t * I , eay. 
How 
/ nno 







\ 1?al P 













a - l 
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^ w • 1 U , ak4.l ( a - l ) k a 
ii»2a+l ft ® 
aasfi^l 
^ . k « (ct-Dk-l % 











H e z t 
^ ® ^ iL „ a r<-Gi 
n a«l 





JiaSmfl n I h 
i a^ i: 
n-in 
n^ *®*^  pao 
X ® A. n-m a-1 \ k - l Z 
psO / 
^ ri^l W p K 
- 0 ( i i ? ) 
m 





O(m^) Z 7 -
0 (m^). 
Slfflllayly 
nfflSart-l n 1+ak 
S 0 sr I 
nm sm^l 
® a«4. 
p f l V|ia.p| a -P 
k 
• C n £ 
/ 
<51 k / «• ! a . i k-1 
V 



















O(a^) t a - l ^ £ — l i r - * Z 




^ « Oim^). 
Hence have 
Thus Ig « 0 (m*^ ) and thla p r o w tbat pim) « Q ® 2 0 
In a ttlmllar sianner I t can be proved that P(o)) « O ( {a| ^ } 
f o r m < 0, f h u s p C n ) 0 ( Im ) ) aad conaequently 
b. 
( 1® • 1) ) 
>0 0 ( 1 ) . 
( a •!) / 
^Jwrefore the Fourier eerles of gj^  ti^ ^ i s suzBsiabXe {o, a| ^ 
and sinee f (x ) Is the aum of a f in i te nuabar of functions 
Fourier series irliioh ara sumoGble 0, a 





case a « 0 , k > 1 i s eaay sn^ la tlierefore omitted, 
fhla eo}!g>letes the proof of the theorem. 
CHAJ'TER IX 
on SHB WQAL FBOPEBn OF SUmABlhZn |o,n.l 
OP 2HE r«th DERI/ED SERIES OP POURltR SBRIES , f 
9»3L let £ O Y V toe a given Infinite eerie© with a^ as i t s n-th 
partial sum* The series £ i s said to he ^ttimahle I Of a 
a > -1 , k ^ 1 i f 
k 
<9.1.1) £ a 1 
k-1 a a 
n n*! 
k 1) < « , 
whre denotes the a-th Cesaro mean of order a of < a^ 
I t i s clear that sumoabilltsr |o» oc 1 ^ is the same as the 
, a 
eummahility jC, a j . ^ denotes the n-th Cesaro mean of 
ordler a of the sequence a^ j^ ^ , then by virtue of the well 




. a a 
the condition (0.1.1) becomes 
:1th (9.1.3) JS 1 n 
I»et f ( t ) be integrable in the sense of I»ebesgue in (.ti^n) 
and be periodic with period 2n and l o t i t s Fourier series 
1 be ^ a^ E ( a^ ^ cos nt b^ sin nt ) « 7 A^ ( t ) 
/ , 
* Fub|iafaed in^Jougnnl de MathematiguPR PurRi| f t Appliguean 
1) Plett , T,M, (48). 
S) Ko^etliantz, B.O. (65;66). 
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SiMsn the coajugat© sertea of the Foui^ler series of fit) la m 
I ( cos at - a- ©In nt ) ^ ^ 
1 " ® 1 " 
use the following ootfitionB t 
Pit) 
P(t) 





# 8 are arbltraiyt 
git) l^f(xft) • (.1)^ 





9.8 It wa0 shown by HysJop that i f ^ ( t ) € BV (O.n), 
thm the i?»th derived series Fourier aerie® of fCt) , at 
t w is oumaabl® | C, flt-»-r»6 | t a Ji 0 • & > 0. Since a 
Ttebeygiie Integral ie irollot»o that 
sifflaaability C, l+r*^ j , 6 > 0 of the r-th derived series of 
the Fourier series depends upoa the behaviour of the generating 
function in the Imciediate neighbourhood of the point under 
conalderation. 
Considering the case r « Lai has recently proved 
that suBaaability C, e of the f i r s t derived series of the 
1) Hyalop, J.M. (59), 
8) i a l , S.S. (67). 
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Fourier series i s aot a XooaX property. He also obtained a 
euffioient condition in order that i t meiy become of looel 
character. His results were^juite recently extended to the 
r - th derived series by Shatt who proved the following theoreas 
fli^ Qgftii^  A. If f ( t ) i s a periodic function with period 
g« and integrable (i») over (O.gjt), then the sunmability |0,r#-l 
of the r^th derived series of the Fourier scries of f ( t ) i© 
not necessarily a local property of the generating function. 
1!heoreiB Let f ( t ) satisfy the conditions of fheo3pem A. 
fhe suaaability | C,r*l ( of th© r^th derived series of the 
Fourier series depends only on the behaviour of the generating 
function f ( t ) in the immediate neighbourhood of the point 
f t i i f l t « i f • when r i s even S ' " < •» and when r i s odd 
I ^ J x ) ® 
Ooncumlng suiastability a| ot Fourier series of a 
function fOre l * glettSLiifta obtained the following 
theorens ' 
I f k 2 It then the suoaabllity Ic, a| 
a > 1 of the Fourier series of a function f e I* is a local 
propertyt that i s to 8ay» given an f of I* we can natce the 
Fourier series of f suismable or non-suntmable | ^t a | at ttu» 
point * by altering the values of f in an arbitrary saall 
interval ( x*^ )• 
1) Shatt, S.H. (10). 
g) Slett, T.M. (43). 
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Thuoyftm B. Zf k ^ I« then there exista eft f of olass I» 
which i s to ««ro in ( - n/E) and i© such that i t s 
Fourier series is not suiamabXe | C, X | at t ts 0, 
Our object in this Chapter is to generalise the aboTe 
results of fehatt by eotahXishing the following theorems. It 
may be ohsenred that our Theorem X also includes* as a speoial 
case f or r « fheorem D of Plett. 
gheoreci 1 . If f ( t ) i s a perioaic funetion with period 
gn and integrabXe (I*) over then the summability 
0, r4-X ^ If ^ 1 of the r-th derived series of the Fourier «t . ,...„ I,.,,,. ,„.•, mm mill 
series of f ( t ) i s not necessariXy a XocaX property of the 
generating function. 
gheoFcm g. Let f (t) satisfy the conditions of Theorem X. 
Shen the susaaability C, r+X of the r»th derived series 
of the Fourier series depends onXy on the behaviour of the 
generating function f<t) in the iranediate neighbourhood of 





mi wftga r ifiusM 
(9.S.2) ^ < • • ic 1 X. 
k 




Lftigna 1. Suppose th«t E Is a l inear nonaaXlaied metric 
space end that to every x of £ Is aaglgoed a number w(k) aatlefylng 
the following conditions I 
( 9 . 3 . 1 ) 0 1 V?(K) 
( 9 . 3 . 8 ) W < • 
(^•3.3) u a , lB n gefiO. PMP^gg mi vCsr) < % 
W (ax) « |a| »(*)• 
( 1 9 . 3 . 4 ) W(X) IGFFGR FLFILBIRCMTITOTTFTTTI J.B1 B , 
l^ i Pi n t^g fiflcm^ gfitegggy. 
^ten, tfafrt U„a f t o l t e Mffi^gy ^ guoh t^at i M \\m\\ ism 
SmXSL fiX B. 
^twa la .gl, Umax. 
OperAtlona defined in a ftos^p^eti^ ananft E t^ nrt thot. 
( 9 . 3 . 6 ) E < % i s i l , 
1 " 
t9X nen X e B, then tHei;^ a flnitft numbftg 13 fitfC^ tfeflj 
( I ) i K 11x11 
g y m X of E. 
8) 
The case k « 1 of thle Lemaa i s Tmom. 
1) Bosanquet, L.S.and Keatelaan, H, (gO). 






thm by virtue of th« hypotheela 0 £ w(jc) < 
Aleo 
ic l A 
< I \ W ^ 1 ^ 
l A 
ic i A « ^l/k 
Again 
fc l A 
W(ax) « ( ) 
l A 
( £ [a 1 
l A 
We know that «Tezy conplete metric space i s of aeeond eategosy 
and hence condition (9.3,5) of Lemcia X ia aatiafied. 
It ie eaey to see that for every real X 
A^m i X e E : W(3c) <. X \ 
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Ib a oXosed 8*t. H«»io« hy definition W(x) Is lower eval. 
oontlnuoue. Thus al l the conditions of Leama 1 are satisfied. 
Hence there exists a f in i t e num]»er M such that 
, ^ k.X/k 
[z l i yx ) l l ) 1 K l x 
for eveiy x C 
1) 
l«eaaa» S. Suppoee t(%) Is neasttri^ahle in (a,b) , where 
^•a s ft ftecMflfir? aatl aumfiient fox 
fCx) Pix) to be sunaaahle over (ft»b) for every function 0(x} 
ff^fjbXM oyftir (at^) la eseentiellv bounded to 
(Q,b). 
l ^ a ^ M » aimsfi 
b-a <. « for n « 1,2. 
omUtiPJfif Sm, awp^abXc m g <afb) i 
itesJEimfiSAWin^x) ...mg m^ 
/ i^ix) pix) dx 
a 
k k 1 1, 
ts ^ tjK) lifl. eaaentlflllY t^owggfl ttt Catb). 
$he case k » 1 i s the well known result due to Bosanquet 
and Keatelnan, 
i j m l ' Sufliftifflfi? • 
t f f „ ( * ) fSix) Ax 
l a " 
•• b 
< £ / fJx) 
l a " 




1) Bosanquet* and KestelMan, B. (gO). 
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- A £ / fix) 
l a * * 
l£ 
Hx) dx 
A / t 
< A / DX 
< • . 
Kceagiiltv! Xhe proof i s elmllar to that of Bosanquet end 
leetelMBUt homevert for the salce of eompleteneas wo include m 
prdoiT here. 
Since ^(x) i s emmable over whoever ist 
i t follows from I»eiBma 3 that f,^ (3r) is essentially bounded in 
(atb)t n m . . . . 
J*et I be the set of a l l functions sufflniable over (atb). If 
y<t) e I» (a ,b) , we write 
l y ( t ) / y ( t ) dt , 
a 






/ t j t ) y ( t ) dt a 
taking \ i x ) m S ifftCt) x(t) dt , 1| 
a 
k 2 If * ( t ) e B and applying tenma 2 we conclude that there 
exists a f ini te nti»ber M such that 
b £ 1 / f - ( t ) x(t ) dt X ( M / tx(t)l dt ) . a a 
a e e 
ftoua 
k It P, . 
(9.3,6) 6 whenever / |B(t)1 at 1 6. 
How le t C any point in (a» b} ouoh that 
for X « C aaa » » 1 ,8 , . . . and l e t 0 < h < b-C . If we take 
mit) » ^ in the internal ( C« C'^ -h) a»<l eero elsewhere, then 
(9.3.6) implies 
k Ic n b k 
K 6 > W(») > • Z f f j . ( t ) B(t) at 
f » l a 
a A X^li 
M 4 / ^^ 
k 
Making h 0 ©ad then n , wo obtaisi 
k « 
M ^ Z fJK) 
nml 
Since the set of points K of (a, b) for which (9.3.7) i s 
« k k 
falee i s of aseasure aero, i t follows that Z 
elinoot everywhere in (s.b) i . e . E essentially 
hounded in ( « , b ) . 
1) 
m^mvL 5. If ft flegiea t a^ BVMma i^ | C, a | « 2 0 , 
k 2 i f me^ 
k-aka k 
E n < 
^ftmn I I a k • 
^n I < « , k 1 1, a > -1, 
n+l 
1) n e t t , T.M. (48) 
fhen E a^ ^ la euiBmitblft |0, ] ^^  
Ixaat. S l^noe 
a a+1 1) 






1 4 t 
< A , 
<r a 
SI 
A £ 1 
by tlie sM^ i^s coasistency tfeeorem for Oeaar© 
sumEbillty. 
Immm ^ 
£ -i-Ja- < « , It 1 i , 
1 a 
^ 1 I Je 
sbsx&J • . . I N w nns < v i aBd 
te aitHfir izs B^CX) - ^ 
0 ii+a •• t* m t ^ I -¥ t t 
1 n-^ cH'l 
1) Kogbetliante, B« (65). 
Thm by virtu® of ltlnlcow»ki»a inequality It i s eufflclent to 
prove that 
1 » * 
How 
k " - , ~ 
( i: ' i d . ) " a / 
mmo (nw-n)^  
< A £ 
1 n k n 
< « 
since Cjg « 0 (1) . Aleo, 
m - ^ k m 




a - n-1 £ E - i - ( E 
1 a xwX 
^ ) ( E J U ) 
® 1 <At J 1 £ .s 
a ^ m 
< A E E 
Tml x*^ nmr^X 







B 1 ^ 
E ( E 
i n r»»l 
o / 
® 1 ? < A E £ 
r-il r^ n»l n 
•191 
» . r 
< A £ E 
r» l r^ nmX 
IB 
^ I t 
Tml T nsr+l n¥T 
l0« T 
< k t — • 0 ( 1 ) « Oil). 
f iniaiy 
m . k la 
£ { R ) < A £ 
l a 4 ~ 
( 
i - i - f J - O W -
9.4 PifOQf t^ t gheegea 1. Suppose r Is even. The theorem in 
this case will be eetablished if we prove that for O<a<0<2n 
there i s a function summable over and aero in the resjatnaer 
of (0, whose r .th derived series of Fourier seriee i s not 
eticaaable r^l| ^^ 3y virtue of Iieaase S i t is oufficient to 
Ghow that there exists a function euamable over (atP) 
such that 
nal 
/ 008 m - T T E 
Wow for t f^  » 
cos nt I k CO 
z ^ 
Sk* 
008 nt j 
(k*.l k < k S k* Is 
sorae integer 2 2) 
£ < eoa 2k*nt+ 8k' cos(Sk*.2)nt • . . . . 




• 8k' Cos gut) / a 
c 
Afplyiag I»«®aa 4t the resttlt follows- Similarly we c ^ 
prove whm r i s odd. 
r 
^gQOf of flx^Qgea g. let r even and denote 
•S 
the ii»th Gesaro ©eau of ordter r of the r»th derived series of 
the fottrier aerlts. fhea we have 
dt. 
r N 
where denotes the n*th Ceaaro isean of order r of the 
series • 2 co® at . Proeeediiig @s in 1) we have 
® 1 
f / P(t) u 0 
\ ^ dt f — / p c t ) 
X 8 Sin I 
Sln(a^|» t dt 
(g Sin I ) 
r+8 
r 5 8 Sin I . 
u 0 ^ 
Sin i n ^ f ) t fit r r 
(g Sin I ) r+8 
n Bin (n*- | » f) t dt ' 
1) Bhfttt, S.H. (10). 
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/ -1 « 
> Mg O ( J ) • fiay. 
^e obsexve that for positive laowever anall, hut fixed. 
the convergencft of the series 2 f s U " 1« 1 .2 , depends 
on the behaviour of f ( t ) in the iiaaediate neighbourhood of the 
point t « X, Hence in view of Ltwm ^ i t 1® suff icient to m 
prove that I 
1 
JifaL^ < « . But we have ^^  
n 
Mjj « 0 ( I* 
(a-v)-^ / 
) 
^ d therefore by virtue of Lenma 7 and the harpothesis (9.0.1) 
the result follows. Slaiiiarly. we can prove the result when 
r i© odd. 
Thio coapletea the proof of fheoreia 8. 
1) Bhait; S.» . (10), 
CIIAPSER X 
ON THE ilBSOLUTE iiUmUBIMTlf OF A SEHIES 
ASSOCIATED VAM A FOUHIBR SJERIES t 
10.1 iu®t tit) be iategxrabl® in the ssne® of leb«»gue over 
ond periodic with period gn and le t 
a » •• 
(10.1.1) f ( t ) — • ^ ®oo • \ » ^ 
1 o 
Huisbere x s being f ixed, we write 
jsr(t) » I jftx^-t) 4. f ( x . t ) . S E ] , 
5 (t ) » / ( t - u ) ^ " ^ jr(u) du, a > 0, a 1(a) o 
JJ (t ) « Et^l) t'®' 1 ( t ) , p_(t ) « ^ ( t ) , 
a a 
and 
- ? V * ) 
In this chapter we are oonoemed with the eeriee 
(10.1.8) t 
1 n 
Section A of this Chapter i s devoted to the study of absolute 
Ces«upo fluiamability of tion-negatiye order®t while Section B 
deals with i te absolute Horlund eutsmability. In Section C we 
exaBine absolute Cesaro auxaaability of negative order t end 
other associated problems. 
J Section A published in Ml^hftimttoa Snftndin^^vica 21(1967), 
90^104, while Section B has been accepted for publication in 
Hriatf^ tii gfitfTHfttflffifi flfiXlii gnlYftTOltR di 
.1.90 
SEOXIOH A 
10,s Ceearo siunmabillty of the eyries (3,0.1.6) was f i rat 
I) 
investigated by and Xiittlewood » whereae a neoesaazy m& 
2) 
euffielent condition for i ts oonvergenoe was given by Zygomnd. 
3) 
Heeently iSobenty and Kobapatra bave inveetigated tbe absolute 
oonvergenee and eucoaabillty | 6 | of this aeries. In tbia 
conneotion they proved tbe following theorems I 
(i) ^ ( t ) log I e M (o.ti), 
f — i — < ( i i ) 
6 
( i i i ) -j^ n i^Cx)^ € Bf f or sooe d > 0, 
then the aeries ( lO. l .e ) ia abaolistely convergent. 
BfisaaanJ- / dt < - , 0 t 
then the aeries (10.1.2) i s eunniable |0» 6 | , 6 > 0. 
fhftoreq 0. I f the aeries ( lO. i .g) is absolutely convergent* 
then 
/ i t s dt < - , 6 > 0, 
0 t 
1) Hardy, O.U. and Littlewood, J.E. (49). 
S) Zygmand, A. (161A) p.61 (old Bdition). 
9) Mohanty, H.and Mohapatra, S. (isO). 
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1) 
She author generaltzed the two theortms in tlie 
following i&aimer. 
Theorem S. Heoeesory and suffioient conditions that the 
seiri«0 (lO.i.S!) he aheolutoly convergent whenever P l i tnog I 
e BV (0,ti), are 






A C B? , 
where 0 < a < 1. 
% 1 JJf (t)l 
f m t m f,* I f / ® dt < a 1 0 , 
o t 
then the series (10.1.2) is sunmehle | 0, ^ I , where $ > a» 
theorem B gives neotesary end suffioient conditions for 
the absolute convergence while theorem B includest as a special 
case f or a « 0, theorem B cited above, fhe Theorem B i s 
directly related to a theorem of Bosontiuet on Pourier series 
which states that It P^it) e BV (O.R), then Z ^ (x) is suamahle 
1 » P > a* Since in the case of Fourier series the converse 
problem i s also lmown» the question arises whether i t is 
possible to obtain converse of fheorem E for the corresponding 
series (10.1,2), We answer this question in affirmative in 
this Section. 
1) Mashar, S.M. (100). The theorem P stated here is an 
ifliproved version. 
Z) Bosan(2uett L.S. (15). 
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10,3 In what followst wo prove the following theorem. 
Ift^ ffffttffi 1,1 ^ g , f i e r i g a ( l o . i . e ) iB.sumat^lt |o. »< 
oe 1 J^ itum. 
(10.8.1) / at < 
wherfe ^ > a-i-l . 
I t mss be renarlcedi th»t this theorem general 1 see Theorem c 
of ISohsnty and Mohcijatra. 
10.4 She following lemiaas are pertinent for the proof of 
this theorem. 
1) 
Lecraa 1* ^et 
a-1 
e / ( 1 - u ) 0 0 8 X W d U , 
O a 





t ^ (nt) 
A XI t • -
/ Ji n * • 
A » • 
S) 
LmsBAJl* 11 a > .1 ^ a) t 
a a \ ^ &21 * ^ wftftyft tt* < a thft n^tfe 
rm M vriw a PS the gftyloa ^ % 
1} Bosanquet, L.S. (IS). 
2) Hardy, (4?, p . lOl ) . 
•198 
o n*a 
a» i s i ^ " ( A ) M i 
•• n-o iM-i r \ 
V ^ ) - 1 
0 ( t « ) / 
0 ( t m ) f o < ^ ' 
K= M 
We «rlt9 ^^ ^ as follows : 




£ (n-i&fl} t mm 1, (mt) 
' m \ 
o / , 1-P 
^ O l t Bin 1, (ot) , V 
1 
by I>«isma Further 
H-ft 
h 1 - V i 
H n+l C 1 
£ A ^ (n+D/CiiTpCttt)'' 
o l t " ^ t^ mln / 1, (imv) t ) 
[ a / 
O St nln ( 1, (mt) ) 
I 
fhla oozopletes the proof of Leooft 3. 
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10.6 PfoQf ef rh^ f^ T n^ 1. Without lose of eny generality Q 
we em ftoeuiae that 0 < a < < h « Qa] • S|i 
d«not« the ii*th Cesaro OUB of order h of tfa© series ifsC®^ 
Ihen applying I^ enaaaB 1 and we have 
Z A(x)rJm) 
^ neo 
I ( n^l) AYgCnt) 
«» h h n 
« £ » ^ 
ntto 
(n^l) ATp(at) \ 
h'^ l r n h-o a-1 
A i AYpCnt)^ n»o 
« a . l « h«a 
m«o ® n«a A 
/ ( n + l ) A t (nt) 
•• a-1 
£ S m nao 






®n / ^ • 
a**X a a 
a a 
-
o f - M - : -
"m-lJ 




p •• h-a 
A in*l) AY (fit) 
0 
^ i 
ISaO V l - n 
p* hn f 
£ < ( n n ) A t « ( n t ) 
0 1 P ^ A^  „ V 
CtaO 
P « 
Oip E m 
a a 
E-l h-a ) r l^p p a, 
• 0 1 p I A- „ 
l4>a.p « 
' 0 1p £ 
ItaO 
a a 
m " * 0( p ) 
0 ( p ) « 0 (1) , 
by virtue of the fact that p > md £ 
^hue we get 
Ufl r 
a a 
cr-L - -S". n 11.1 < 
I - j x - l Xl« £ E S ^ ^ J ( i in )A l fp (nt ) 
which iJustifies the change of ox^er of suuasaticm* 
Let 
y t ) . E A® A J { t ) . 
™ VmU ^ 
•801 
We shttll now show that 
(10.S.2) in m 
' o t") • 0(t), 
^ 1+a-P 
o . t ). 
R© hftv© 
y t ) « E A® A J ^ ( t ) 
v«ia 
O V . t 0 
• a l-P l+a-0 
a B t 
0 ( n • t ) . 
This proves the second part of ( lO.g.g). In the expression 
« f / — at 
^ ^ ^ 0 g sin t /8 
l e t p ( t ) • Sin® t /2 f or a l l t , then 
end 
n+l 
« 0 for n > 0. 
® 1 Therefore (T"^  « * for every a - Also 
t p 
o 
^p- / (t-u)" Sin tt du. 
frott (10.5,1) we get 
a ^ t ^ 
pt 






£ A^ AJ^( t ) 
o 
pt 




0(t) * 0( t n®"^ t " ) * Oiwf^ t®) 
o 
0 ( t ) o ( t** m)^ 
by iesma 3. fMe cOB^letes tfe® proof of ( lO.g.g) , 
From (10.6.1) we otoserre that 


















(X a ^ - 1 




- s — at < - , 






dt « / • / 
o X/m 
0 
1/ia a a-1 
/ (m t dt 
\o . O f ^ J . dt 
0(1) . 
TMe coupletes the paroof of Theorem 1. 
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SBOTIOH B 
10.6 It i s known^^ aa ssentioned In Section ( sea 




at < , a 2,0, 
then tkm series ( lO. l .e ) l8 suismable Ic , ^ , 0 > m* 
The object of thia Section ie to study the corresponding 
e) problem for ©UBnaablllty ®t P^ • 
% prove the following theorems, in the sequel we sesume 




k® n«k (n+i) F 
5) 
I C , i C « t l * 2 f - » OjCff < 1 . 
n 
tfrg Cgadltigfl (10.6.1) tiQlin ffly 0 ^ a < 1 , l imj f c te 
nsiisuL (10.1.s) iBMmn^Xii I »» 
g« ^wppgag ..ttot (10.6.2) texan mi 
1 
(10.6.4) K ^ 
^ (n+l)F, 





n koo APk I S, 0. 
1) Meehar, S.M. (87). 
e) In a recent paper Dikshit (37) has obtained a result which 
includes theorem B. 
3) Where 0 i s a constant not necessarily the same at each 
occurrence. 
-£05 
l i L d o . e . x ) bQlda fgg o i « < i > m^n tfrg g^rlfin ( l o . i . s ) 





f a i i l dt < % 
tfaen tl^ ft nfriga ( l o . i . s ) [^t p^ j^ | P,) 
|g „Ml?girB swcfe .that Uo .e . s ) 
(10.6.7) ~ 
k n«k 
< 0, k » 1 ,2, 
(10.6.6) - Pjj^  lo ultimately monotonio. 
It ie evident that If Is a iM>n«d«creasl»g sequence 
e«tl©fyi»g (10.6.2), thm (10.6.5) holds. Also (10.6.3) «> 
(10.6.4) . Tiius we deduce the following I 
ftggattYfl t tet s M (10.6.3) It 
Jasliflf I^M thg .flflgAea (10.1.2) in ftMUMMft v J ' 
10.7 fhe following lemntaB will he required to prove the 
theoreae of this Section. 
1) % 





dt < . D m 
dt < » 
where P > 0 ^ 0 . 
1) Bosenquet, L.S. (13). 
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i' It (10.6.6) nsld&t tfaf^ ft fiffotaaflgy mf\ , 
^i^fflftiMit fionrtttlon far the Beriea (lO.l.S) tft f^t fmmnilMf 
H, p^l is ^nat 
(10,7.1) r 
X n^l ^U) < - . 
wfeer® ^ ( x ) « S p^^^ (aj,- s> 
a^g igfl^fflgf ( l o .e .a ) 
t ^ (10,6*4). 
1 . Plr • ® 
then 
V V i 
1 n . l 
"STT "^ ^^ irrTp ^ ^ 
Thii8 to eetablieh the lerana i t is suff icient to show that 
under our assumptions 
(10.7.6) E ^ j V i S d a i 
n.1 kmo n-k 
< 
Jlow 
- 8 ) 
o kmo n»K 
Sin(k» |)t 
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" ^ k-o n-k * ® o t k.o nJt * 
I t le th«r«f0re« eufflcl<mt to prove that 
k (10.7.3) t F. ( .1) 
1 (n-H) tea© a.k 
< « • 
(10.7.4) r - r ^ I V ft® i f . D . ( t ) | 
1 (n^l) ^nJ. lc«o a-k ^ I i < 
ualfonaly la*0 < t < n. 
ygQof of 10.7.SK We have oa applyiag Abel's traasfornattoa 
«» « I a-1 t 
1 3to«o a«k 
I f k l S a l p (.x)*^ 
n-1 k 
£ ARj^ £ 
1 (n^DJ'n.i * v»o a-v 
V 
^ ( a ) 
1 £ AR. I p I 
1 K I K (n^Df^^ 
< E 1 AR^ 
hy virtu* of the coaditioas (10.6.e) aad (10.6 .4). 
gf(lOt7,4) • I'tt » . LIJ ^ • t f J 
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then th« l e f t hand side expresoion of (XO.7.4) le 
1 £ 
m«X £ • • • I 
• E 
nJl £ • • • E 4 Eg • Eg^  eay 
Bow E < 0 E 1 n<f 
E t i ' j ^ - O d ) . 
Applying Abel*8 ttanefoxioatloji to the lim«r tsum of E 
2 
K \ and using the facts that la nonotonlc non^decreaslng 




E < E 
a.8 
2 n>f 




0 ( n ) • 
in- l 1 n- l E AB, 
0(1) • 0( £ r ARyl ) 
- 0 ( 1 ) • 0 ( l ^ S y i > - O ( 1 ) . 
Agttin 
E 3 I z £ 
1 i m l ) ^ ^ ^ kmm 
k V t 
I --Jt 
S 
v»iii n-v at 
i 0 £ £ P. 
1 ^ 
- , a-1 
1 C 2 I Afijjl « O ae in X 
completea the proof of Iieisma 5« 
LgBHBft fl. Iiet 
n 
g(ii. t ) - — ^ £ p^^ 
Ijiftn f or fill t flfli^ fill i^fflrBMftUyfl fiegneiffige (p^^^ 
g(n t) « 0 (n) , 
- f f « ( » . t ) « 0 . 
(A) I t (Pq) Ifl. a aon-lneraRitlng flftguanafl of non^attgnttif 
ffliikss&f tbta Xftg nt 2 I 
«(n t ) O 
and 
n P 
- f e t ) . 0 \ 
1] 
L t i 
t P n.1 
m 
i^) 11 111 .fl uBTOrRfgattYfi BgqttflfiCft BRtfifimng (X0.6.S)t 
and U0.6.S), J^ iisa 
g(ii, t) « 0 . e<nt t) « A ) ' 
nir ® t^ 
since the proof Is quite easy we omit the sane. 
» /(t-ur gCnt t) at , 0 1 a < 1. 
u 
i^:, tfee (A) toaa „g ,la„.gatiflfl€af 
Oin ) ^ 
I a®P 
f i '-ja. 0 
I / 
0 < « 1 t 
< u < n. 
0 ( n ) . 
F(n,tt) « i 
0 
V / 
0 < tt Jl 
n*^ < u < 




Applying Meatn value theorem and Lemiaa 6, the result follows. 
f It Is sufficient to assuae that ^—e B. 
n 
- a x 
10.0 Pgffar gr Tftgorwa gf. ®y virtue of hmmM 4 and 5 




/ Pit) g(a»t) dlt 
^^^(t) gCn.t) j . / i ^ C t ) g(n,t) at 
o o 
fhue in view of (10.6.1) i t Is suff ic ient to prove that 
n k 
(10.8.1) E — ^ ^ 
1 (n-fl) 
(10.8.8) Z F(n,ii) < » uaifonaly in 0 < u < n. 
1 (n^l) 
Proof Qf (10.8.1). We have 
a 1- n-2 N 
and hence 
n-g 
n»l 'n-l v-o 
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• O I 
0 ( £ E ) • OCX) 
VmX ^ nav^s *** n-1 g
AP, 
« 0 ( £ ' ) ^ 0(1) « 0(1). 
V«1 v+1 
by vifttte of the condition (10.6.g). 
fgpgf gf U9f8fg)• m have 
1 F(ii,u)| < 0 E 





n '^l u P, 
< 0 • 0 u® P 
n» n- l 
« 0 ( 1 ) , unifoOTly la 0 < tt < n, by virtue of 
(10,6.3). 
ooiBpletes the proof of Tbtoreia B. 
10.9 Ifrgffif Of gfafigreffi in th« proof of Theorem 8 
up to (10.8.1) we have used only two conditions namely, 
(lO.e.8) and (10.6.4) of theorem 3. H lo therefore , 
suff icient to prove (10,8.2). Applying I»eniBa 7 » we have 
z JSCS 
1 in*l) 
y(n,ti) I < c i: 
Oil)* 0( E ) CI 
.—1 a>u 
unlfomly In 0 < u < it. This proves fheorem 3. 
10.10 Proof of fheoirea 4. It la obvious that (XO.6.7) 
«> (10.0.4) endi henc.e by virtue of Leiraia 5 i t is sufficient 
to prove that 
(n+l) 
< « 
Afl in til© proof of f heorees 2 
Sinoe (10.6.1) le true under the conditions (lO,6.s) end 




l l - « (n,t ) < « uniformly in 0<t<Ji. 
We have by partial auiaaatlon 






S < p ) 
n- l k«l nJc • t 
1 C t £ T 
1 O,miifonaly in 0 < t < nt. 
Let m^  be a constant sucii that 
ftoaotonic Cor n > a^. flien 
i s 
c 
By virtue of the fact that 
i ^n < - • 
we observe that 
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We now proceed to show that ^ 
£aa&JD. «ct p ^ ^ j be monotonlo non-decreaalng 
for a > Sino« 
(10.10.8) . J ^ f f 
we have 
S i - 1 i s -





Saaft-lUL)' Suppose i® moaotonic non-increaelng. 




0 0 ^h'm ] 7 J -1 t 
cs 0 ( l ) t mlforcily In 0 < t < n. 
proves theorem 4. 
SECFLOI C, 
10.11 For the sake of convenience we abell write 
« ^ ( t ) , , 
a a 
« 0 it) , 
a a 
a > 0 • 
a > -1 • 
and 
/ l -a ^ / ^ 
, 0 < a < 1, 
i f the derivative eadsta. 
It i » well knoim that ] C, o | «> | 0, p I , p > o > - I . 
\ 
Thue ahaolute Ceaaxo summability of negative order ia atronger 
than the absolute Oeaaro eumability of positive order . 
Results concerning suramability 1 0, 6 | , 6 > 0 of the aeries 
(10,1,8) have been obtained by Mohanty aad Kohapatra 
and the present author. However* no such reult 
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exlsta for negative order suotosabllity. The object of this 
Section i s to provide such a result and sleo obtain some 






R l -a ) 
dt < •• 
.t P(u) du 
a-q / <i 
t (t J2<t) / ^ . 
^ < n < ti tt^ ea afiyif^ ft ( l o . i . s ) i s 
1) c , p P > -a. ' 
10.18 following letena is recjulred for the proof 
o f our theoreiD. 
ISESUa.^^ ttot 0 < a < 1 that tnt Iwnctiffl 
h(t) 
\ 




fllffi^gl? in ( a ,b ) . 
10.13 f n o t of Tbegrftg without loss of any generality 
we ctin assume that ^ < (} < 0« We have 
n 
n 
B-» s g » , Sin(n+ ht 
f / j2(t) S at 
0 2 Sin t / 8 
I j the corresponding problem for Fourier series has been 
stud l e i by Chen, K.K.(gE), 
2) Chen K.K. (84, p.l4s). 
- a s 
Writing \ for th« n-th C«aaro mean of order 0 of the 
^ a 0 
se i^vienoe i n j sequence 
, Inhere 
SlnCn^ I) t 
D (t) ^ , 
° 2 Sin t /8 
we have 




t ^(t) -o at < « 
endi henoe applying Xiemma 8 we observe that 
t'^ mt) •a ^it) t 
Q-a 
y 
aXnoet everywhere. Hisas 
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J o f / <l-0 Z n Ait) 
/ « 
-q p 
t Kj^  (t) dt 
(af 0 * * 0 
m f rr^ / u X(tt)du / t - « < t . u ) K f t ) d t 
^ I (a) 0 a " 
q-o 
/ (u) u du, 
where 
P(>,;u, = / t - a (t .^)"-^ kP (t) 
(a) ° 




u £ 1 
P(n,u) 
du < . 
By virtue ^t the hypothesis It i s ©uffleicnt to prove 
that 
P{is,u) 
/I 1 a 
ta 0 ( u > 
unlfonaly 0 < u < 
f^ ow It can be easily shorn that 
P 
t p 
ana / IL (u) du « Oil) , 
0 ** 
0 
0 < t < IS. 
w t l t l n g 
u^ » n 
» f ° + / . - (n,u), say 
u u-Hr 
& and using the above estlnate* we have A 
l«>a «*<l 
- 0 ( n u ) 
and 
Pgln.u) « ? » A 
-q ^ 
- 0 ( u n ) . 
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Thus 
P(n,u) « 0 ( n u ) , 
Again 
« 0 ( n • 11 
and enpXoying a refined ejcpresalon for ( t ) , we obtain 
PAn.u) - < * • » • u) n / , a—^ 2 
n(28ln t /g) 
8 / e U i ; , 
0 ( u n ) * 0 ( u n ) 
« O < a u ) ^ If nu > 1. 
we get 
B«noe 
l - o -1 
CJ (a u ) , u i . n • 
(J(n u i t n < u < , n , 
i n 
£ , • £ , 
0 ( I . n ^ tt'^4 0 ( E , n u ) 
1) 2ygaun<J, A, (X51) p.96 (Hew Edition). 
- m 
_ ^ a - l - q 
0 ( u )+ 0 ( u ) O ( u ) 
uttlformXy in u < it. 
TMe completes the proof of Theorem 6. 
10,14 we take q « 0 In Theorom 6 w© get the following 
theorem analogous to Sheorem B of the author* 
% 
SMsssmJL' It f 
0 
ra dt < , 0 < a <l , 
(10,1.2) i ^ . s m p M t c , ^ , P > -a . 
jf A 





In (0,it) and defined elsewhere by periodicity. 
then 
with 
f3(t) E A (x) 00® at 
o " 
•1 
A^ix) • 0 ( n (log n) ) , 
1) 
so that £ < •• and coneequently I 







ie not convergent f or any Y and hence by virtue of Iheorem 
1, the aeries ( lO. l .e) ia not suaiaable C, a - ^bua we 
1) Mohoaty, H. ( i l f i ) . 
e) Mohanty, H. and Mohapatra, S. (1^0). 
concludt that smnasblllty | 0, o | t a ^ 
aoeo not neceeearily Imply the sunaMibtlH^r o:| of 
10,16 faicing a-0 we oboery© fro® fheorsm 1 that 
If the series (10.1,8) Is aboolutely convergent, then 
/ 
0 
[ m t ) ] ML at < « , 6 > 0 • 
. She qaeation arises as to what citfi be said when 6 a 0, 
In thia case we show that i t I© possible to find a ©uitabl© 
function <>(t) such that the absolute convergence of the 
series (10«l.g) iaplies the convergence of the Integral 
/ 1 at 
fMaxm If . tUf? Bftrlifia Cio. i .s ) sbgQWrRly 
/ 
o 
Pit) l0it)] 1 















p(t ) [pf(t)] 
dt 
f s „ - o ) « ) p ( t ) | < 0 I ^ I f L ^ U ^(iSigJBt) «t 
4- a f 
o 
» p ( t ) l 
dt 
1 c £ 
8. - s l / w|P<t) « P(t) Sin(at)j a / • at * f —r 
i n \ o t o t® 
dt 
a+1 / 
i C E 
I n 
4' C < m, 
fbi& provea Theorem 8« 
10,17 Finally we extend theorem $ to the eiuomablllty 
C» P ( ij^  k 2 I ' Our result i® ae follows : 





then the aearlee (10,1.2) i s Biueaiahle P ^ 
^ m f 9t, i t e f t m Ab Theorem 6 by virtue of the 





1 ^ I f |X<«)1 tt du, 
1 n V o 
^ n f n 
1 ^ n 1 ® 
/ \){iu)\ u P(»,u) dttj/ / u P{n,u) du^  
SG z t s « 1 « 0 
p(ti»u) au 
C / L- u £ * <ltt » 
o u 1 " 
therefore, toy virtue of th© feypotfeeeie i t i® euffieient 
to tlmt 
v» 
I C'c u M . 
unlfomly in 0<u < it. Si»oe tisde result has alraadly ^een 
established in fheoreo 6t tlie proof of fheoreis 0 oospleted* 
CHAPfES XX 
OH I L| ^ SUHMABIMfY OP A POOHISR SEHIBS f 
IX .1 k sequence i s aaid to be eunasable (!>) i f 
n 
- 1 •• fi-
( U . 1 . 1 ) F(x) - rJaJL 
i o g d - x ) 1 ^ 
t e n d s t o a f i n i t e l i m i t e a e x 1 i n t h e o p e n i n t e r v a l 
I f e B ? ( 6 , 1 ) f o r © O K e 0 < 6 < 1 . t b e w e 
s a y t h a t t h e s e q u e n c e i s e u f a n a b l e I hi 
A s e H e s Z a ^ w i t h t h e s e q u e n c e o f p a r t i a l subs ^Sj^j 
i s s a i d t o h e s u n m a b X e | A | ^ ^ i f 
/ | fe 0(x)| dx < o * 
» n a 
w h e r e 0 ( x ) « ( I * a t ) ^ 3C . X t i s s a i d t o b e e u i s i B a b X e 
i r k l l , i f 
1 k-X . k 4) 
/ ( X . * ) d x < « . 
o 
I t i s c X e a r t h a t t h e s u n m a b i X i t y |A| i s t h e s a m e a s 
t h e s u n a a b i X i t y I A| . 
T h e o b j e c t o f t h i s C h a p t e r i s t o s t u d y a n e w m e t h o d o f 
s u m a b i X i t y w h a t w e t e r n g e n e r a X i i s e d j X > | s u m a b i X i t y o r 
s i n p X y s u s n a a b i X i t y ^ ^ ^ 2 X . 
, ^^ XB fgamentftrtl y^athgiittot VnlYgrfltifitJla siftflti 
L*uXi 801X972), Mo.x. 
X) Borwein, D. (XX). 
8) Mohanty, » . and Patnaik, tT.H. (X??X). 
3) Whittaker, (X65). 
4) FXett, (42). 
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11.8 » 11.3 w» study the inclusion rtlations 
between the suiSBability and sunaablXity ^^ ^ ^ ^ 
on one hand* and the sucimablllty lx>l ^ and aumftbllity 
jj on the other. Iiy Theorem 1 we prove that lA| •> 
I»1 k 2 1 while in fheorea 2 I t la shown that 11.1 ^ 
and ^ ^ r are independent of eaoh other. Xn 
particular* 1 | ^ > 1 and 12i | do not loply each other . 
Xn § 11,4 /we otudy an application of suiomability to 
Fourier series. 
11*8 l^gfMH^fiR' shall say that a series E a^ ^ or 
the corresponding sequence 8. i s auisoable X* k 1 1 i f 
1 k-1 
( l l . S . l ) / (1-x) 
o 
dx < 
where & i s some nmber euch that 0 < & < 1 . 
Xt is obvious that the suamability | X«| ^ is the sane 
as the suntaability |L| . 
Tt^wrca I* H R gggMencf Ia |A| ^ 
k 2 1 imlfariBlY i f l (at^) • It 4a awswnl^ lfl | x* I ^^  
ltol£mtiL2JUL.<a,b). 
fT9<it 9t 1. I'«t A(t.y) . (1-y) £ x^it) y 
_n 
n-1 
and / A(t,x) 
( l -x ) 
dx 
where ?y « • log ( l - y ) . H«nee for any n, 0 < n < I , 





1 fl -8ic / y 
1 / ( l , y ) [y ( 
k 
Ax ) Ay 
dx 
a ^ k A ' 
/ f a - s ) dx ay ; 
S / ( l . y ) * ^ ty'® / / tx^i-*)^"^ 
o V 0 
^ A(t,x) dx ay 
1 „ k - l « c / L d - x ) 
o * . 
- ^ A ( t , x ) ^ dx / ( X - y ) ' ^ ( ' ® dy 
« C / (X.x) A(ttx) 
k 
dx. 
< «• unlformXy la t . 
fhla eompXetsG the proof of Th«or«m X. 
fe 2 X . o > -X. 
Tlila fotJowB lBjm«diat©Xy from Timorm X and the foXXowlng 
r«8uXt of FXett. 2) 
tteftn ifl ffliBMBfela A k. 
IbfifimuZ. 'ghft amflmttbtlltv | L | ^^  nnrt muBffiabnitv 
I* I ^^ r f^  k axft in^fflfiatfpnt f i ch fttter. 
X} «her« 0 l8 a constant not neoesoariXy th«> at tach 
occurrence. 
S) FXett, T.K. (48). 
«8E8 
PrQof of ghftOf a P.. Lat uo assume that r > k. 
CftBn ( iK |L[ y |I.| ^^  W© chooe« p Buoh that k<p<r 
and l e t i 
g (*) « (l-3l) ( log ^ . 
Zhen 
/ n 
« ( * ) » £ tejj X , 
where ® » ) • t t follows that 
a 
X 
l o g ( l . x ) 1 n 
i e convergent In the open interval (0 ,1 ) . I^hia defines a 
• We wil l show that i s ewniBahle ] h 
but not swasable 1 1 f or r > k. 
We have 
sequence 
J pje J.- t * p 
f i l ^ x ) I Cx) 1 1 ^ ( l - x ) (log ax 
< «» elnce r > p^  
fi) 
On the other hand 
1 k-1 , / k k/p 1 , " p 
/ (1.x) \g ix}\ dx a 6 ^ (1-x) l l ; ) 
1) Uttlewood, (69) 
.-1 2) We choose d • 1-e and aeause thle value throughout 
the Chapter. 
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Thus IL k. 
r > k. Let Smsuiii). N \h 
(l-x) h* ix) « (1-x) e 
and define ^ fey 
l og ( l - x ) 
n 
wfeew Tiien I t Has been ehonn 
by Flett ^^  that 
/ (1-*) 1 fa* ix) 
o 
ax < « 
md therefore I t follows that je^jJ i s euonsable ^ 2 1-
Also i t has hem shown by hi® that 
R r-g r 1 
Ax ^ O R - 1 - 0, / (1-x) I h* (x) 
o 
f o r 1 k < r . m s Implies that 
R r-g r 
-Ci-ie)— 
i 
U ^ 0( . « 1 - Tj, 
But i t ia easy to eee that i f js^j' i s siuninable I ^  ' 
i s to fifty, i f 
1 r-1 
/ ( 1 - x ) 
6 
h* (x) dx < 
th«3a 
/ ( l - x ) " ^ \h* (x) 1 ' ax « O ( - i ^ ) . H - 1 . 0. 
Henoe i t follows that the aequtnce { i s not suroable l^ *! ^^  




fhls eoaqpleteo the proof of fheoreia S. 
CflgftUagY ic 1*1 r ^ k, 
for i f iL| m> I Aj y then tjy irlrtue of theorem 1 
L| jp^ V ^ k which is itapoesibl© in view of 
11,4 I»et f { t ) be I»ebeague integrahle in ( « « , it) and 
periodic with period gti. Suppose that i t s Fourier ©eries 
ia J • £ (c^ 008 Bt • h^ aia nt ) . 
3. 
l e write 
^ m Coa t • , I s "* ^ logCl-*) , 
pf. (t) « I |f(e^t) • f<e.t) - ge]^ 
„ . l a i . / t 
^ l o g f t 
R being a oonatent greater than A. 
Concerning | L | emraaability of Fourier series Mohanty 
and Patnailc ^^  have recently proved the following theorem, 
y ^ r t l 11 P i^Ct) / t e then the Fourier 
series of f(t)^at t a 0, is sunaiable |I» 
We propose to g^eral iee the above theorem by studying 
the corresponding problem for i | sunniability. Our theoren 
ia as follows * 
1) Kohanty, R. and Patnaik, (121). 
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ShemaJl . 
(11 .4a) / at < % k > 1, 
1) 
Jfc^ gR, Jias .FwUfiy fiarleff 9i fit t « e , is awronn l^e 
It loay be venatke^ that for Ic « 1 our theotm includes 
the abov« theorem of Mohsaty njid Patnalk* afiiea It > It we 
observe that (11.4.1) may bold wlhout being Integrable 
(L) in iQ,n). 
11.6 fhe following lemaas will b© required for the 
proof of Theortffl 3. 
Ifftma z* H 6 » i - e , iitea 
1 . dx 
1 • acGo© t \ 
A U • 
<5* < 
t d o g - f -









1 - xCost 
< / * / 
(l.xGoet) 
Tc^l dx 
1) ?h© etateaent of the theorem is slightly different 
from the pTibliehed one. 
1 dx 1 flx 1 g3c sia^t/e dx 
3K 3K 
1 dx , 1 dx 
by virtue of the facts that 
Cost - 8x • Cos t 
.1 < ^ i Ooa t 
for 0 £ X i. 1, fjj 2 I and A 2 Sin® t / 8 • 
How Pg w . For i . t JS^  n, Ajfc | and hcsnee 
'^x i f - I • 
I f O < t < = • Sine® A i (1-*)^, 
S (,1c n 
ly^ Is decreasing in Cl - e t 1) and (j^ i » Inoreaelng 
in (6, 1) we have 
ax ft -Ir 1 dx 
(1.x) C 1 ^ 
1-e*^ dx Xn dx . -Jc 1 dx 
T — 8 L . f 2 / 4. g / C /-« « FL JC s (i.x)^(^' V..-^ Ex ^ ^ 
0 It < 0 + IT • g —If o 1 e 
H@Qce the result* 
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itsaa^a. fa. toYt fgr 6 l x < 
/ 
o - 4 -dx 
a ; X Coe t 
A 
dt « 0 
ii-x) L 
l^voot. As in the proof of Lensa S 
/ o dx 
Cost I 
" I f T " 
n 
lat « / o 
O0sUSX*X^Go&$ (l^xOOBt) 
2 ( l « x ) A f® 
'•x 
^ / lit 
t X o A Bd^x) b 
« . (X-*) 8 dt 
dt 




\ (l-x) I 
O 
X / 
ifilElfiui. flftflUfflCfi {(3os nt^ la iMflWifl 
miiMmiy.. m 
Jiilo Includes for k • 1 a result of Kofaanty and Patnaik. 
'Cost-x J 
1) 
(1.x) E Cos nt x*^*^  . (1-x) 1 A P (t, x), say. 
It le« thorefore, suffioient to prove tiaat 
(11.6.1) 
1 It / (1.x) ^ (t, x) dx < •• 
unlforOLly In 0 1 t £ n. 
How 
. (1-Oost) ^ - (l.Cost) 
P (t,x) - 5 (x^*8x.l-2Co®t) « s Q (x.t). 
A" 
where Q (x»t) « x^  •t' 8x - 1 * eOost so that the expreselon 
1) ltohfi&ty« R. and Fatnalk, (181). 
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in ( U . S . l ) i s 
k IL ^ 
( n . 6 . S ) - / ( i - x ) lQ(ift)| dx^ 
o A' 
How le t ^ < t < ffeen (Q<*,t)| < 8(l«Cost) 1 4 
and A f o r 0 £ X 1 1 . Th«refor« the integral 
in (11.5.g) 18 
1 k . l 
C / (l-3t) dx < 
o 
I»et C «• «^+S0oet/8, fhen f o r 0 1 t 1 % 0 < C < 1 
and 
Q(3E,t) 
>0 i f It > c# 
< 0 I f O ^ x S C . 
tte write the integral in (11.5.8) as 
C 1 
f * f m J* say. 
o ^ 1 2 * 
^f 0 < t i I t then 
1 (Sin^ V s ) 41c 1 
{ . 2 3 c <Jx i C t / ^ r . 
0 fer - 0 ( 1 ) . 
uniformly in 0 < t 1 V s . 
fthan f < t I-Bxoooti'x® 2 1 f o r x 2 0 and therefore 
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1 k a Sic 
Iig 1 C ^ ( l -x ) (l-^oet) a* < 
OAlfowaly in t . Thus I'g - O ^i) uniformly for 0 ^ t < ^ . 
shall now consider • Sl»c« f o r it 1 Ct QC3tit)< Oj 
we hare 
L, « / ' ( 1 . x ) (l-Co8t) ^ 
^ ® r 
If f < t < ^ . tlien 
i k k^ k 
Ii, i C / <1.0o8t) (1-x) ( U 2 C o s t ) < % 
o 
untferoly In t , flats It remains to prove that Lj^  « 0 ( l ) 
ualfowaly In 0 < t 1 f . How aince l+eOost-x^-gjE 1 l+S-jc®-8x 
1 4(1.x) and 
2. _ 
(1.x) « ^ < ^ 4x Sin */2 
« (1.8* Oo0t*x®) ® 
toe have 
It k- l (l+gCost.x®-83t)^ 
„ (l.Coot) / (1-x) ^^ dx 
A 
S 0 (l-Cost)^ / I f c y 
® A e 
« 0 ( t®*' . Q d ) , 
Uniformly in 0 < t 1 Ve* 
fhls oonplttcs the proof of Iienss 4. 
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11.6 ^ m f Of, yftg9rfffl„,3« 
a^ n , « Slii(n4-
1 « 1 t « i / P'<t)C08 nt at * / P(t) Sin nt Cot V8 dt 
dt 
• • VC. eay. n n, ^ 
How 
i Cot f dn / n C08 lit dt 
" " o » o 
- It ti 
« • / n Coa nt dt / p(u) Cot f du 
® o t 
i n , 
» * / a Goo nt dt 
and therefore 
X k - l 
( u . e a ) / ( i -x) 




•1 » n 
- d i f x J C o a n t d t 
- I f J x X C o a n t d t 
dx 
dx 
/ (1 .x ) 
6 
k-1 l«x0O8t \ 
1 k- l 
A t x 
l.xOost 
dt dx 
1 4 i / ^ ( t ) - — a t dx 
< C • C / (1 -x ) 
5 






dt I dx 
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X k-l « 
6 0 






1 i t •i 




0 ( 1 H 0 ( 1 ) { / |A(t) 





dx A I 
dx 
0 ( 1 ) ^ 0 ( 1 ) / 
o 
A(t) 
t d o g 
dt » 0 ( i ) f 
toy virtue of Iiemia-tg, 3 and th© feypotbesie of Theortm 3. 
1- ( f t — ) dx ^ ^  X a ' 
1 k - l 
dx 




.1 - « 
( f x J K ^^ dx 
dx 
C /(jl(t)l dt ^(l -x) 
X ( / | ? < t ) | dt) ^ ^ dx 
n 
1 r -1 •• X COB at 1 
dx| '-X ^ n J dx < 
^Ino* I Cos nt^ i s siuBanblt 1^1],. in view of Lcona 4 and 
l^heortn 1. 
thla ooKpletes the proof of Theorea 3. 
CHAPTBR XII 
THE ABSOLUTE COSraOEKCl OP FOUEIER 3EBIBS " 
1) 
12*1 Isunl tWiB reedtttly obtained the following 
tliGoremj&oonoeriiliig the absolute eonvergisKse of Fourle? 
aeriea* m 
fheorem A. li©t f ( t ) ^ I Oo© » t . I f 1 
It 
( i ) / log |4 < 
m& 
( i i ) [it ^ { n a ^ ) ) € B?, 
for some 6 > 0, then I la l^ < 
fhaortm B, Let g ( t ) ^ t h^ Bin nt . I f 
( l ) ' ' / l o g ^ a g<t)l < % 
o 
end 
/ . 6 . 
(11) |n A (n b^) > e BV 
for aoa® 5 > 0, then £ | bj^  | < 
yhftoyftiB C. Let f (t) ^ t b^ Cob nt. I f 
1 ^ 
(a) f ( t ) e BV (0,n) and 
(b) |n A (n )J e BV 
for eoae 6 > 0, then I ' < 
log n 
1) 
In the Proceedlnjia of the Jaoan Acadecv. 
44(1968), 756-.761 and referred to In J.P.Kahane'a"" research 
aonograph *' Seriea de Fourier absoluaent convergentes. * 
Isuiil, S. (60). 
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I^ et a > p+2, p > 0 and £ a^ Co© nt, 
I f 
( a ) ' / t 
0 
n .1/0 
A f(t)\ < , 
and 
(b) • j ( log n)® A (n a^) 
then I < 
e B?, 
In this chapter w© establish a number of theorems which 
are generalljsatlons of the above results of Iguial. I t laay 
be observed that our new condltlona are not only l ighter than 
the eorreeponding conditions of Isumi but also necessary for 
the absolute convergence of the eorrespondlng series. 
Unlllce the proof of IKUISI which is direct, we f i r s t 
obtain, under our conditions, absolute Rlesz sujamabillty of 
certain type end order 1 and then apply a well known famberisn 
theorem to deduce the absolute convergence of the corresponding 
series. Our theorems are as follows I 
m 
f U t m n .1* hsiL s i t ) ^ r a^ j Cos nt. i t 
% Ir ( lp.1.1) / l o g f l d f ( t ) l < 
an<^  
n ^ ^ 
e BV, 0 < a < 1. 
then I l«nl < 
•840 





/ log I <S g<t)| < 
/ ? e ' - . \ e Bf, 0 < a < 1, 
then S < 
Theogeffi a. LfiJi Jf(t) ^ ^ Cos nt. H 1 
(18.1.6) 
(1J5.1.6) 
f(t) e BV (o,«) ^ 
- ^ e ^ JL«- £ ^ 
n® 1 log(v+l) 
€ a n 0 < a < 1, 
e 
F S L 
log(n-H) 
< 





/ - f |df ( t )| 
n 1 
^ £ iL, e^^logv) y e B?, 
n(logn)-^ 8 ^ 
m x M 6 m MMr > 0, juisa |«n 1 ^ 
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12,8 following lexoaaa art pertinent for tb« proof 
of our theoreoe. 
1) 
hsm^X' U {Oo) e BV, t ^ 
n \ C BY, 
X&fiXft 
IfiBB&JB' If the aequenc^ j n A (n a j^) 




whegft 0 < CI < 1. 
6 BY £2$Laaaa 
Proofs ^here i s no loss of g«nerallty in assuming that 
0 < 6 < 1 ond a « 1 • i^ ow 
S a^ e ^ 
e 
, n . l , r k® 
n® 1 * 1 « 
n a^ n 
• — ^ £ 
.n® i ^ say. 
Sines 
n« 1 r^ 
e Bv, 
I t follows by virtus of Lenaaa 1 that 
n . l 
1 r 
e Bv, 
1) Mohsnty, R. (116). 
-S4g 
Using I«enaa I and th« itypotbesla we find that 
Lj^  e BV. Also 
1 / n r i . .. / . . \ ** A*** 
Iigj^  i s obvioufily* of bounded variation. How 
. n*!. & « n 
.n^ 
E it ( A fc aw) — I - £ 
X * k® 1 
wMch will be of botmded variation i f 
- A - £ - 4 - E 
n 




I — e B?, 
i t mifficea to prove that 
n .r® 





JDT- r - V ) 
whirt ft i s some fix«d •v® integer. 
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Since 
t — ( r - r ) 
e By 
the result follows. 
1) 
Jsmss^* 11 £ fin R» I t k > 0 
(12. s a ) 
V i J 
e B?, 
^ a 
Clg.S.8) J ®k \ ® 
hSBMJk* iffli X flu Cos nt. l £ 1 
/ log I a tit) < 
o 
^ aa t^ WaWLft 1 R, e® . 11 . ifeSEJi 0 < « < I . 
n 
Proofs The series £ a^ ^ is 8\unahle H, • « 1 i f 
the Integral 
/ w"® dw 
. A w 
< 
Kow 
I / Cos nt f ( t ) dt 
0 
1) Bhatt» S.B. (6) . 
•844 
^ I / JLta-at a tit) 
n 
Therefore 
/ w"® dw Z / a tit) 
n 
. / - - ® < J . / 1 0 8 I « f ( t ) - J - F t . " " - S t o j a t 
< / W*® <!w / l o g I d £(t) 
l o g f 
T)(w,t) 
/ l o g I d f ( t ) 1 /w -® lDCw,t) dw , 
O log ^ - ' 
where 
- J e^  • m nt 
e <m 
^ ^ / 1 
0 w(log w)* / 
0 wdog w)- J 1) 
/ 
Slno« 
/ l o g I |d f(t)| < 
i t Is euffieient to show that 
T)(w,t)| dw » 0 < I ) 
u n l f O T O l y l a 0 < t < f . 
1) Mohanty, R. (116). 
•S45 
L«t p « ana T • ( I" ) aiKl 
/ « / • / • IS 4 M^ s a y , • « T A 
/ 




- l / a 
0 ( / if-^(log w)*'" t -^ dw 
0 ( t-^ T^-a ) « o c r ^ c - l ) ' ^ ) . 0 (10«|) . 0<t<n, 
Thla eorapletes the proof of e^nacta 4« 
1) 
M^BBBSaJSt* 11 gvt) ^ nt and 
(1S.S.3) gC "K3) » 0 . 
n 
(12. S. 4) / log $ dg<t) < 
OLu flWiYlIgBUY t e L (0,ti) a M g(t ) log I e B7 (0,n) 
1fh*n tfr* £ b^ la suaaBabla K, • » ! , 0 < a < l . 
2) 
Lmrrnm 6. ^ f ( t ) £ a^ Cos nt flBl f ( t ) e BV 
then !: 
log(n^l) 
la suasaable a. . 1 0 < o < 1. 
1) Uohenty, R. (116). 
2) Mohflinty, R. (118). 
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J^ cmaJL* liaSk ^ E co» nt aM 
n Y 
/ 4 f ( t ) < % 
0 
then E fij^ Is eaaasabXe B, ! 1 wheyf t > 0 and 
6 « 1 • ^ A . 
Proof. By (tefinltlon, the series E a^ i s suamatyle 







% . f / af ( tx . 0 n 




,n<Xog n ) - | 
s A ' ^ l ^ f ( t ) t^ / V ^ g U . t ) | dw. 
wher. g(w.t) - E . -^ ig-at 
^ttdog w 
I 0 (wdog w)" (log log w) t-^^ 
1) 
1) I t i s «a«7 to obtain these estimates. 
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n 
By hypothesis / t " | d f ( t ) » 0 ( 1 ) , It Is therefore 
sufficient to prove that 
0 
, t )| « Oil) 
.-Y 
uniforoly In 0 < t < ti. w© writ® T' « e 0 em 
CD CD 
t"* / « t*^  / • t"*^  I m H • Bay . 
Mom 
K^  « O i t ^ t-"^) « o (1) , for 0 < t < ti. 
tie 
No « / w'^dog w)'^(log log w)"^ aw) 
2* 
0 ( t T-1 
-6+1 « 
(log log w) ) 
- l A (log log T*) ) « 
« O (t^) e O (1) f uniformly in 0 < t < n. 
This coQpleteo the proof of Itemma * 
i s smJi . IX thg afitmmfii 
(log n) A (n Bjj) e BV, 
-n(logn) 15" 
s ^icdog k)-^ „ \ e B^ 
for a 2 6 > 0 . 
Proof. It 1B suffioi^nit to aesune that a » ^ow 
. n .kClog k)-^ 
—i . Z . k ^ 
^ndog n)-^ 2 k ^ 
t na^ & , k ^r(logr) 
^ttdofi n^ 2 * (logk)® r 
a n .k(logk) 
• ^ „ £ -ft « S. + S^ say. 
^ndog a)-^ to.2 k 1 2 . 
& 
Slnct (log k) A(k ttjj) e BV, S^ e By by virtu# of 
LezBoa If provided 
- , k ^r(logr) 
1 £ -J i ^^  £ fi 1 - e B?. 
k«g (logk) rm2 r 
She atooire expression le of bounaei! variation I f 
, n k(Iogk)"^ 
— I . T € BV. 
This aa^rassion can be writtaa as 
.6 
1 ? ^k(logk) (logk) 
. a d o g n ) - ^ a k d o g k ) * - ^ . ^ ( k - l ) ( l o g ( k . l ) ) - * ^ 
a-O. ^rClogr)"^ 
E -fi — X -
^ttflogn)"® 2 (logr)' 
which Is of hounded variation toy virtue of the fact that 
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.6 k(logk)-^ 
(log k) • 
kdogk) (k-1) (loiilc.l)) 
Is of bounded variation. Sliailarly It can be ohown that 
Sg C By. 
Dhls ©oiapletes the proof of hmmm S. 
M tftg t M m a i * Sy virtue of Iieoffia 4 
n® 
^ a,^  la auniaabXe « ! , 0 < < | < X , AjipXylag 
Iteisraa 3 the proof o^^heorea 1 followe lisaedilately, Siailarly, 
the proof® of Theorems 3 ana 4 are evident in view of 
2»eiama S ana I»ejaaa^5, 6 and 7 respectively. 
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On I C, summability factors of infinite series 
S. M. MAZHAR (') 
1. Let I a„ be a given infinite series with s„ as its n-th partial sum. 
We denote by {(7^} the n-th ( C , a ) means o f the sequence {s„}. A series 
I a„ is said to be summable | C , a a > — 1 if i ; j — | < oo, 
and summable IQocU, oc> -I, k > 1 if In'-'la'„ - < oo [1 ] , 
Let [p„] be a sequence of positive real numbers such that 
Pn = Po Pi + • • • + 00- The series I a„ is said to be summable 




It is known that summability | N , [ is absolutely regular. For 
p„ = —^—, the summability | N, p„ | is equivalent to the summability n + 1 
I R, log n, 1 I. 
A series I a„ is said to be summable | A /c > 1 if 2]' a„ x" is conver-
gent in 0 < X < 1, and its sum-function (j)(x) satisfies the condition 
2. It is well known that if a series I a,, is summable | N , | then 
it need not be summable | C, P It is, therefore, natural to find 
suitable summability factors {e„} so that S a„e„ may become summable 
\C, P\I, whenever Z a„ is summable | N , p „ |. 
The object of this note is to obtain such a summability factor 
theorem. 
( ' ) Pr6sent6 par M. Th. LEPAOE. 
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THEOREM 1. — Let I a„ be summable IN.pJ . Then I a„s„ is 






Ae„ = 0 (pj 
KK/ 
e„ = 0 Pn ^ P+l/k-l VP„ 
i/k 
s„ = 0 m, vP. 
;8 > 1 - p 
k 
k 
where Pn+i = 0(p„) and np„ = 0(P„). 
If —1<P<1—-, then the required condition is (ii){a). 
k 
If - l<j8<2-- , then the conditions (i)(a), (i){b) (ii)(a) and 
k 
(ii) {b) are necessary and sufficient for the validity of the theorem. 
On the other hand when fi > 2 - Xjk the conditions (i) (a) and (ii) (c) 
are necessary and sufficient provided P„ = 0{n p„). 
Remarks: I. — If ^ is an integer and k > 1 then the terms invol-
ving l ogn will disappear and our conditions become (i) (a), (ii) (a) 
and (ii) (c). 




Ab„ = ), > 0, 
/ np„ I, P>1. e„ = 0 
\ ' 
When — 1 < jS ^ 0 the required condition is (ii) (a). 
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III. For P n = \ we deduce the following theorem o f Mehdi 
[2, Case a = 1], 
THEOREM 2. — Let X a„ be summable | C, 1 |. Then necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the series I a„s„ to be summable \ C, P 
p > - I, k > I are: 
1(a) ^e„ = 0(n-'), /? > 1 - p 
k 
l{b) AB„ = 0{n-\\ogn)-'"^), i? = 1 - p /c 
2(a) = l i < 2 - K 
k 
2(b) 8„ = 0((logn)-i/''), P = 2-\, 
k 
2(c) £„ = 0(1), ( i>2- l 
k 
If -1<P<1~ -the required condition is 2(a). /c 
On the other hand if 
1 Pn = 
n + 1 
our theorem yields the fol lowing result concerning | R, log n, 1 | 
summability. 
THEOREM 3. — Let X a„ be summable | R , log n, 1 |. Then necessary 
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VOogn)'^ '/*/ " k 
If P>2-y, k 
then the sufficiency part of Theorem 3 holds provided 
4(c) 8„ = Ol ^ 
log n 
In view of Remark II we deduce for k = 1 the following theorem 
due to Mohapatra [3] who proved the result for jS > 0 only. 
Theorem A. Let I a„ be summable | R, logw, 1 |. Then I a„e„ is 
summable | C, 1, 0 < i? < 1 iff 
Ae=o(-J—\ and e„=o( ^ 
\ n l o g « y " ^ logn 
3. W e require the following lemmas for the proof o f our main 
theorem. 




whenever Z' | x„ | < oo « that 
for « > 0, where 
ym= Z n^,.nXn< W ^ 0, n=0 
and C is a constant independent of n. 
LEMMA 2 [2]. — Let \ < k < co, p > - 1 and a < p. For v > \ let 
00 I A(T lie 
n=v n{hl) 
Then for k = I, 
= 0 ( 1 ; - ' ' + "'), (7 > - 1 . 
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If I < k < 00, then 
k 
E, = \ Oiv-'^"-'logv), <7= - A , 
rC 
LEMMA 3 [2], — If \ < k < oo,p > -\,v >\ and 
then < E„ < where B^ and B2 are 
constants depending only on k and jS. 
LEMMA 4 [2]. — Let \ < k < co. The necessary and sufficient con-
dition for I a„s„ to be summable | A whenever Z | a„ | < 00 is 
8„ = 0(1). 
LEMMA 5 [1], — If I a„ is summable | C , a /c > 1, a > - 1 , then 
it is summable \ A 
LEMMA 6 [2], — Let -co < a < b < + 00 and suppose that the 
kernel functions K„ ( f ) are measurable over {a, b) for n > 0 and 
KO = ZK„(OX„, t^{a,b). 
0 
If \ ^ k < CO, then nececessary and sufficient conditions for y{t) 







s u p I K „ ( 0 1 < 00 f o r all t e { a , b ) - S , nSO 
|K„(ON(<C/or n>0. 
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LEMMA 7 [4], — // jS > 0, A > 1, then 
< (1 - ty-'t'dt < n^jri', 
0 
where B{P) is a constant depending upon p. 
LEMMA 8. — = 0(p„), np„ = 0 ( P „ ) and 
then a necessary condition for the serie Z a„8„ to be summable 
I A whenever I a„ is summable | N, |, is 
Ae„ = 0( ^ 
Proof of Lemma 8. — Let 
<l>(t) = fa„e„t" 
and 
0 
Writing x„ = t„ — t„_i we have 
and therefore, 
a„ = 
Pn-l [ P„-l 
V Pn-I I P„-1 
"=1 Pn \Pn-l 
where 
K„(0 = (1 - 0 ' A ( n > L 
Pn \ P«-l / 
Applying Lemma 6 a necessary condition for I a„B„ to be summable 
A It whenever T | x„ | < oo is 
1 
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that is to say 
(3.1) 
I /• /p p \k 
Pn 
n- l 
P„-l dt < 00. 
Now using (3.1) we have 
P. (1 - tf 




(1 - t) 
1 
= 0(1) + 0(1) f(l - - t ) -^ 
\ Pn J } I P„-l 
+ t" dt 





+ 0(l/PnP>-l|ENH-l IV r^ l _ ^y-l . ink^J_ 
V Pn J J \P„-1 
0 
\ Pn P»-l J Pn 





(1 - f) rnP„ \Ae„\) dt>C^ 'liJi\As„\]n-K 
^n-l J \ P n 
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Hence — Ae„ = 0(1). This completes the proof o f Lemma 8. 
Pn 
4. Proof of Theorem 1. — Writing 
1 " 





x„ = t„- n> 1, Xo = flo 
1 " 
yn = T^Eu E Aflfc ka^Ek, yo = aoH-
From the above relation 
Pn-1 
SO that 
ic=i A Pk 
+ • 
where 
ne„f x „ P „ P „ _ A 1 _ 1 ^ /me„,Af-mV 
•„-A yJ N^ '^ A^ i^ 
CO 
m = 1 
= 0, m > n. 
N o w E a„8„ is summable i C, whenever I a„ is summable | N, | 
if and only if 
CO CO 
5;;iy„l''<Q0 whenever 5^ix„l<oo. 
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The necessary and sufficient condition for the same is 
f ; i C „ . j ' < c » , m > l , K > 1 . 
n = m 
That is to say 
( 4 . 1 ) F 1 A ^ " ^ 
V p„, jn = m VPm-1 
< 00. 





\k 00 CO 1 m 
P. - i 
+ 1 (m + l)|£^ +i|. p ' " "m-l 
= Si + S2 + S3 + S4, 
say. 
Using Lemma 2 we have for / c > 1 






by virtue o f (1) (o) , (i) (b) and (ii) (a). 
Similarly using (ii) (a), (ii) (b) and (ii) (c) we observe that S2 = 0(1) , 
S4 = 0 (1 ) and 
Pm 
= 0 
/ p \k 
\ Pm 
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The proof for /c = 1 is easy. 
This estabhshes the sufficiency part of Theorem 1. 
Necessity. — Proof of (ii) (a). Since by virtue of Lemma 1, 
f; k>i, 
n~m 
it follows that 
\ = 0(1). 
That is to say 
1 m \ e j _ 
so that 





Thus (ii) (a) holds for > - 1 . 
Proof of (ii) (c). — By virtue of Lemmas 4 and 5 we have e„ = 0(1). 
Since in this case we assume that P„ = 0{n p„) it follows that 
Proof of (i) {a). — If 
- K p ^ 2 - - then from (ii) {a), z„ = o{ ^ ^ k • 
and hence in view of Lemmas 5 and 8 
On the other hand if jS > 2 — ^ then using (ii) (c) and the above 
k J 
lemmas we get the required result. This (i) (a) holds for — 1 < j S < 2 —-• 
1 If P„ = 0{n p„) then it does hold also for /? > 2 - K roof of (i) (b). — Here jS = 1 - 1. We have fc 
A(^ Af: A = • • A^ --^ ) + J^Ar-A VPm-l / \Pm-l / \Pm-l / 
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P. - i 
+ c m ' i fim + 1 I ) E / . R\k 
= + T2, say. 
But T i = 0 (1 ) by virtue o f (4.1). Also using (ii)(fl), 
^ y/Pm^i . ^^/j+d/o-iV y 1 X 
V Pm Pm + l / 
( "m-l "m J 
= O i m " " - " ^ ' • m - ' ^ - ' l o g m ) + 0 ( m ~ M o g m ) 
Applying Lemma 3 we observe that 
/ P ^ . m I ,y g 1 
V Pm Pm-1 J « = >nn(Alf 
V Pm Hence 
that is to say, 
\ Aejm'-l'-''"(log mf"'^ = 0(1) 
Pm 
Proof of (ii) (b). — In this case ^ = 2 - l/k. 
Writing 
"m-l "m-1 \Pm-l 
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we have by virtue o f (4.1), Lemma 2, (ii) (a) and ( / ) (a) 
Pm ) 
m\s„ k 00 2 -2\k 'n — m I 
p p s. 1 
Pm 
+ c /p p 
\ Pm J 
= 0 ( 1 ) + C 
K-i 
V^ ra-L 




= 0(1) + (9(1) I^ Z^ezI . Jj^l + 
rnPm Pm-l f^Pm PmPm-l 
Pm Pm 
6.1+ 
since £„ = 0 ( 1 ) is a necessary condition. 




This completes the proo f o f Theorem 1. 
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ON THE ABSOLUTE CESARO SUMMABILITY OF A 
FOURIER SERIES AND ITS CONJUGATE SERIES 
S. M . M A Z H A R 
1. L e t / ( t ) be a periodic function with period 2n and integrable (L ) over (-n, n). 
fit) + cos nt + b„ sin nO-2 1 
Then the series conjugate to it is 
00 
X {b„ cos nt - a„ sin nt). 
1 
We write t) = f(t+6) - / ( 0 ) , 
wM 1) = 3 r(a) (t-uf-^w(e,u)du, (a>0) 
u'o(0, 0 = wiO,\t), 






\w(e, 1)1" de 
2. The following theorem was obtained by Chow [1] as a corollary o f a theorem 
o f Wang [5], 
THEOREM A . I f 
1 oAO = oj(iogl)- , (1^0). 
for some 6 > 0, then the Fourier series of f (f) and its conjugate series are summable 
|C, PI almost everywhere for every P > 1/2. 
Generalizing Theorem A, C h o w proved the following theorem: 
THEOREM B . Let I p ^ 2 . I f 
1 N-i-M nAO = o((i„gl) 
or, more generally, if " q o^^^ 
, S>0 
dt < 00, 
Received 30 May, 1967. 
Revised 6 June, 1968. 
t This paper was presented for reading at the Section of Mathematics of the annual session of 
Indian Science Congress held at Delhi in 1963. 
[J. LONDON MATH. S e e . (2) , 1 (1969) , 1 0 9 - 1 1 5 ] 
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then the Fourier series off (0 and its conjugate series are both summable \C, J6| almost 
everywhere for j8 > Ijp. 
Recently Hsiang [4] has succeeded in effecting further improvement o f the 
theorem o f C h o w given above. He proved 
THEOREM C . LETL < J? < 2 . If 
(i) 
(ii) 
r ^—dt < 00, 
then the Fourier series of fit) and its conjugate series are summable \C, P\ almost 
everywhere for P > lip. 
It has been shown by Hsiang that condition (i) o f Theorem C implies that 
Q/(u)eB[-n,7z]. ( 2 . 1 ) 
Although he stated his theorem with conditions (i) and (ii) he only used the condition 
(2 .1 ) in place o f (i). This could have been an oversight since condition (2 .1 ) was 
not numbered by him. 
The object o f this note is to generalize the above theorem o f Hsiang (see Lemma 
2 below). 
3. In what fol lows we shall estabhsh the fol lowmg theorem. 
THEOREM. Let I ^^p ^2. If 
(i)' Cl/it)eB[-n,7t] 
and 
(ii)' '^dt< CO, (a^l), 
then the Fourier series of f(t) and its conjugate series are summable \C, almost 
everywhere for /? > Ijp. 
4. The following lemmas are required for the proo f o f this theorem. 
LEMMA 1 [cf. 3]. Let a> p-^0. If Q./{t)eB[-n, n] then Q/(t)eB[-n, n]. 
Proof Let 0 < t < 7c, then by Minkowski 's inequality, we have 












j \w^ie,u)\''de\ du 1% (rca-/?))" 
\ t 
since Q/(u) = 0 ( 1 ) . 
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Similarly if - TC < i < 0, we take 
^"(0 = 
n 
± r L 2n J (r(oc-{r(a-p)y (-t+uy-''-'wi,(e,u)du 
\ -7Z 
and the result continues to hold true. 
LEMMA 2. For A > > 0 WE have 
, UP 
del 
r(a+i) f p^'iOdt r ii/(t)dt \t\ i+p 


















^[r (a+ l ) J^  • 
In a similar manner we can prove the result for — n ^ t ^ O . 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 3 (2). Let CQ = ^Oq, c„ = a„-ib„ (n > 1), and 
n = 0 0 
TAen i/ze Fourier series of f ( f ) and its conjugate series are both summable \C, P\ 
almost everywhere on the unit circle for > 1/p, provided that 
F')dp = 
r / 1 1 r 




is bounded as r 1—0. 
W e include a proof for the convemence o f the reader. 
Proof Let t/(e) denote the «-th (C, P) mean o f the sequence {nc„ e'"% then 
it is sufficient to prove that 
^ < 0 0 
almost everywhere. 
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Case (i). Let 1 < < 2. We have 
0) = I A/1/(0)2" = z e">i[ -z)-" F'(ze-'). 
By Hausdorf f -Young's theorem it follows that 
( 0 0 \ 1 / 9 I I 
1 1 p q 
/ 2K 1/p 
mre-^erdd . 
\0 
Applying Holder 's inequality we obtain 
2k I In \ 1/p 
and 
so that 





2n 2n \ 1/p 
dO j mre-^ or dA 
\o 0 / 










/ 00 2k ' 
[ + (\rF'ire"')\''dx 
\6 0 
/ 2n \ 1/p 
1 / P 
\o 




2n 1 / 2it 
^' ( I d0<K j dr I IrF'ire^'rde 
0 \ o 
< 00. 
00 
Thus the series X U,"iO)\/n < oo almost everywhere. 1 
1/p 
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Case (ii). Let = 1. Since 
A/ t/iO) = J ze'^z-'-'O F'{ze'%dz, 
it fo l lows that 
l z | = r 
ll-re'^" 
Multiplying by (1 - ? • / and integrating between (0, 1) we obtain 
1 2 
f:|t/(0)|//7<X i (I-ry-'dr 
1 J ^ 
0 0 
li-re'^l" 
and therefore 1 2ir 
jde^K 
0 ' 0 0 
This completes the proo f o f the lemma. 
rdr lF'(re'')l dO < oo. 
5. Proof of the theorem. Without loss o f any generality we can assume that 
a is an integer. N o w 
F'ipe^O) = -Tt 
C f(t)e"dt e-"> r f ( e + t)e"dt 
(e"-pe'y n (e"-p)' 
-n 
r e" w(9, t) ^ 
1 
S - 1 a y-M e" 
[si) w^ d, 0 
= L1 + L2, say. 
By Minkowski 's inequality we have 






= M,+M2, say. 
By virtue o f Lemma 3 it is sufficient to prove that 
and 
Midp = 0(l), as r ^ 1 - 0 , 
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e = Aog{t) + + (e"-p) ^ (e"-pr + ... + {e"-py 
where A/^ are constants, real or imaginary, depending upon 5 and 
jt e 
{e-'^pf g(0 = , 
so that 
Ml = O E 
S = 1 271 
\ 








































W e write 
-n 
/ 0 n\ 
+ 
0 / 
ic nil It 
u 
/ 
= Ni+N2, say. 
+ 
0 n/2 
= P1 + P2, say. 
N o w 
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I nil 
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r ^ ;(t)dt 
Also 












' f n;it)dt = 0 
nil 
Nidp = 0 QfiDdt f "/( J liF 
Mjdp = 0 [J j = 0(1), 
(l+p)-'dp =0(1). 
by virtue o f the hypothesis. 
Also 
Midp = 0 
0 Vo 
This completes the p r o o f o f the theorem. 
The author is grateful to the referee for making some useful suggestions. 
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On the summability factors of infinite series 
By S M MAZHAR (Aligarh) 
1. Let {p^ be a sequence o f non-negative real constants such that P„ = ^p^ 
tends to infinity with n The sequence 
1 " 
fn = ^  2 Pv^v^ 
" n v = 0 
where s„ is the «-th partial sum o f a given infinite series la,,, defines the (N,p„) 
means o f {i'n} _ 
The series Za„ is said to be summable \N,p„\, if the sequence {t,,} is o f bounded 
variation 
If Pn = > we have P,, ~ log « and P„/]og 77 g 5K, and therefore summability 
N, ' IS equivalent to the summability \R,]ogn, 1| 
2. Recently BHATT ([1]) has proved the following theorem 
Theorem A. If {!„} is a convex sequence such that IXJn < 0° and the sequence 
{^n} IS bounded, then the series IX„a„logn is summable \R,\ogn, 1| 
Later on he [2] gave a generalisation o f this theorem m the fo l lowing form 
Theorem B. If {A„} is a convex sequence such that IX„/n < and if the sequence 
{k„), the {R,\ogn, 1) mean of the sequence {na„\og{n+\)), satisfies the condition 
(2 1) \k„\ = 0{\og{n + \)f{C,\), k^O, 
then the series IX„a„{[og{n + \)Y~'^ is summable |7?, l o g « , 1| 
The object o f this paper is to obtain a further generalisation o f this theorem 
3. W e shall prove the fol lowing theorem 
Theorem 1. If {A„} is a convex sequence such that °o, where {p„] is a 
non-mcreasing positive sequence, and the sequence {p,,}, the (N,p„) mean of {a„P„lp„), 
satisfies the condition 
(3 1) K H O { Y „ ) ( C , 1), 
y„ being a positive non-decreasing sequence such that 
then the series ^a„X„PJy„ is summable \N,p„\ 
Vn ^Oand Ay„ = 0{p„yjP„], 
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It is clear that if we take />„ = ^ ^ ^ and y„ == { log (n + I)}' ' , Theorem B f r o m 
our theorem. 
4. The fo l lowing lemmas are pertinent f o r the p r o o f o f this theorem. 
Lemma 1. If {!„} is a convex sequence such that where {/?„} is a 
sequence of real positive constants such that P„ — oo, then {!„} is a non-negative monoto-
nic decreasing sequence tending to zero and l„P„ = o{\), as n-*^. 
This generalises the following lemma o f CHOW ([3]). 
Lemma A. If {A„} is a convex sequence such that ^X„ln < oo, then {X„} is a non-
negative decreasing sequence and X„ log n = o (1), as n ->- oo. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 1. Since it fol lows that AX„ is non-increasing and 
A„ either tends to a finite hmit / or to + o o or — Also since rA„ / ? „<oo we have 
( 4 . 1 ) ~ 2 KnPn, = 0{\), ( « - o o ) . 
Pn 1 
N o w let lim X„=s, where s is any number finite or infinite but not zero. Then by 
virtue o f a well known result we have 
1 " 
lim — 2 KnPm = s. 
Since ^T^O we get a contradiction by virtue of (4. 1). Hence s must be zero so that 
X„-*0 and therefore l i m z l ^ = 0. Thus A X „ ^ 0 . This means that { ! „ } is a non-
increasing sequence and by virtue o f the fact that h m l „ = 0 , it fol lows that { ! „ } 
is non-negative and decreasing sequence tending to zero. 
W e k n o w that if Ea„ < o° and {[)„} is any monoton i c increasing sequence o f 
1 " 
positive numbers tending to infinity with n, then Km ^ a„P„ = 0. Taking Pn 1 
= l//l„ and applying this result to the series Ep„X„, which is convergent, we have 
n 
K 2 lnP,n l M m - 0 , 
1 
that is to say F„A„=o(l), as 
This completes the p r o o f o f the lemma. 
Lemma 2. If (a„y„} satisfies the same condition as A„ in Lemma 1, then 
m 
1 
where {7„} is a positive non-decreasing sequence such that 
Ay„ = Oip„yJP„). 
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If we take Jn — ^, we get the following lemma due to PATI ([4]). 
Lemma B. If {A,,} is a convex sequence such that mjn c then 
m 
2 I o g ( « + l)zlA„ = 0 ( l ) , 1 
as m-<-°°. 
On the other hand, if we take y„ = { log +l)}*" , / c ^ O and , we 
o b t a i n the f o l l o w i n g result o f PRASAD a n d BHATT ([6]). 
Lemma C. If { ( log (n + !))''«„} satisfies the same condition as 1„ in Lemma A, then 
2 {logCn+Ur+i/la,, = 0(1), (m--). ) 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2. 
m m -1 
2 yn<^nPn= 2 ^iln Pn + Im "m Pm = 
1 1 
m — 1 m—1 m—1 
= 2 (r„^a„ + a„+i4r„)P„ + o(l) = 2 ynPnM,+ 2 Ay„P„ + o(l) = 
1 1 1 
= 2 + 0 2 +0(1) = 2 7nPn^ C^ n+0(l). 1 I. 1 1 
Therefore 
1 
Lemma 3. If {v„a„} satisfies the same condition as A„ in Lemma 1, where {)>„} 
is a positive non-decreasing sequence such that A^ — and In 
^yn = 0{y„p„IP„\ 
and {p„] is non-increasing sequence, then we have 
m 
2nP„y„A^a„ = 0{\), 1 
and 
mP„,y,„Aa,„ = 0{\) (m-=o). 
The following lemmas are the special cases o f this result. 
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Lemma D (PATI [5]). If {A„} satisfies the condition of Lemma A, then 
mlog(m+l)zlA,„ = 0(l), 
and 
as 
2n\og{n+\)An„ = 0(\), 
Lemma E (BHATT [2]). If { ( log ( « + l ) ) * ' a „ } , satisfies the same condition 
as X„ in Lemma A, then 
and 
m{log(m+iy+iJa,„ = 0(1), 
1 
as w — oo. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 3. W e h a v e 
2'= 2 Jn P. = (« + 1)^ P„ M) + im+l) y,„ P^ Aa„, = 1 
= 2 in+l){y„F„A^cc„ + Aa„^,Aiy„F„)} + {m+l)y,„P^Aa„,= 
= 2 (n+l)y„P„A^a„+ 2 (n+l)Aa„^,Ay„P„ + 
Applying Lemma 2 we have I " = 0 ( 1 ) and 
m - 1 






1^ = 0 ra- 1 
1 
= 0(1), 
so that Z i + = 0 ( 1 ) . Since and are positive the results follow. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Let C„ = a„P„XJy„, a„=XJy„, 
T „ = 2 C ^ and t* = ^ 2 p , n T , „ . 0 "n 0 
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Then we have 
I n J ; i + l 
'J ~ + 1 = 2 Pm ^ m ~ p 2 Pm ^ m — r„ 0 -^n+l 0 
0 
= -Ai\/P„) "2 Pn, C„,^, + A(\lp„)P„ Pn 
N o w 
0 
2 Pm m^ + 1 — 2 Pm '^m + 1 Pm+l ^ ^m-i-xhm+i — 
0 0 
n- 1 
= 2 ^ 0 Tm+l } 
= 2^ 
P X " 2 P^+i + ", 2 P^+x^^+i = 
/i = 0 7 n + 1 / 1 = 0 
Al + 1 , , -ao Po) + ^ r ^ Po) = 
/n+t 0 
n-1 
[ yn,+ , ) 
0 
— Po Pn ^ n+illn+i + P/i 1 A'/l+ ] Pn+ l/}'n+ 1 ~ 
0 Th+1 
« 
l/ym+ 1 Pm+ 1 
n - ] J m 
1  +2 + 0(1) 
= Li + L2 + L3 + 0(1). 
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It is therefore sufficient to prove that 
N o w = 0 ( 1 ) ( r = l , 2 , 3 ) . 
2 = o 
I 0 
{m - 1 I 
r+1 
ir+l)yr •PRPR+L^ Kr+i} + 
L 0 
lo -r^ +i J 
{m - 1 
fm- 1 
+ 
= C»(l) + 0 
+ 0 
m - l 2 = 
= 0(l) + 0 
m - 1 r 
2 
V. 0 0 
+ 0 m - 1 2 Pr+l K+1 
0 
= 0(1), 
by virtue o f lemmas 2 and 3, the hypotheses and the fact that 
m - 1 
2 '^Pr 2 2 KPr-Pm 2 K = 
0 0 0 0 
(5.1) 
= 0(l) + 0 Pm — 2 Kp. 
. Pm 0 
= 0(1). 






2 1 (« + 1) r„+ 1 /?„+ 1 Ci„ + 2lPn 1 + 
2 P„+i(n+l)y„+,P„{^a„+i)IP„ 1 
= 0 + i +o 
I 
by the hypotheses and lemma 2. 
Again 
fn+l 1 0{\), 
N o w 
Smce 
we have 
' Pn+ 1 
1 
m « m - 1 n 
1 7 / 1 + 2 1 0 
m 
Pm+ 1 ^m + llPm) 2 br + 11 ~ 
0 
'm-1 
= 0 2 (n+l)7„+iM(/'„ + iP„+ia„ + 2/A)l + 1 
Pm+l YM + L/PM) — 
1^32 = + 1 + = 0(1) (m-oo). 
3^1 = O 
+ 0 
2 1 + 
2 («+l)y„+ia„+3M(/'„+i-P»+i/^ «)l 
= o 
m- 1 
.2 "in+lPn + 1 
1 





2 («+1)^ +1 
1 
= o(i)+o 
by Lemma 2, the hypotheses and (5. 1). 
m- 1 
2 • '^•'I + 1 / ' n + 1 
1 
+ 0 m — t « 2 2 K 
1 0 . 
= 0(1), 
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Finally, we have 
= 0(1) (m--) 1 
This completes the proo f o f Theorem 1 
6. W e deduce the fol lowing theorem for |C, 1| summability factors o f infinite 
series 
Theorem 2. If {X„} is a convex sequence such that I'/l„<oo and the sequence 
{?„'}, the (C, 1) mean of {na„], satisfies the condition 
\tl\=0{y„) ( C , l ) , 
y„ being a positive non-decreasing sequence such that A^— and Ay„ = 0(yjn), 
Jn 
then the series Ina„XJy„ is summable |C, 1| 
This generalises a result o f PRASAD and BHATT [6] for the summability \C\ 
o f order 1 A theorem o f TRIPATHI [7] can also be deduced as a corollary f r o m 
this theorem 
The author is highly grateful to Prof B N PRASAD for his constant encoura-
gement and helpful suggestions 
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1. The following theorems are due to Izuml [2] : 
Theorem A . L e i c o s wi. If 
I 
(i) r]og^jdf(t)l<co and (ii) {n'AinaJ} e BV 
J o t 
for some 5>0, then L I I < co-
Theorem B. Let g(t)— 2 sin nt. If 
(i)* 
for some 8>0, then S | 6„ | < oo. 
Theorem C. Let f{t)~ 2 cos nt. If 1 
ar /(t) e BV(0, tt) and (ii)' {n'd{naJ]eBV 
for some d>0, then 2 I I /log n<oo. 
Theorem D. Let f{t)~ f;, cos nt and let a>^+ 2 and ^>0. If 
'log^^ \dg(t)\ <00 and (ii)* {n'JinbJ} e BV 1 t 
1 
(i)' t'"^\dfit)\ and (ii)" {{log n)" A{na,)} eBV, 
0 
then 2 I o^K I < 
In this note the following theorems will be established which are 
generalizations of the results mentioned above : 






e" 1 eBV, 0<a<l, (1.2) 
then 2 I £1,11 < CO-




and (1.2) holds, then 2 | | < oo. 
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1 A ^ a„e"" 
e"" 1 log iv +1) 
fit) e BViO, Tz) 
eBV, 0 < a < l , 
2 ' —<oo. 1 log(n + l) 




g7i(10g7i)-'' Y ' 
where 8=1 + 1 (j and j>Q, then (( < oo. 
2. The following lemmas will be required for the proof of our 
theorems: 
Lemma 1 [3]. If{c,„}eBV, then L} l^rfin e BV, where 
= Hn, 
1 
Lemma 2. If the sequence {n^A{na,^)] e BV for some 5>0, then 
—^ ' S eBV, where 0 < a < l . e"" 1 J 
Proof. There is no loss of generality in assuming that 0 < 5 < 1 
and a = 1 — 5. Now 
I n 1 " t'l'" 
= I s Jimji: 
e" 1 i k e" 1 r 
+ say. 
e BV it follows by virtue of Lemma 1 that Since 
1 71-1 „ V J — 
gT!" 1 ^.S 
1 7i~l 1 r pk" 
-E-: eBV. g7i« 1 r' I k 
Using Lemma 1 and the hypothesis we find Lj^e BV. Also 
1 / 71-1 n 
\ 1 I I r 
= L2i + L22, say. 
L22 is obviously of bounded variation. Now 
758 S. M . MAZHAR [Vol. 44, 
1 n-\ -1 fi 
which will be of bounded variation if 
V z i z ' 
1 r 
eBV. 
Since 1 " 1 n" L k' 
e»" r A;" 1 r 
eBV, it suffices to prove that 
y 1 "V &BV. 
But 
Since 
and a is some fixed positive integer, the result follows. 
L e m m a 3 [1], / / 2] a„ is summable |i?, /c|, kyO and 
( i ) ^n + l 
then 2 ia,i| <oo. 
eBV and (ii) 2 e BF, 
k L e m m a 4 . Let fit)-J^ a„ COS nt. If log—\djXt)\then I Jo t 
2 a„ is summable e"", 11, where 0<a<l. 
Proof. The series 2] «« is summable \It, e"", 1| if the integral 
Now a„~ — n 
dw<co 
. 0 
cos nt f{t)dt^ — -7t 
'' sin nt 





0 n dm 
w'^dw 
w'^dw 
"logA W ) — i 0 t , log t 
2 e-' n 
"logl -\y]{w, t)\ 
° ^ logl t 
• ' log ! 
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7]{W, t)= e 
sin nt _ 
n 
0(w(log wY^/'t-') 
o{w{\og wy^) [3], 
Since log— \ df{t) \ < o o it is sufficient to show that i 
w-^\7j{w, t)\dw = 0 l o g — uniformly in 0 < t < 7 R . 
\ t 
Let /3 = a / ( l - a ) and T = ( A ' 
t I 
and 
+ = M, + M„ say. 
Now 
Also 
= w-Klogivr'dw] ^o(\og—] for 0<t<7i. 
\J C I \ t / 
M,=0 
k = 0(1) 
= o(logA), 0<t<n. 
This complets the proof of Lemma 4. 






or, equivalently J i l ^ e L(0, TI) and git) log — e BViO, TT), then the 
t t 
series 2 is summable \R, e"", 1|, 0 < a < l . 
L e m m a 6 [4]. If JXt)~J]a„ cos NT and /(T) e 57(0, TT), then 
1 
is summable 1|, 0 < a < l . 
log (n + 1) 
00 j^r 
L e m m a 7. Let fit) ~ J] a „ cos nt and t-''\dfit) \ <oo, then J] a„ 1 Jo 
is summable \R, c'C^s")-®, 1|, where jyO and 5 = 1 + 1/7-. 
Proof. The series 2 a„ is summable \R, 1| if 
Since n 
w'^dw 
C sin nt 
ere (log 
0 n 
< o o . 
dfit), the above integral is 
760 
< w'^dw 
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r'\dJXt)\P {°°%v-''\g(w, t)\dw. 
(log 71)-3 n 
n 
0(w(log w}-\log log 
0(w(log wY^). 
By hypothesis t-'\df{t)\ = 0(X), it is therefore sufficient to prove 
that 
We write 
iv-^\g{w, t)\dw = 0{l) uniformly 
T and P = + say. 
Now 
= 0(^-0 = 0(1) for 0<^<7r, 
N, = 0 P-' wHlog w)-'(log log wY'dw 
= log w)-''']-.) 
= itr-Klog log = 
= 0(^0 = 0(1) uniformly in 0<i<7r. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 7. 
L e m m a 8 . If the sequence { ( l og nYAinaJ} e BV, then 
V e^ d^ogw-^a 
ondogn)-" V eBV for 
Proof. It is sufficient to assume that a = 5. Now 
_ _ y 71 gA,(l0KA:)-3 ]cai, k 
1 71-1 1 k «J(logr)-« 
2 (log m i k a j S g7l(10gJl)-" ^ (\ogky r=2 R 
Since {(log ky/Kka,,)} e BV, S^ e BV by virtue of Lemma 1, provided 
t ^rdogr)-'' 
(logA;)" r=2 r 
esy. 
The above expression is of bounded variation if 
eBV. 2 71 g r ( l o g r ) - « "^ (log'^ IF^ ? "(log r)' 
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This expression can be written as 
(logfc)" g n ( I o g n ) - i l ^ ^ b / gA:(log g (A: - l ) ( log ( t - l ) ) 
which is of bounded variation by virtue of the fact that 
eBV. g t (log S) - 3 _ g (t - 1 ) (log (S - 1 ) ) - « 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
3. Proof of the theorems. By virtue of Lemma 4, Yla^ is sum-
mable e"", 1|, 0 < a < l . Applying Lemma 3 the proof of Theorem 
1 follows immediately. Similarly the proofs of Theorems 2, 3, and 4 are 
evident in view of Lemma 3 and Lemmas 5, 6, and 7 respectively. 
Remark. It may be observed that the second condition in each 
of our theorems is lighter than the corresponding conditions of Izumi. 
Also these conditions are necessary for the absolute convergence of 
the corresponding series. 
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The expression on the left hand side o f (5.3) is 
00 ^ n 
n=»l r= —H 
OO ^ /I CQ 
^ I'-Mrir, ^  b,„ar-,„ 
•n=l r=—n /n=--co 
oo ^ oo n 
11=1 m = -oo r=—n 
„trx 
< 
n=l m=—oo r= — n 
CO ^ _ 
= —oo ' m  00 
00 oo „ 
n=l m= —oo r= — n 
00 I . , oo , n 
• 0. Let Suppose m > 
oo ^ n 
^ ^ ^ AlzU 
n= 1 r— —/I 
oo , " _ \BM\ V-1 1 J 
~ 2j (1^ 1 + 1)"-' 2J 2J I'"! "^-kl "r-m m==—CO fi=l r= — n 
N o w 
2m oo 
= J - ^ 
n=l n~2m-!-l 
say. 
2m J n 
n=l r=l = I 
e-
We write 





— ft -f tri 
r = —/J 
/i + m 
 
n-1- m 
r= — n + m-\-1 
a-1 
r=—/i + m-i-1 
it + m 
^ (|r| - |r - ml) 
r = _,j+ m+ I 
-ii + m+ I 
(r-m) 
ly —r—ni 
= • / 1 + / 2 + / 3 + A . say. 
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5. P r o o f o f the T h e o r e m 
By the Heine-Borel covering theorem and the hypotheses of our Theorem there 
exists a finite number o f overlapping intervals (J,, S'l) covering (—n, n) and functions 
g, (x) such that the Fourier series of g, (;c) is summable |C, and g, (x) = f{x) 
on We choose these intervals such that S^ < < , < S[ and define 
functions h, (x) as follows. 
S, ^ X < d[_,, 
^ A- < 
f^.+ i Sx <S[, 
X < S,, X ^ S'l, 




where At and B, are defined by the relations 
(5.1) = 0 , 
(5.2) / f , ( C , - 6 i f = 1. 
On account of (5.2), /?, (x) is continuous and (5.1) implies that h'^ {x)eBV and 
li\ (A:) is absolutely continuous. Let c„ (/;,) denote the /i-th Fourier coefficient of /;,. 
Then we have 
In 
1 r n, (• 
h, (x) e-"" dx = - — e''" dx = O (/j-^). Atz J tl 
It is also clear that 
h, (x) = 1 and / (X) = ^ (A) /?, (x). 
I 
The Fourier coefficient of g^  h, is given by 
oo 
Cn Igi h,) = ^ c„, (/;,) c„_,„ (g,) , 
m= —oo 
where the series on the right hand side is convergent since /?, ( x ) £ B K 
For convenience we write 
O, (gi /',) = c,„ c„ (A,) = h„ and c„ (g,) = a„ 
CO 
so that c„ = ^ h,„ a„_,„. 
ni'— 00 
We shall first prove that Fourier series of g, /?, is summable |C, al^ 0 < a < 1. 
CO 
N o w the series (c„ e " " + c _ „ e" '"- ' ) is summable \C,a\„ if 
(5.3) 
°° 1 V 
r=0 
AlZiric, + < oo . 
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1. Let i : x „ be a given infinite series and let a^ and t^ denote the /7-th Cesaro 
means o f order a (a > — 1) of the sequences {.y,,} and {nx„} respectively, where 
is the 77-th partial sum o f £x„. The series I!x„ is said to be absolutely summable 
(C, a), or summable \C, a\ if the sequence {o-;} is o f bounded variation, that is the 
infinite series 
The series Sx„ is said to be summable |C, a|t, a > — 1, k ^ if 
(1.1) 
By virtue o f the well known identity [4] 
C = " K - <-i) 
condition (1.1) can be written as 
UdlH 
Let f{x)eL (— n, n) and be periodic with period In and let its Fourier series 
be given by ^ 
« = —oo 
2. Extending the well known theorem o f Wiener [8] on the absolute convergence 
o f Fourier series, Randels [7] established the fol lowing 
THEOREM A. If f { x ) is such that at every point y on the closed interval {— n, n] 
there are a function g^ (x) and a 8 > O.such that (i)gy(x) = f(x) for [x — y\ < 
< d and (ii) the Fourier series of gy (a:) is summable \C, 11, then the Fourier series of 
f { x ) is summable |C, 1]. 
This result was later on extended to the summability \C, a|, a ^ 0 by Magarik 
[5] who proved the following 
[133] 
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THEOREM B. I f f { x ) is such that at every point y on the closed interval [—n, n] 
there are a function gy (x) and a S > 0 such that (i) gy (x) = f (x) for \x ~ y\ < 
< 8 and (ii) both the Fourier series of gy{x) and its conjugate series are summable 
\C,a\, a ^ 0, then the Fourier series of f(x) is summable \C, a\. 
Further improvement of Theorem B was made by Kiyohara [3] who showed that 
the condition that the conjugate series o f the Fourier series o f gy (x) should be 
summable \C,a\ is superfluous. His result is as fol lows: 
THEOREM C. If at every point y on the closed interval [—n, n] there are a function 
gy (x ) and a <5 > 0 such that (i) gy (x) = / (x) for |x — j| < ^ and (ii) the Fourier 
series of gy (x) is summable \C, a|, a 0, then the Fourier series of f (x) is 
summable \C,a\. 
In this note we obtain,a generahzation of the above Theorem. In what fol lows 
we shall prove the following. 
3. THEOREM. If/(x) is such that at every point y on the closed interval [—7t, n] 
there is a function gy (x ) and a function ^ > 0 such that (i) gy (x) = / (x) for |x — >>1 < 
< 5 and (ii) the Fourier series of gy (x ) is summable \C, al^, a ^ 0 and k ^ then 
the Fourier series of / ( x ) is summable |C, a|t. 
It may be remarked that Theorem C is the special case k = a of our 
Theorem while the case k I and a > 1 o f our Theorem follows from the fol lowing 
result o f Flett [2], 
"The summability jC, k 1 o f Fourier series o f a Lebesgue integrable 
function with period 2n at a point x = XQ depends only on the behaviour o f the 
generating function in the immediate neighbourhood o f the point Xo". 
O n the other hand, he has proved that his result does not hold g o o d for a = 1. 
It is therefore sufficient to prove the Theorem for 0 ^ a ^ 1. However, since the 
result for the case k ^ 1 and a = 1 has already been proved by the author [6] it 
suffices to consider the case 0 ^ a < 1, > 1. 
4. W e require the following lemma for the proo f o f our Theorem. 
LEMMA [1]. If Ex„ is summable \C, AL A ^  0, /C ^  1, then the s e r i e s I X J " 
is convergent and 
1 1 
where A {k, a) is a constant depending upon k and a. 
cx> 
It fol lows f rom this Lemma that if ^ c„ e ' " " is summable |C, a ^ 0, ^ ^ 1 
in any interval {a, b), then the series 
111-
^ < o o . ZJ (W + 1)' 
n—— oo 
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N o w 
n=2m+l 
oo , -n+m 
11= 2m 4-1 
I +£tt \r\AlZl\ar-m\f = 
1 
« = 2 m + l r=n—m 
V Arl \a 
I I I ' " 




^ V* j^j Ik 
p=0 n=2m+l 
\ Zj AJ fl' * 1 1... 1 1 ' 
= O 
P = 0 « = p + 2 m + l 
^ 1 \ ^ ^ Q 0 < a < 1 
p = 0 
by virtue of the Lemma and the hypotheses of the Theorem. 
oo 
Since ^ a^ e'"^ is summable |C, we have 
2 = 
n=2m+1 
= o VI 1 
/i = 2m+ 1 
M-hm 
2 I'-
r = — n + m 
+ 0 ( 1 ) = 
n=2m+l 
\P\ a, e'"^ + 0(1) = 0(1). 
Writing 
II+ m 
r = —M + 1 2n 
/I 2 M 






(0 = -' T = " J'-v\ LA [ LA oo ' 00 
I " l-f-H't " 
!"+«'-») LA J LA -T 1 ' fi/ ' ^ 
.(i-id+i-"") / I ^^  
00 
I — I t — " £ 
+ - - (1)0 = M/ ^ 
osjv 
tA [ 
d + u/ = u 1 = d 
VB+ l** 
I Lj 
[ l^ ftl r 
I =|J l+i«z=u 
M^/JO = 
T=<I l+iuz=i. I 
m—u ' 00 
w \ I 3DUIS 
•XBS ' ' Z + ' Z = 
^ w ^ oo 
^ ' » ^ oo ^ oo MOJ\[ 
JBq7E]AIi 'H 'S 8ei 
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Thus 
V ZJ N=2M+1 
Similarly 
00 J CO J 2n ^ 
n=2m+l 
< c V 
M = 2 m + 1 
2/1 —m 1 / , , f. 
P = n + 1 
n=2m+1 
V 
^^ '1 + c 
V _L_ 
Z J + N=2M+1 
2n 
p=2n — m-T 1 
Now 
n=2m+l r=l ' 
1 l {n+\ - r - my 
= 0\m V 
N=2MH 1 
V ^ o ^ V ^ V 
r«-l r= 1 n = r-\-m 
(« + l — r — my 
h\-V \ - r - m\ 
= o V 
Also r=l p=0 0 ' 
= O (w"). 
n=2m+l 
z-/ n=2m+1 p—1 
J fi 
ZJ 
n—2m+l p=l (n ~ 
OO 00 ^ 
= 0(mn VnC -^D -^i V 
Thus 
and therefore 
P = 1 r=.0 
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Next 
n + m 
I/4I ^ 2 la,. J r^n ^ A^ Z^ ^^  [aj = 
p= —n 
n It 
^ A ' - L - , ^ = R , + R 2 , say. 
P=0 P=.L ' 
r=-n+m+ 1 
= m 
W e have 
= 2m+l n=2m+l p = 0 p=0 
n = 2m+l p-=o 
°° °° 1 °° I It 






00 J m M+l fe-1 
C^m" 2 -^^AIZU, I" Q^^^TU + 
n=2m+l g=l q=0 
00 J N-M N \ ' 
n=2m+l 5=1 q=l 
n=2m+l 9=1 n=2m+l a=l 
n=2m+l p=l q=i n=m+q 
00 
p=l n=P g=l 
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Hence, we have 
°° 1 
n=2m+l 
Thus J2 = O (m'') and this proves that p{m) = O {m"), m ^ 0. 
In a similar manner it can be proved that p(m) = O (Iwl*) f o r m < 0. Thus 
p (m) = O (|m|'') and consequently 
m—— CO m= —00 
1 
m = - o o 
Therefore the Fourier series o f / ? ( g ; is summable |C, a|k and since f { x ) is the sum 
o f a finite number o f functions hi gi having Fourier Series which are summable 
\C,a\u, it fo l lows that Fourier series o f f ( x ) is also summable |C, al^. 
The case a = 0, A: > 1 is easy and is therefore omitted. 
This completes the p r o o f o f the Theorem. 
DEPARTMENT OF APPLIED SCIENCE, ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY, ALIGARH (INDIA) 
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ON THE ABSOLUTE CONVERGENCE 
OF A SERIES ASSOCIATED WITH A FOURIER SERIES 
S . M . M A Z H A R 
1 . 
Let f{t) be integrable (L) over {—71,71) and periodic with period 27i 
and let 
(1.1) fit) ~ K + f K cosn« + 6„ sinn«) = ^ • 1 
Numbers x and s being fixed, we write 
^{t) = \{f{x + t)+f{x-t)-2s}, 
1 
r(«)J 





In this note we are concerned with the series 
(2.1) l{sn-s)ln. 
Ces^ro summability of this series was first investigated by Hardy and 
Littlewood [5, p. 238, Theorem 5], whereas a necessary and sufficient 
condition for its convergence was given by Zygmund [10, p. 61]. 
Recently Mohanty and Mohapatra [8] have investigated the absolute 
convergence and summability |C,6| of this series. In this connection 
they proved the following theorems: 
T H E O R E M A . I f 
(i) 9>i(<)logj6BV(0,^), 
t 
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(u) J dt < oo, 
0 
(iii) {n'A^} e BV for some 6>0 , 
then the series ( 2 . 1 ) is absolutely convergent. 
THEOREM B . If the series (2.1) is absolutely convergent, then 
9 1 
t 
dt < oo, d>0 . 
THEOREM C. If 
\m dt < oo , 
then the series (2.1) is summable \C,d\, (5>0. 
The object of the present paper is to generalise these theorems of 
Mohanty and Mohapatra. 
3. 
W e prove the following theorems. 
THEOREM 1. A necessary and sufficient condition that the series (2.1) 
be absolutely convergent, whenever 




dt < <x> , 
mj G B V , 
where 0<«< 1. 
THEOREM 2. If the series (2.1) is summable \G,oi\, A ^ O , then 
J' •dt < oo , 
where + 
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THEOREM 3 . If 
f l^'oWl dt < oo, a ^ 0 , 
then the series ( 2 . 1 ) is summable |C,j8|, where p>oi. 
4. 
The following lemmas are pertinent for the proof of these theorems: 
LEMMA 1 (Bosanquet [2]). If t-^q>„{t) e L{0,7i), then t-'^(pp{t) e L{0,n), 
where 
LEMMA 2 (Mohanty [7]). If (p(t) log (f'^k) e BY {0,7c), k>n, then the 
Fourier series (1.1) at t = x is summable 1|, where 0 < a < l . 
LEMMA 3 (Mohanty and Mohapatra [ 8 ] ) . If (p{t) log(<-iA;) e BV(0,7r), 
lc>n, and t~^(p{t) eL{0,n), then the series ( 2 . 1 ) is absolutely convergent. 
LEMMA 4 . 7 / (pjt)log(t-^k) eB\{0,n), k>n, then (pp{t)log{t-^k) e 
BV(0,7r), where 
PROOF. (The special case: a = 0, / ? = 1 , is due to Mohanty [7 ] . ) Since 
= {t-u)^"^^ 0J,u) du , 
we have 




Let 0 < t o < t i < t 2 < . •. <t^=7t . Then 
n- l k k <Pfiitm+l) log- 9'/,(Ul0g-"m+l 
n-l W+I) X 





n- l k k 
log - log — (Pai^r, Xt 'm+1 OCt„ 
dx 
+ m+l) r(/5-«)r(«+i)J 
1 th 
X n,=0 
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= 0\ 
by hypothesis. 
L E M M A 5 . I f 
(i) 9>i(<)log(i-i;S;) eBV(0,7r), k>7t, 
(ii) E L{0,n), 
then the series (2.1) is summable j^ .e"", 1|, where 0<a< 1. 
PROOF. We have 




1} , . , , smnt , I f , , cosw« , = - (p{t)cot^t dt + - (p{t) dt 7iJ n n J n 
= say. 




^ - , 1 r ^  sinw^  
01 (<) cosnt cot \tdt + - 0M) dt n J 2n sin^ 
= -yn + K' say. 
From hypothesis (i) we observe that cotltlog{t-^lc) elSY{0,n) and 
therefore by Lemma 2, is summable \R,e'^'',\\, 0 < « < 1 . Again 
integrating by parts we have 
• cosnt 1 r sinn< cos|< 
2n (sin if)® dt 
= ~PN + SN> say. 
By Lemma 4 
hence applying Lemma 2, we find that is summable 1|, 
0 < « < 1 . 
Also „ 
1 r _ . cos^^ sinw< 
71J 2(sinp)3 nt dt. 
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BV(0.7r) and ^ e L{Q,n), 
t t 
1 \tn\ < ~ . 
1 
= ; nj 
0 
, , sinni , 
•/(t) dt. 
nt 
it follows using also hj^ pothesis (ii) that SIs'nl <oo and hence summable 
We will now consider 
7t 
I f , , cosnt , 




n log(<-iA;) j\ * 
'cosnt t d f k\ 
71 J 
0 
, , 1 caosnt { 1 \ 
- US) log-]dt+ <Pi{t){l+, 
dt\ t j 71J n \ losit-^k)) n \og{t-'^k) V J ' log{t~ )j 
= say 
dt 
From Lemma 2, X^Y^ is summable 1| and hence is also 
summable 1|. Also by proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 5A 
(Mohanty [7J) we easily see that J^X^ is summable 1|. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
L E M M A 6 (Mohanty [6]). Let fi^>0, = 
1 
dm = J-1 t^n^n ' m^ 1 
Then, if {c^} is a sequence of bounded variation, the sequence {d^ is also 
of bounded variation. 
LEMMA 7. If the sequence 
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is of bounded variation, then the sequence 
is also of bounded variation, where 0 < 1. 
PKOOF. We have 
= + say. 
7? / I 
But 
= i?2i-K22, say . 
rrom hypothesis and Lemma 6, B^^  is of bounded variation and it is 
therefore sufficient to prove that 
(4.1) j ^ i e B V . 
The proof is just like the proof given below of 
(4.2) e BV . 
Also 
n m—1 
1 m'* 7 ^ ' 
where f{m) e BV, and thus E^ will be of bounded variation provided 
(4.2) holds and 
(4.3) ^e*"A{e-^)\eBV. 1 J 
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PROOF OE (4.2). Since 
— > e*" m*"^  = > 
and 
e bV , 
the result follows from Lemma 6. 
PEOOE' OF (4.3). In this case we have 
Since 
e BV 
and is greater than some fixed positive number, it follows that 
e BV . 
Also it can easily be seen that 
1 "» — y e BV . 
Applying Lemma 6, the result is obvious. 
LEMMA 8 (Bhatt [1]). If 
(i) is summable k>0. 
(ii) | a A } e B V , 
and f ; 
e B V , i+iJ 
then '^.C'n is absolutely convergent. 
LEMMA 9 (Pati [9]; Zygmund [10, p. 258]). Let kj{t) denote the n-th 
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where Q is zero or a positive integer and /S ^ 0 . 
LEMMA 10 (Bosanquet [3]). Let 
Yai^) = {1-u)"-^ COS xu du , 
0 
then for a>0, t>0, n>0, we have 
An^tP k^O, p^O , 
An-P-^t-^-'^, p + A^cr-2, 
An^-'tP-', p + X>a-2. 
L E M M A 11 (Hardy [4, p. 101]). If oc> - 1 and is summable (C,a) 
then S^"'= o{n''), where a' < « and S^" is the n-th Cesdro sum of order ix of 
the series 
L E M M A 1 2 . Let A ' = 
/n + cN 
^ « / and 
Jmit) = 2 {(n+l)Ar,(nt)} , 
then 
Jr.it) = 0(<«) , 
where 0 < a < / 5 - l < A + l and h = [a]. 
PROOF. W e split J ^ as follows, 
m+p 00 
J J t ) = 2 + 2 = + 22. say , 
m m+p+1 
where p = [l/«]. Now 
•m+p 
III I = <5 2 + 
. m 
= 0[t' min(l,(mty-fi)] , 
by Lemma 10. Further 
Sal g max jV>m+p+l 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
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5. 
R E M A R K S . (1) By virtue of Lemma 1, Condition (ii) of Theorem A 
implies Condition (i) of Theorem 1 but the converse is not true. 
(2) Condition (iii) of Theorem A implies Condition (ii) of Theorem 1. 
For if n^-'A^ e BV, then 
e BV 
and appljdng Lemma 6, we find that 
e B V . 
Finally from Lemma 7, we observe that Condition (ii) of Theorem 1 is 
satisfied. 
(3) Theorems B and C are particular cases of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 
of the present paper, which correspond to Theorem 2 and Theorem 1 of 
Bosanquet [3] for Fourier series 
6. 
PROOF OF T H E O R E M 1. Necessity. By Theorem B and Lemma 1, it is 
evident that condition (i) is necessary for the absolute convergence of 
(2.1). Applying Abel's transformation to the expression 
it follows from Lemma 6 and the result (4.1) of Lemma 7, that the 
condition (ii) of Theorem 1 is also necessary. 
Sufficiency: In the proof of Lemma 7 we have shown that 
1 " e™". 
" e B V , m 
therefore, from condition (ii) it follows that 
le" 1 m 
6 B V . 
Also, from Lemma 5 we observe that the series (2.1) is summable 
liJ.e"*, 1|, 0 < « < 1 . Hence from Lemma 8 the result foUows. 
7. 
PROOF OF T H E O R E M 2. Without loss of any generality we can assume 
that 0 < a < / 3 - l < A + l , A = [a]. Let S^^ denote the ra-th Ces^ro sum of 
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and by Lemma 10, 
„ „ o J-
n=0 
= 1 f 
n = 0 m—0 
= 1 1 At':„A'^^'{{n+l)Ay,{nt)} 




= 2 by Lemma 12 , 
m=0 
= f < = S^nlK • 
m -0 
— _ .Sf* — / I " 
m 
< , _ C - i 
we have 





= 0 I m^C-a:;^,!^^) + 0 i 
I m-O ) I m=0 
= O L M I + Oip'^"-^) 
m—O 
^ 0(1), JJ ^  oo , 
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by virtue of the fact that P>a.+ 1 and < oo. Thus we get 
p - » o o m—0 n—p+1 
which justifies the change of order of summation. 
Let 
Vmit) = 1 Atmt) . 
We shall now show that 
(7-2) VJt) = 
We have 
VJt) = 
0imV) + 0{t) , 
00 
v=m 
= 0 ( f + 
[V=M > 
This proves the second part of (7.2). In the expression 
J 
0 
2 r(p{t) sin(w + |)^ 
2 sin It 
dt 
let (p{t) = sin^ for all t, then 
S 5 
5 - 5 = I, and — — = 0 for n > 0 . n+1 
Therefore = | for every n. Also 
m. 
Thus from (7.1) we get 
t 
t^n^t) = —^^{t-uf&mudu . 
1 ' 
2 = {t-uf sin^ du pt 
so that 




t I f " 
{t-uf^inudu - + 
0 
( m \ 
2 n^-H" 0 / = 0{t) + 0{mH<') , 
+ 0(m«<«) 
by Lemma 12. This completes the proof of (7.2). 
From (7.1) we observe that 
Now 
m=0 m=0 





m = 0 
by hypothesis, it is sufficient to show that 
t -dt < oo, uniformly in m . 
Now Ifm n 
+ 
0 1 / m 
= 0 
1/m 
+ + 0 
1/m 
= 0(1). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
8. 
PKOOP OF T H E O R E M 3 . Without loss of any generality we can assume 
that in this case 0<x<^<h+l, where h is the greatest integer not greater 
than oc. Then 
102 S. M. MAZHAR. 
n- n nJ 2 dt. 
Writing for the w-th Ces&,ro mean of order /3 of the sequence 
{?i((s„-5)/n)} and Kj(t) for that of the sequence {-D„(<)}. where 
Dnit) - 2sini« ' 
we have 
TP 
" ~ nJ 
0 
cp(t) Kj{t) dt 
A+l rn l „ 









= + say. 
A+i f ) 
\E I 
2 Liii = 0 = 0(1), since ^>oc. n 
1 / a \ J ( J 
u 




= J + J + say. 
u <t+n-i 
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Now 
u 
(8.1) = 0(71"+^ ) . 
Applying the second mean value theorem and Lemma 9, we have 
« + n - l 
(8.2) = 0(71'+^ ) min{l,(^ ^^ )^-^ -l} . 
Therefore from (8.1) and (8.2) we obtain 
i , u ) = 11 [ Oiw-^u-^-^) . 
Hence 
2 ^ ^ ^ f 2 ^ ^ • 
^ w ~ r ( l + A - « ) / ' ( a + l ) J u n 
Now 
Hence 
= 2 Oin") + 2 
n 
by hypothesis. Thus 
y — < oo. n 
If ff/ is the n-th Ces^ iro mean of order /? of the series (2.1), then ? ' / = 
It, therefore, follows that the series (2.1) is summable 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
I am highly grateful to Prof. B. N. Prasad, F.N.I., for his constant 
encouragement and kind advice during the preparation of this paper and 
to Mr. T. Gutmann Madsen for giving several useful suggestions. 
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ON THE ABSOLUTE SUMMABILITY FACTORS 
OF INFINITE SERIES 
S . M . M A Z H A R 
(Received November 24,1970) 
1. Let be a given infinite series with s„ as its w-th partial sum. We 
denote by {tr^ } and {iS}the n-ih. {C,ot), ( « > — 1) means of the sequences {5„} and 
[nUn] respectively. A series is said to be stimmable \C,a\ if < oo 
and summable IC.ixU, k ^ l , a ! > — 1 if 
(1 .1) 
In view of the well known identity t°„ — n{<Tl—a-l.-i), the condition (1.1) can 
also be written as 
(1.2) 
Let [p„] be a sequence of positive real constants such that Pn—P^+Pi 
H h as n-^oo, A series is said to be summable \N,pn\ if t*eEV, 
1 " where ti = y ^ p ^ s ^ . " t=0 
For pn = the summability \N,pn\ is equivalent to the well knovm summability 
12?,log«,ll. ^ 
, oo 
For any real a and integers w^O, we defirie AC/„ = whenever the 
l)=n 
series is convergent. 
2. It is known that summability and the summability |C,curare, in 
general, independent of each other. It is, therefore, natural to find out suitable 
summability factors {£„} so that S^zA may be summable |C,a:U, q ; > — 1 , 
whenever 2<2„ is summable \N,p„\ , and'conversely, if 2a„ is summable \C,a\^ 
then 2<2„£„ may be summable \N,p„\. In a recent paper [ 5 ] the author has 
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examined the summability factor problem of the first type. We propose to study 
the converse problem in the present note. In what follows we shall prove the 
following: 
THEOREM. The necessary and sufficient conditions for the series 2a„£n to 
be summable \N,pn\ whenever 2a„ is summable a^Q, are 
( i ) 
(ii)(a) 
(ii)(b) 
n " A 
6 l"', o^ct^l, 
n 
p " •'• n I 
€ l'"', 01>1, 
where (a) A = (b) in+l)p„ = 0(P„) and (c) P„ = ( « > 1 ) . 
It may be remarked that our theorem includes, as a special case for k = l, 
the following theorem of Mohapatra [ 8 ]. 
THEOREM A. Let the sequence {/>„} satisfy the following-. 
( 2 . 1 ) 
(2.2) 
( 2 . 3 ) 
A = C>(A^ i). 
P„ =3 0[p^n% a>\. 
The necessary and sufficient conditions to be satisfied by a sequence {£„} such 
that "Zan^n w summable \N,pn\, whenever is summable |C,0!|, CC^O are 
(2 . 4 ) 




On the other hand if we take pn — h we get the following result of Mehdi [ 6 ]. 
THEOREM B. Let a^o, k>l. The necessary and sufficient conditions for 
Sa„£„ to be summable | C, 11 whenever 2a„ is summable | C, fl£ 11 are (i) and 
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(iir(a) 
00 
(ii)' (b) n-'*-"'-"'If„I< oo a ^ l . 
1 
Similarly on taking pn — l/n+1, we deduce the following result concerning 
IR, log n, 11 summability factor of infinite feries. 
COROLLARY. Let a^o. The necessary and sufficient conditions for 
to be summable logn, 1| whenever %a„ is summable \C, are 
\ 1 «+l- -V « (6 n " A n \ 
II (a) O ^ a ^ l , 
II (b) 6 a>l. 
3. We require the following lemmas for the proof of our theorem. 
LEMMA L [7]. Let p^l, k^l and suppose that x,y,u and v are related as\ 
yn^Il Cn.m^my « ^  0 , 
m=0 
oo 
= Z) C'n.mMn, m^O. 
The necessary and sufficient condition for 
(3.1) y^l" whenever x^l^ is 
(3. 2) T) E whenever u^l"', 
where k' and p' are the conjugate indices of k and p respectively. 
LEMMA 2\1\. If k> \ and y^.^^ and ^ L< whenever 
7n=0 n^O 
X) then m"!0 
(3.3) E |C,„!'='< oo. 
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LE M M A 3[7 If Kk-^oo, the necessary and sufficient condition for 
yn — 0{l) whenever x^ € is 
i : 
•where x„ and y^ are related as in Lemma 1. 
LE M M A 4. Let k^l. If ^a^S^ is bounded [N,p,,) whenever l,a„ is 
summable | C , 01 a, then 
8„ = 0{n'^}. 
PROOF . W e write 
p ^ « r=0 
and Xr = r " Or, r ^ l , = 
T h e n 
1 " --1 yn Pr-l)Xrr " = > 
" r=l r=l 
where b^,, = ^ - - r ^ n , 
n 
= 0 , r>n. 
B y hypothesis 3/„ = 0 ( l ) whenever Then appealing to Lemma 3, 
a necessary and sufficient condition for the above is 
(3.4) 'E\BR..R\''<OO 
r=l 
N o w 
*' This is given in Cooke's "Infinite Matrices and Sequence Spaces" with a superfluous hypothesis. 
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bnI ^  (i: I I f E I I "Y ^ C*^ a IxA" 
\ 
k 
\r = l 
Choose any m^l and let = 1, n^ = 0, n^ m. 
Then 
and 
m , = 0, n^m 
^ n 
= 0 ni>n. 
Thus {or n'^m 
^ n 
Making n->oo we get 
437 
which is the required result. 
fl « 
LEMMA5[1,2]. If e^ = 0[l),then= ^>-l,a+B>0. 
//•e„ = o(l) then the equality holds for oi^O, 
LEMMA 6 [8]. If l<a<2, = 0[n), then 
.=r \ ^ / m , w=T / ®=r }=r 
- E A ^IEAEAJ' - ) 
m=n+l \ 
*' Where C is a constant not necessarily the same at each occurrence. 
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LEMMA 7 [ 2 ] , For 0 < / 3 ^ A < L , Q^r-^v^n, 
E 4 / 3 - 1 4 - 0 - 1 •^n-m-^m-r 
LEMMA 8. If («+!)/>„ = 0 (P„ ) , P„->OO, then 
1. Pn±v 
JTn 
for finite v. 
The proof is quite easy. 




LEMMA lO [3], If 2a„ is summable |C,aU, /fe^l, then Ur'1 * 
< oo, where 
LEMMA 11[9]*\ For a^l, k — Ka—l^k, where k is an integer, 
f : ^ - i : Cp( -D" A 
v=r CT^i ^ I 
1 + AizUO [(r+ir' I 
LEMMA 12. If l,a„ is summable \C,ol\,„ Then S t\/n is summable 
For ^ = 1 it is a special case of a general theorem due to Kogbetliantz [ 4 ]. 
*) This is a special case: $ = a, 7 = 1 and o replaced by o—1 in[9]. 
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PROOF. Let TR^ denote (C,o : - l ) means of {^U-
4 3 9 
Then 
1 " 1 " 1 
v=l 
n n Aoc-i A-a n-v-^v-T' 
+ At'O 
by virtue of Lemma 11. 
It is, therefore, sufficient to prove that 
\r=l 
If P = 0, then 
by the hypothesis. 
If p > 0 , then c i > q ^ p so that 
V=1 
^ £ : I I ( z A r 
1 r - l 
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4. Proof of the Theorem. The result being known for k = l , we proceed 




tn = -5-Z {Pn - Pr-l)arSr, P-1 = 0 . 
where 
tn — Pr^ PNPN-\ R=L 
Putting 
we have 
yn = tn-tn-i , W ^ 1, 3'o = flofio 
yn= p^p T^ARSRPR-L 
-I n-l )t-l 




= 0. m> n. 
Now l,anSn is summable \N,pn\ whenever is summable \C,a\^ ot^O, k 
> 1 if and only if 
(4.1) S|3'„| < oo whenever < oo . 
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Using Lemma 1, the necessary and sufficient conditions for the same are: 
oo 
(4. 2) Q.mMn be convergent for every M„ = 0( 1), m ^ l , 
and 
oo oo k ' 
(4. 3) ^ C„. A < + whenever - 0( 1 ) . 
m=l n=m 
Now 
i : = f : -p^u^ j: AP-^-^P,., 
-«-i ^  p A 
r=m ' n = r n-^ n - 1 
r=m 
where 8. = "T 
Now 
8M = E 
^ C E I I - ^ P r - . E 
= C E = 0( 1) if = 0(n). 
r=ro 
Thus if 6„=0{n) then the above series is absolutely convergent for every m„ = 0( 1) 
and hence change of order of summation is justified. 
Thus, if = 0{n) condition (4. 2) is satisfied and hence a necessary and sufficient 
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< + 0 0 
whenever = 0{n) and m„ = 0( 1 ) . 
NECESSITY: We are given that is summable \N,pr,\ whenever 2<2„ is 
summable |Colli. Then applying Lemma 4 we have £„ = = 0{n). Thus 
(4. 4) is a necessary condition whenever m„ = 0( 1). 
NECESSITY OF (i). Let u ^ ^ l , then = From (4.4) we obtain 
' m < + 00, a ^ O . 
Thus (i) is necessary. 
NECESSITY OF (ii) (b)-From Lemma 2 we have 
2:ic„.„r'< + 00, 
that is to say, 
-1 A. Snl" < +00. 
This proves the necessity of (ii) (b). 
NECESSITY OF (ii) (a). It follows from the case Q: = 0 and the fact that (i) is 
a necessary condition. 
SUFFICIENCY: For O ^ O L ^ L condition (ii)(a) implies that S„ = 0{n). Also 
from (ii) (b) for a> I 
^-o+l/ki PA 
Pnj = = 0[n) 
smce P. ^ = Oirf), a>l 
Thus (4. 4) is also siafficient condition for the validity of (4.1). 
Case (i): Suppose a = 0. Then 
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Using Holder's inequality we observe that 
21 a„e„ I = I I n - ' ^ I £J ^ | | ] | < oo . 
Hence on account of absolute regularity, the series „ is summable |iV, |. 
Case (ii): l < a ^ 2 . We shall prove that 
Z ZCN.rU„ < oo whenever u„ = 0( 1 ) . 
We have 
AV-R + ^ PN-IA^LR 
•=L{"> + L<'" + Li"', say. 
•TN-T^N-L 
, p ^ n + 1 A - a 
Then 
E ^ CE + CE zLl^'u, + CE E 
r - i n = r r = l n=ir r = l n = r 
= Ml + Mj + Ms, say . 
It is, therefore, sufficient to prove that 
M , - 0( 1), ^ = 1 , 2 , 3 whenever M„ = 0( 1 ) . 
Let us first suppose that 1 < a < 2. Then applying Lemma 6 we get 
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+ c i : r URJ>N P P ^ E A 
k' 
n=r ^ n-1 m=a+l \ '"' J v=r 
k' 
= Mn + Mii + Mu + Mti, say. 
Now using Lemmas 7, 8 the hypotheses (b) and ( i), 
JfrA 
r=l 'n=,r n-1 m=r \ j v=r j=r 
= 0 ( i ) E r ™ - M E p ^ E A ( ^ ) EA^-irAu 
r=l \7l=r m=r 





A m = 0 ( 1 ) . 
Similarly, 
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= E -pp ^ 
r = l \n=r ^n-^n-t j n = f 
a 
A 
/ \ k'\ 




a f€r k \ A f r = 0( 1). 
M3 = o(i)i :r™-^ L 
r = l \ n = r m = n + \ 






m ?)=r ; 
p 
A,-2 RA 42-" m - r - ^ n - r 
oo / °° / c \ k'\ oo 
A [m) r = l \m~r \m=r 
2<I<A + L 
A 
m = l 
Next using Lemma 7. 
A 
/ \ 
m = 0( 1 ) . 
M u = o( 1) £ ( i : ^ i : A ' p 
n = r n - 1 n i = n + l 
m 
A 




A m = 0 ( 1 ) 
as shown in (4. 5). 
Thus M = 0 ( 1 ) , f o r l < a < 2 . 
Now let a = 2. Then 









Sr k' PNPR-. 
PNPN-.J 






= 0 ( 1 ) , 
by virtue of Lenama 9. 




r=l \n=r •'^n-^n-1 v=r 
n^ + l fc' 
Ar-J 
A' 
/ A PjL. 
= 0( 1 
D=1 
by virtue of (ii)(b) and (a). Also 
Pv-l 
M = c i i^F^Atr^'^PN^A-R 
r=l 
k' 
= 0{ 1 Ifn.J = 0( 1), 
r= l \n=r ^ j 
as shown in the proof of Mi — 0 [ 1 ) . 
This proves the theorem for the case: l < a : ^ 2 . 
Case (iii): oL>2. Choose a positive integer r such that l ^ r < a ! ^ r + l . By 
case (ii) the result is true when r = l . Suppose the result is true for s<a 
^ 5 + 1 , 5 ^ 1 . We shall show that it is also true for 5 + 
Now we have on applying Abel's transformation 
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i : „ = i : + ^ + 
V=1 1 ^ V=1 
= Ji{n) + Ji{n) + J^in), say . 
The series will be summable IN.Al if ^^h of the sequences [Jj,{n)], p 
= 1,2,3, is summable |iV,/)„|. By virtue of Lemma 12 and the hypothesis 
is summable \C,oL—l\i,. Hence to prove that {JJ and [JJ are summable IM/J^I 
it is sufficient to show that and {v^e^} satisfy the conditions of the theorem 
with o!—1 in place of a. Since in the case of 1 < 0 £ ^ 2 we require for the proof 
( i), (ii)(b), (a), (b) and we assume the sa?ne set of conditions 
for a >2. 
Since2Z«"M^«l'''< implies that = 0(n), it follows from Lemma 9 that 
1 
Also it is obvious that 
(4.5)(ii) f : n 
A < o o . 
Pn 
Also since a > 2 ( i ) implies that 
A 
ft' 
< oo , 
1 





= {(« + a) + ( - O! + - «)] 
v-n 
- (n + a)A 
V 
[en] .-l/ -a A n j 
448 
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nASn k' 
1 






Pn ^ -1 ^ 0(1). 
Thus from (4. 5)-(4. 6) it is clear that {£„} and satisfy the conditions 
(i), (iiXb) and with (a:-l) in place of a. 
Hence {Ji(«)} and {Ji{n)} are summable \N,p„\. 
We shall now consider Jsin). We will show that is summable |A'",|. 
i : -T^^'^p. I1141+i : I1141 
P. 
= 0 ( 1 ) , 
/ " / J. 
M-y, 
1/4' /OO '^ 1/t 
by (ii)(b), condition (a) and Lemma 10. 
Hence [Jiin)} is summable \N,p„\. 
Therefore the theorem is proved for (5^1) and consequently 
theorem holds for a > 2 . 
Case (iv): 0 < Q ! ^ 1 . We have 
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r' — /y'rUk p 4-0-1 W.r P P "-1 i^i-r PnPn-r 
PnPn-l 
_ A 
71-1 5=1) \ ^ y 
" " " a I 
P,I -1 Ad ' y^ . -Aol^  A I " 
•B-r \ 
®=r a=7i+l \ " / -
\ -
_ A 
PnPn-l -' q r^ \ * / v=r 
= Qi + say. 
It is, therefore, sufHcient to prove that 
(4.7) < oo, 
(4.8) E < oo, whenever = 0( 1) . 
PROOF OF (4.7). We have for 0 < Q ; < 1 
ft' 
^ E 
^ > n 
E p~p E 
\j!=r » ij=r 
« 
—77; 
















= 0( 1) iz 
















+ 0 ( l ) = 0 ( l ) , b y ( i ) . 
If a = l , then the proof is easy. 
This proves (4.7) for 0 < q : ^ 1 . 
PROOF OF (4. 8). For 0 < a < 1 we have as in (4. 7) 
OO oo Ic' 
E"p"p—"" E A n=r "-1 (i=n+l \ 'i / v=r 
n~l V 
E ~ E •^ -/•^ -m Pn '—' P P 
r=l \n=r " u=n+l 
A 










r=i \g=r \ " / 
oo / oo 
= 1 
oo 





' c \ k'\ I 
^ ) 
1 
Q=r ' / 
t'/ft 
1 
+ 0(1) = 0(1). 
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The case o! = 1 can be easily disposed of. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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ABSOLUTE NORLUND SUMMABILITY FACTORS OF 
INFINITE SERIES 
S M MAZHAR 
1 Let Y.'^ii be a given infinjte senes with the sequence o f partidl sums {s„] W c 
denote by { f / } the n-th (C, a) means o f the sequence {na„] The sei les ^ is said to 
be summable |C, a\ (a > - 1 ) if I l C I / n < 00, and sumnnable \C,a\„ (k > J) if 
E \t.X/n < ^  
Let {p,,} be a sequence o f constants, real or complex, and let us write 
and 
R,. = i (P„ ^ 0) i- = 0 P„ 
The series X o„ is said to be summable \N, p„\ if | R„ - , | < oo The summability 
\N, l / ( n + l ) | is equivalent to absolute harmonic sunamability Also, if 
the summability \N, p„\ is the same as the summability |C, a| 
It IS well known that necessary and sufficient conditions for the method (N , p„) to 
be absolutely regular are 
s n = k 
P,. 
P„ ' 
PN+ I -K 
• 0, « -»• 00, 
Pn-, 
11+1 
W e write 
Q(n, m) = P„Pn-„ P..-.. 
PnPii-l \ Pn Pn-ii 






2 In this note we piove the following theorem 
THEOREM Suppose that a is a non-negatwe integei and that {p„} is non-negative 
and non-incieasing Necessary and sufficient condition's that J] a„ e„ should be summable 
\N,p„\ whenevei is summable \C, (k > 1) aie that 
1 |£„| ' ' <oo , 1 /A :+1 /A : '= 1, 
Hn' 1 
(x+l)k -1 
n < 00 
(2 1) 
(2 2) 
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Remark. ]n view of Lemmas 8 and 9, condition (2 .2 ) can be replaced by the 
equivalent condition 
|A"e„r < 00. (2.3) 1 
The result corresponding to a = 1, p„ = l / ( « + l ) and ^ = 1 is due to Das, 
Srivastava and Mohapatra [2]. It is as follows. 
THEOREM A. Necessary and sufficient conditions that c„ should be summable 
\N, l / ( « + l ) | whenever'^a„ IS summable |C, 1| are = 0( ( log«) /rt ) and As„ = O(ljn). 
A n interesting case of our theorem for p^ = 1, p„ = 0 (n > 1) is the following: 
COROLLARY. A necessary and sufficient condition that «„ E„ should be absolutely 
convergent whenever is summable \C, where a is a non-negative integer and 
CO 
k > < CO-1 
3. The following lemmas will be required for the proo f of our theorem. 
LEMMA 1. Let A be any totally regular sequence-to-sequence transjormation. 
Lei k> \. In order that should be bounded-A whenever ^a„ is summable 
\C, It IS necessary and sufficient that 
( 3 . 1 ) 1 
Prooj. Suppose that (3 .1 ) holds and that is summable |C, Ol^ .^ Then 
CO /CO \MklK, \\lk' 
Thus ^a„e„ is convergent and (by regularity) summable-/4. On the other band, 
if (3 .1) is false, then it follows from one version o f the " C o n v e r s e o f Holder 's 
inequality" [5, Theorem 161] that we can determine a„ such that ^a„ is summable 
|C, Olt while 
ZKfi„|= + oo. (3.2) 1 
But the definition o f |C, 0|t depends only on la„|; we can therefore choose 
arga„ so that a„E„ is real and non-negative, it then fol lows f rom (3 .2 ) that X^n^^n 
diverges to + o o . Hence, by total regularity/I-transform also diverges to + o o which 
contradicts the hypothesis that 23fl„e„ is bounded-/) . This proves Lemma I. 
LEMMA 2 [3] 7 / — 1 < a ^ /? and k ^ 1 and 'Z.ct,, is summable |C, then it is 
summable |C, 
LEMMA 3 [6]. IJk > I y„= 2 C„^,x,and F; |y„l < OO whenever ^ < oo, 
m r = o ' 11 = 0 r = 0 
then E |C„, J^' < 00. 
11 = 0 
LEMMA 4. Let ^ 0 and the method (N, p„) be absolutely regular. Let C„ = 0(n), 
a^O and k > ]. Then in order that Sa„e„ should be summable \N,p„\ whenever 
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a„ is summable \C, il is necessary and sufficient that, for every bounded sequence 
2 
m = l 
A^^^j < 00, 
where 
'5m = I! u„n(n,m). it~m 
Proof of Lemma 4. Let 
1 
= « - ,A/k A "t 
then 
A l s o let yo = «o Co> and y„ = with 
1 " 
^N ~ D S PJI-R^R^RI R„ I-=0 
then 
y,: = Z r) c, a, 
r = 1 
r = 1 r m = 1 
(3.3) 
m=l r=m r 
m = l 
Where Cqo = So, Q . m = 0 ( ' « ^ 0 and 
^n, III ~ 
M'L' A,: Z r^-m ' r) M < /?, r = m r 
0, m > n. 
N o w by the conjugacy theorem [6], necessary and sufficient conditions that 
Z j j J < 00 whenever < co are that 
S C„ u„ be convergent for every u„ = 0(1) , ,n ^ 1, ( 3 . 4 ) 
and 
I m = l 2 C„,,„t'„ < 00 whenever = o ( i ) . (3.5) 
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Since c„ = 0(/j) , we have 
II = m I- = m r >• = m V « - f 
where C is a positive constant, not necessarily the same at each occurrence, 
< C I M < CO, 
as 
i ; r)l = 0(1). 
Therefore the series in (3.4) is 
CO n i 
n =in f = m 
r n = r 
\ tn ,i=m / 
the change o f order of summation being justified as the series is absolutely convergent. 
Thus if <;„ = 0(n) and u„ = 0(1) condition (3.4) is automatically satisfied and therefore 
the necessary and sufiicient condition for the series 'Ea„c„ to be sumnmble \l^ iP„\ 
whenever J^a,, is sunimable |C, af^  becomes 
00 / {' \ 
m 
< QO, 
whenever u„ = 0(1) and c,, = 0(/i). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 4. 
LEMMA 5 [1]. Jf X>0 ami c„ = 0(1) or Z \c„\ln < co, then 
LEMMA 6 [6]. Let 
I < k ^ CO, a > — CO _ . < 00: 1 
Then 
< oo, fl < y ^ a. 
C^ ) 
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Now suppose that (3.10) holds. Then 
1 




It is, therefore, sufficient to show that 
that is to say, 
<00, P = 0, 1, a, 
Zn'^'-'lA^sf <00, 7 = 0 , I , . . . , a. 1 
For y == 0 the result is evident in view of (3.8) and for 0 < y it follows by virtue 
of Lemma 7. 
LEMMA 9. Let A ^ 0 a/id {p„} be a non-negative and non-increasing sequence. 
Necessary conditions that a„ E„ should be summable \N, p„\ whenever^ a„ is summable 
|C,a|4, k>\, are (2 .1) and (2 .2) . 
Proof of Lemma 9. Since p„> 0 and Ap„ ^ 0, the method (N, p„) is totally 
regular. It follows by virtue of Lemmas 1 and 2 that 
1 n 
and which, in turn, implies that £„ = 0{n). 
Proof of (2.2). Since the method (N,p„) is absolutely regular, it follows from 
Lemma 4 that (3.3) is a necessary condition. Let u„ = 1 for all n. Then 
i = m \ n - 1 / 






Proof of (2.1). Employing the notations used in the proof of Lemma 4 and apply-
ing Lemma 3, 
Now 
Thus we have 
n -t II 
1 
This proves Lemma 9. 
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4. Proof of the theorem. 
•569 
Necessity. By virtue o f JLeinina 9 it is evident that (2 .1 ) and (2 .2 ) are the necessary 
conditions. 
Sufficiency. The case a = 0 is trivial for, in this case, as shown in the proo f o f 
Lemma '^n is absolutely convergent. 




m < CO, 
whenever u„ = 0 (1 ) . 
N o w 
i ( M A^5„,A-''- '^'-
m p = o \ p J m+p 
N o w 
\m j P=i \ p J m+p 
= - L j + L j , say. 
p = i\P/ \'i = o m+q+p 
p = i \ j 7 / s - o \<, = o in+p+q 
p = i \ p / i = o v , = o m+p+q J 
It is evident that = 0 ( 1 ) when «„ = 0 (1 ) . Also 
N o w 
Z L u„Q(n,r+l) 
n=r /J = r + L 
— — + z w„ A, Q(rt, r) 
n = r + l 
PoW, 
p p r. ii=r+l \ jT, 
P„-r Pi,~r-t 
Pn-i = o 
m = I 
by'-virtue o f (2.2) . 
, ( « + ! ) ( . ' - l If ILJ^ ' = 0(1) I m = t m = 0(1), 
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Also using (2.1) we have 
t/J , , 00 /I)®*-'"' /2ci-l \k' E =0(1) r E i m = 1 m = 1 r,„ \ r = 1 / 
= 0(1) i 1 = 0(1). 
m = X 
This completes the proo f o f the theorem. 
The author wishes to express his thanks to the referee for making certain 
suggestions regarding the improvement o f the paper. 
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ON THE LOCAL PROPERTY OF SUMMABILITY \G,r + i 
OF THE r-ih 
DERIVED SERIES OF FOURIER SERIES ( I ) 
PAR S . M . M A Z H A R . 
k 
1. Let be a given infinite series with as its n-th partial 
sum. The series ^ a ^ is-said to be summable | C, a a > — i, 
.1 if 
(l.i) [3], 
where c® denotes the ?i-th Cesaro mean of order a of { s„ }. It is 
clear that summability | C, a |i is the same as the summa-
bility I C, C- |. If i" denotes the n-th (C, oc) mean of the 
sequence | na„ then condition (1. i) becomes 
(1-) 
Let f { t )Gh{— 71, •k) and periodic with period i n and suppose 
its Fourier series is given by 
00 «o 
^ (an cosnt 4- ba slnnt) —(i) 
1 0 
Then the conjugate series of Fourier series is 
^ {bncosnt — a^sinnt) 
1 1 
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We use the following notations : 
I—1 
P = ^ ) 0,'s are arbitrary, 
1 = 0 
g{t) = ^.[{/(^ + 0 - P(o! + ( - - 0 - p(- 0 ij, 
2. It was shown by Hyslop [5] that if g a ( 0 € B V ( o , it), then 
the r-th derived series of Fourier series of f{t) at t = x is 
summable | C, a + r + S ], a ^ o, 8 > o. Since a Lehesgue 
integral is absolutely continuous it follows that summability 
I C, I + r + S I, S > o of the r-th derived series of the Fourier 
series depends upon the behaviour of the generating function 
in the immediate neighbourhood of the point under consideration. 
Considering the case r = i , Lai [7] has recently proved that 
summability | C, 2 | of the first derived series of the Fourier 
series is not a local property. He also obtained a sufficient 
condition in order that it may become of local character. His 
results were quite recently extended to the r-th derived series 
by Bhatt [1] who proved the following theorems : 
T H E O R E M A . — If f { t ) is a periodic function with period 2TC and 
integrable (L) over (o, then the summability | C, r + 1 | of 
the r-th derived series of the Fourier series of f{t) is not necessarily 
a local property of the generating function. 
T H E O R E M B . — Let f [ t ) satisfy the conditions of Theorem A . 
The summability | C, r + i | of the r-th derived series of the Fourier 
series depends only on the behaviour of the generating function f{t) 
in the immediate neighbourhood of the point t =x, if, when r is 
even ^ l A i l ^ < 0 0 and when r is odd <;oo. 
Concerning sujnmability | C, a of Fourier series of a func-
tion /•(«)€L(— Tc, n) Flett [4] has obtained the following results. 
L O C A L P R O P E R T Y O F S U M M A B I L I T Y | C, r + i 101 
TH E O R E M C . — If /c then the summability | C, IC a > I of 
the Fourier series of a function / " € L is a local property, that is 
to say, given an /"of L we can make the Fourier series of jf summable 
or non-summable | C, a |/t at the point x b y altering the values 
of f in an arbitrary small interval {x — r], a; + Y]). 
TH E O R E M D . — If /c ^ i , then there exists an f of class L which 
is equal to zero in ( — - > - ) and is such that its Fourier series \ 2 2 / 
is not summable | C, i at i = o. 
The object of this note is to generalize the above results of 
Bhatt. We prove the following theorems. Our Theorem 1 
includes, as a special case for r — o, Theorem D of Flett. 
TH E O R E M 1. — If f{t) is a periodic function with period AN and 
integrable (L) over (o, six), then the summability | C, R + i |A) ^ of 
the r-th derived series of the Fourier series of f{t) is not necessarily 
a local property of the generating function. 
TH E O R E M 2. — Let f{t) satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1. 
Then the summability | C, r + i of the r-th derived series of the 
Fourier series depends only on the behaviour of the generating 
function f{t) in the immediate neighbourhood of the point t = x, 
if, when r is even 
and when r is odd, 
(2.2) 
3. The following lemmas are required for the proof of our 
theorems. 
L E M M A 1 {of. [2]). — Let { Un{x)) be a sequence of linear operations 
defined in a complete space E and ^ H u„(x) ||''< / c ^ i for every x 
1 1 
ofK. Then there is a finite number M such that ^ ^ || M„ [X) ^ M ||A; || 
for every x of E. 
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L E M M A 2 . — Suppose { f„(a;) } be measurable in {a, b), where 
b — a^co for n — i, 2, . . . . Then a necessary and sufficient 
condition, that for Ci^ery function <JD(a:;) summable over {a, b) the func-
tions fn{x) <P(x) should he summable over {a, b) and 
2 / Mo,) {X) doo 
n 
< 00, A ^  I 
is that is essentially bounded in [a, b). 
1 
The case /c = i is the well known result due to Bosanquet 
and Kestelman [2]. 
Proof. — Sufficiency. We have 
1 
X I I' I (^ y (a:) \dx 
1 ^^  
= A£ I'e^ ^^Ajf = A < 0 0 . 
Necessity. The proof is similar to that of Bosanquet and 
Kestelman, however for the sake of completeness, we include 
a proof here. 
Since fn{x) is summable over (a, b) whenever <I>(a;) is, 
we conclude that fn{x) is" essentially bounded in (a, b), 
n — I, 2, 3, .... 
Let E be the set of all functions summable over (a, b). If 
y{t)&L{a, b), we write 
11/(0 11= f)y{n\dt, 
h 
/" f r { t ) y { t ) d t 
. a. 
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and 
Taking 
W(7)=2 / f,{t)y{t)dt J n 
•J a 




( 3 . 1 ) W ' whenever f 
n 
( 3 . 2 ) 
Now let ^ be any point in (a, h) such that 
d 
dx f f,{t)dt=fn[ •J n 
for X = ^ and n — i, 2 , . . . and let o < < 6 — If we 
take z{t) = in the interval ^ h) and zero elsewhere, 
then (3. i) implies 




Since the set of points ^ of (a, b) for which (3.2) is false is of 
•e 
measure zero, it follows that almost everywhere, 
i. e. 2 1 f A ^ ) r i® essentially bounded. 
•XBS + = 
\ + \-k-U \ 00—=:r» 
1U+V \ — V 0 
— ioodfj 
•(x)''g —= fuv 
e.puv I — 00 — U9ti0 uoifomiuns dt{i sdfoudp ^ dU9i{M 
A I1 A ^ / i ^ 
uai{j. 
Jl — '9 vHwaq 
•iCq.ipqBXiixiins 
OJBS93 JOj ragjoaifi Xou8q.si:suoo 9x:[q. puB sis9i{q.0(LCt[ gijq. Xq 
aABq OAV 
[9] — 
•'I I + » 'O I djq'Oiuwns "w udifj 
I 
— vwwaq 
» '3 I oiqvwiuns si ^v^ sduds » jfj — '[g] g VKwaq 
•aVHZVH 'H 'S 0^1 
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Then by virtue of Minkowski's inequality it is sufficient to prove 
that 
Now 
1 1 \m = 0 / 1 
since Cm— 0 ( i ) . 
Also 
ni / 71 — 1 \ k 
N I / V^ I C,,^ - I 
.2 1 \r=l / 
m n — \ 
^tl—T 




1 1 \7' = 1 / rr=l = l 
m r m m -
r = i n = i-
1 logr 
Finally, 
771 ra . \ 
1 1 \v = 7H-/n + l ./ 1 
4 . P R O O F OF T H E O R E M 1 . — Suppose r is even. The theorem 
*in this case will be established if we prove that for o < a < p < 2 T t 
there is a function summable over (a, P) and zero in the remainder 
of (o, iiC) whose r-th derived series of Fourier series is not 
summable | C, r + i By virtue of Lemma 3 it is sufficient 
to show that there exists a function yj^ t) summable over (a, (3) 
such that 
o-
e e (?)# f-
UIS ^ 
}p 
. - UTS S 
" { 5 „ ,s 5 (?) 
c z \ } • 






- uis e 9 • 
z z 1 h W ins 
./ I 
S / N V "V 
S" ( Y + W 
}p jP ( ? ) 
OABt[ [];] UI SB SuipGaOOJjJ Y 
S9ti9S ot[j JO J jap JO JO UBaui 0^ 1^ 593 aqq. saq.ouap aJ9i[AV 
{ -iP 
9AV U9t{j[ 'sauos jounoj 
aqq. jo sauas paAijap TJ^ -J aqq. jo jl aapjo jo ueaui OJBsa^  aqq. 
aq.ou8p {xYj) puB u9A9 aq 1 q.9q — waaoaHj^  ao aooH^ j -g 
•ppO SI J. U9I{AV 
9Aoad UBO 9A\. iCpB|tuiig 'SMOiioj q.]^ ns9J aqi. Buiuiaq SuiX^ ddy 
i-p/ 
,3/B W / JUZiOO 
( + 
I 
• • • + ?W (6 — ,Ye) 600,3/E " 
\ 
(c^ .igSaiui ouios SI Y ' y >3/^ 1—3/) <— ' 7U v,SOO tX ju ,|?wsoo| i X 
'U ^ J JOJ 'AVOJSJ 
•HVHZVH 'H -S 901 
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W e observe t h a t for positive S, however smal l , b u t f ixed, the 
00 ^ 
convergence of the series ^ ^ ^ i = i , 2 depends on the 
1 
behaviour of f(t) in the i m m e d i a t e neighbourhood of the 
point t — X. H e n c e in v iew of L e m m a 4 , it is sufficient to prove 
t h a t 2 < • B u t we h a v e [1] 
and therefore b y virtue of L e m m a 5 and the hypothesis ( 2 . i ) 
the result fol lows. Similarly we can prove the result w h e n r is 
odd. This completes the proof . 
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